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ZERO
PREFACE
This report serves as final documentation of my
graduation project for the Master's program Integrated Product Design at the faculty of Industrial
Design Engineering at the Technical University of
Delft.
The company that assigned this project is Het Collectief. The company works in a variety of fields of
which one is filmmaking - hence the project title:
" Designing for Independent Filmmakers"
Along with a final presentation this report is the final
test and should show that I am prepared to carry the
title Master of Science.
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PART .
designing for independent filmmakers

ONE
INTRODUCTION
This report provides documentation of the research
findings and results of this graduation project.
The project regards an assignment given by Het
Collectief, a multidisciplinary company of which one
ambition is filmmaking. The assignment is to design
for independent filmmakers.
The purpose of this project was to explore the world
of filmmaking and to find a gap to fill, with a new
product to help independent filmmakers. The structure of this reports consists of eight parts.
Part I describes the company and their design brief
and the general context of the assignment. In this
first part the main problems will be discussed, with
an explanation of the 'Golden Circle', a continuous
framework of this report; WHY, HOW and WHAT.
Before deciding what to design, research has to be
done to why anything needs to be designed in the
first place. After it is clear why, further research can
be done towards how the problem(s) can be solved.
The three main questions are therefore:
WHY - do we need to improve independent filmmaking?
HOW - can we improve independent filmmaking?
WHAT - is needed to improve independent filmmaking?
Part II handles the first WHY question by diving into
the core of both film and filmmaking. The history of
both phenomena will be discussed with a focus on
both independent filmmaking and major studios.
The differences between the two should lead to the
ultimate why.
Furthermore all stakeholders, including the audience
of film, will be discussed thoroughly to find any lack
or limitation in independent filmmaking.

This part will be finalized by answering the first
WHY question and concludes with a more detailed
WHY II question. Furthermore, the first steps to a
list of requirements are made here. This list serves as
guide throughout the entire process and provides as
check list to evaluate the final product.
Part III goes into the WHY II question by exploring
behind the scenes. An analysis through interviews
with independent filmmakers and observations onset will lead to answering the WHY II question.
This part will be finalized new design requirements
and a design vision serving as possible design direction.
Part IV uses the design vision to look into the possibilities to pursue that vision. With these findings,
new requirements are added to the list, and finally a
clear design goal is stated.
Part V dives into the idea generation, using the
design goal as starting point. A concept will be
discussed and optimized until a final concept is
reached.
Part VI shows the physical prototype made based
on the final concept. Additionally, testings with the
prototype are discussed.
In Part VII recommendations on the product will be
discussed, that are needed for further developments.
Based on these recommendations, a final product is
proposed along with a sales plan and a suggestion for
an online platform.
Finally this Part will close the whole project with a
conclusion summarizing the entire process and an
evaluation with a personal perspective on this graduation project.
Part VIII offers a list of terminology, references and
appendices for further readings.
All findings are based on both literature research and
a series of insightful on-set observation and talks
with Roy van den Heuvel (filmography) and Ernst de
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Groot (film-and photography) from Het Collectief,
the founders of Cinecrowd (independent film crowdfunder) and several other independent filmmakers.
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TWO
COMPANY
The company that assigned this project is Het Collectief. Het Collectief is led by six partners, all with
diverse backgrounds; with skills in marketing, business strategy, engineering, design, analysis, information technology, film and photography. Their clients
vary accordingly. This project’s relevance lies in the
film section varying from campaign video to short
film. As story and emotion has become an essential
value for Het Collectief, the company requested to
focus on independent filmmakers of feature films
rather than documentaries.
Currently the film department of Het Collectief
mainly works for clients, making films for commercial and campaign purposes. Having an interest in
story and emotion, they now wish to make their own
films as well. While their core business in film, in
terms of revenue streams, will remain on client level,
the self-made films referred to have no direct intention of generating profit. The aim here is to share
their stories rather than sell.
Being independent (from a major studio) themselves
they wish to provide, not only themselves but other
peers as well, with more accessible possibilities in
filmmaking. They aim to better their own world first,
and afterwards share this with their peers.
While the mission seems straightforward the question remains what to improve? And as Simon Sinek
[20]
defines the Golden Circle as a three layered model
the so-called ‘what’ lies in the outer-layer, ‘how’ in
the inner-layer and the so essential ‘why’ in the center. Sinek argues that the most successful companies
and individuals all started with the ‘why’ while the
majority starts with ‘what’; “people do not buy what
you do, but why you do it. What you do, is simply a
proof for what you believe in”.
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So the questions for the company, in the correct
order, are:
WHY - do we need to improve independent filmmaking?
HOW - can we improve independent filmmaking?
WHAT - is needed to improve independent filmmaking?
These questions serve as the main guide throughout
this entire project.

THREE
DESIGN BRIEF
This chapter discusses the design brief given by the
company,
Problem
Independent Filmmakers have an ambition and
passion for filmmaking, but are limited by the shortcoming of resources to express and demonstrate
their talent.
Opportunity
The general confines of independent filmmakers
with a limited budget have changed dramatically.
The relatively low barrier for creating a film has led
to an increase of active Independent Filmmakers.
Several developments have made this possible in the
last couple of years, for Independent Filmmakers
to create films of similar quality film to the major
studios:

Crowd-sourcing organizations have made it possible
for filmmakers to create films without the support of
big investment companies.
A paradigm shift is noticeable in this market. 10
years ago, in order to make a decent quality video
you needed an arsenal of expensive equipment. The
barrier to entry was therefore quite high, creating a
niche market of experts. These days the cost of good
equipment has dived tremendously. With a DSLR
and some good lenses you can make shots previously
exclusive to the cinematographic elite.
As this was previously a niche market, the companies developing these technologies made incredibly
expensive equipment as they dominated the market
and could direct the pricing. However, as demand is
growing and supply only remains accessible for the
upper-class filmmakers, there is a great opportunity
to create lower-budget products for filmmaking.

The increasing quality of the video capabilities of
DSLR (digital single-lens reflex) cameras have proven as cost-efficient yet high quality alternatives to the
traditional higher-end video equipment.
The Internet provides the possibility of sharing
information from and to other filmmakers around
the world. DIY videos show how to create alternate
low-budget solutions to high budget film-equipment
such as cranes and helicopters.
The accessibility of electrical components have made
it possible to create such DIY film equipment.
New products are now aimed specifically on
low-budget professional filmmakers as a growing
target group. The gap between home video and cinema is being filled with products such as quadrocopters, the Steadicam, MōVi and the GoPro.
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FOUR
CONTEXT
To illustrate the context of this assignment three
groups of filmmakers need to be explained: Amateurs, Independent Filmmakers and Major Studios.
Amateurs
Any owner of any kind of camera can make his/her
own movie. For this group, content is more important than quality. Their audience is mostly limited to
their own social circle. However, social media can
bring their reach to a global level, sometimes unintentionally. Filmmakers that wish global reach, often
upgrade their equipment for better quality, making
them more likely to be part of the next group.
Independent Filmmakers
Independent Filmmakers are professional filmmakers without major film studios. While professional
in its literal definition includes money making,
people within this group can also do filmmaking as a
serious hobby. Compared to the amateurs, this group
has a serious aim for quality on every detail. Compared to the next group, they have a lower budget,
limiting them to often lower quality equipment. The
latter is often solved by DIY resources. Het Collectief
is part of this group.
Major Studios
These are the, in terms of budget and resources, limitless film studios. Hollywood and all big studios are
part of this group. In contrary to the other filmmakers, mobility and size is far less to none problematic.
Het Collectief is part of the Independent Filmmaker
group and will therefore be the focused target group
of this project.
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[41]

PART II.
entering the world of film
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FIVE
INTRODUCTION
TO WHY
Part II explores the world of filmmaking. The goal is
to answer the why question:

and a checklist to evaluate the product.

WHY - do we need to improve independent filmmaking?
To answer that, an understanding needs to be
reached of the world of filmmaking, done through
three chapters:
Film
This chapter will briefly discuss the history of film
with in specific: developments in film technology
and film styles.
Furthermore, the power of film through cultural
impact will be discussed with an introduction of the
difference between Independent Filmmakers and
Major Studios.
Independent Filmmaking
This chapter will go into the history of Independent
Filmmakers, discussing where they came from and
the essential differences with Major Studios.
Film stakeholders
This chapter will go into the actual filmmaking process and which parties are involved.
Chapter 9 will finalize Part II with several conclusions on the discussed findings. Furthermore, some
important decisions will be made that will influence
the direction and focus of the project.
Finally, these decisions will lead to a start of the list
of requirements. This list defines all functions and
wishes to which the eventual product should require.
It serves as a guide throughout this whole process
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SIX
FILM
To prevent any reader’s misunderstanding of the
term, this report will use ‘film’ as the term for movie
and motion picture. All three of them have the same
meaning, even though one might argue that, film in
its technical definition refers to photographic films
(so digital film would be a misnomer). Being aware
of that, and ignoring it, the author’s personal and
European preference of the sound of the word goes
to ‘film’.
Film
Films were, as mentioned, originally recorded on
plastic films, which was shown through a movie projector onto a large screen. More modern techniques
use digital filming and storage. Both techniques are
based on a series of images, when shown on screen,
create an illusion [1].
While film itself is purely visual, it usually contains
added audio to add spoken words, sounds and
music.
Film has evolved from optical illusion toys (Thaumatrope, Fantascope) and one-viewer ‘peep show’
devices such as the Kinetoscope to the first public
exhibition of motion pictures with a projector in
1896. The projection of film for an entire audience,
has been acclaimed as the beginning of motion pictures as we know it today [2].
The earliest films were simply one static shot that
showed an event or action with no editing or other
cinematic techniques whatsoever. Around the turn
of the 20th century, films started connecting several
scenes together to tell a story. Later on scenes were
even broken up into multiple shots taken from different distances and angles. Techniques such as the
movement of the camera were used as effective ways
to tell a story with film. Until sound in film became
commercially practical in the late 1920s, motion
pictures were a purely visual art, but these innovative

silent films had gained a hold on the public imagination. Rather than leave audiences with only the noise
of the projector, theater owners hired a pianist or
organist or even a full orchestra to play music that fit
the mood of the film at any given moment.
In the 1920s, the development of electronic sound
recording technologies made it practical to incorporate a soundtrack of speech, music and sound effects
synchronized with the action on the screen.
The resulting sound films were initially distinguished
from the usual silent 'moving pictures' or 'movies' by
calling them 'talking pictures' or 'talkies'. By 1930,
silent film was practically extinct and already being
referred to as the old medium [2].
Another important technological development was
the introduction of 'natural color', which meant
color that was photographically recorded from
nature rather than added to black-and-white prints
by hand-coloring, stencil-coloring or other arbitrary
procedures, although the earliest processes typically
yielded colors which were far from natural. Color
replaced black-and-white much more slower than
sound replaced silent film. One could assume that
sound is a bigger influential to the audience's engagement than color.
In the early 1950s, the proliferation of black-andwhite television started seriously depressing North
American theater attendance. In an attempt to lure
audiences back into theaters, bigger screens were installed, wide screen processes, polarized 3D projection and stereophonic sound were introduced, and
more films were made in color, which soon became
the rule rather than the exception. Some important
mainstream Hollywood films were still being made
in black-and-white as late as the mid-1960s, but they
marked the end of an era. Color television receivers
had been available since the mid-1950s, but at first
they were very expensive and few broadcasts were
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in color. During the 1960s, prices slowly declined,
color broadcasts became common, and sales increased. The public verdict in favor of color was
clear. After the final flurry of black-and-white films
had been released in mid-decade, all Hollywood
studio productions were filmed in color, with rare
exceptions reluctantly made only at the insistence of
star directors such as Peter Bogdanovich and Martin
Scorsese [2].
The decades following the decline of the studio
system in the 1960s saw changes in the production
and style of film. Various New Wave movements
(including the French New Wave, Indian New Wave,
Japanese New Wave and New Hollywood) and the
rise of film-school-educated independent filmmakers contributed to the changes the medium experienced in the second half of the 20th century. Digital
technology drove the force for change throughout
the 1990s and into the 2000s. Digital 3D projection
largely replaced earlier problem-prone 3D film systems and became popular in the early 2010s [2].
Cultural Impact
Films are cultural artifacts created by specific
cultures, which reflect those cultures, and, in turn,
affect them. The magnitude of this social and cultural impact can range from fashion trends to political
and ethical shifts to life changing events. Audrey
Hepburn in Roman Holiday (1953) inspired women
to this day to wear their hairdos as such, whereas a
number of films in the nineties, with the emergence
of the internet, such as The Net (1995) introduced
the first fear of internet taking over our lives. Film
has also made the world socially accept certain ethical minorities and has shown us different perspectives on debatable matters such as the war in Iraq.
Film has the ability to transfer feelings from others
to the audience. It is a powerful and effective tool to
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share opinions and feelings on such accessible level
of understanding.
Particularly independent films have had a huge
impact on society. The reason for this has mainly to
do with what Hollywood would call taking big risks.
While the major studios of Hollywood all have a
settled name to maintain and big investors to keep
satisfied, independent filmmakers have less to lose.
In poker terms, when the stakes are higher you have
more to lose, but if the stakes are approaching zero
you could as well go all-in. Where Hollywood would
rather try to please the majority, one independent
filmmaker could shift the world with an entire new
perspective.
The men who founded Hollywood, all Jewish émigrés, built their studios out of a need to assimilate
to American respectability, but they stumbled upon
a medium so powerful that rather than assimilate
to American values, they created and defined them.
Louis B. Mayer, head of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
(MGM) knew that films had the power to influence
culture in tremendous ways. He felt that such power
carried a serious responsibility and obligation to
produce films that would uphold and strengthen the
moral and ethical fiber of culture. [18]
"It seems that today’s Hollywood has forgotten its
responsibility. After all, just look at all the junk that
comes out of Hollywood. There’s no moral center
there. There are no ethical standards. Films get made
for the bottom line – for how many people will go to
the theater and buy popcorn – and not because they
will form the culture in a positive and meaningful
way." [19]
As will be discussed in the next chapter, these Hollywood filmmakers, including Mayer, were at the time
of founding Hollywood, independent filmmakers.

The interesting question here is: where along the
road did this ambition change? And more important: WHY?
While the statement about Hollywood's forgotten
responsibility, is debatable and one can probably
mention some exceptional world changing Hollywood films; the fact is that Hollywood is a corporate
system, with its goal to generate revenue. Films,
especially of Hollywood's scope, cost large sums of
money. So it is logical that investors want to see a
return of investment. Such high budgets 'must' be
assured of success. And while these budgets have
increased since the first independent filmmakers entered Hollywood the urge to gain such success have
increased, and at the same time, the risk and fear of
high losses as well. It can be argued that Mayer and
all other independent filmmakers, once so ambitious
to create original content rather than commercial,
have lost this responsibility along the way of budget
rises. Their way of reducing chances of failure is
applying conventional success factors rather than
taking risks for new concepts. While this, still,
proves as a successful formula, a part of the audience
finds this rather tiresome. That same part of the
audience prefers independent films for their honesty
and noncommercial intention. But is that true? Are
independent filmmakers less focused on profit than
major studios in Hollywood? Perhaps their focus on
loss is less, but as we will see in the following chapter,
history has shown that independent filmmakers
once non-commercial and ambitious game-changers
eventually turned into the game-makers themselves.
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SEVEN
INDEPENDENT
FILMMAKING
This chapter describes the target group, Independent
Filmmaker in depth. To understand this filmmaker
type fully, an insight on their history is required.
The first Independents:
Resistance to the Trust
Thomas Edison owned most of the major patents
relating to motion pictures, including raw film. In
1908 he formed a cartel that held a monopoly on
both film production and distribution. This partnership, the Motion Pictures Patent Company (MPPC,
also known as the Edison Trust), comprised of all
major film companies of the time (Edison, Biograph,
Essanay, Vitagraph, Lubin, Selig, Kalem, American
Star, American Pathé), the leading film distributor
(George Kleine) and the biggest supplier of raw film
(Eastman Kodak).
The MPPC was formed to legally control production, distribution and exhibition of film. They owned
patents on camera’s, projectors and raw film which
forced anyone that wanted anything with film had
to use their equipment or hire their films for exhibition. Their goal was to limit foreign film import and
to drive all other distributors and producers out of
business [3][4].
Anyone who declined to join the Trust was known as
‘outlaw’, ‘pirate’ and ‘independent’.
“Independent filmmaking in these early years of
American cinema was mainly a reaction to any
attempt towards monopolization of the film industry. In this respect, independence is defined here by
a production company’s refusal to succumb to the
pressures applied by one or more organizations that
actively seek total control of the film market. These
early independents did break away from certain production and distribution practices of the Trust. One
of the major advantages the independents had over
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the Patents Company was that they were willing to
experiment. Unlike the production companies working for the Trust, who were making one-reel films
under the assumption that the public was indifferent
to the quality of the product and who would get their
10 cents per foot of film produced regardless of content or quality, independent producers consciously
strove to differentiate their product”. [3]
In 1910 Carl Laemle along with William Fox and
Adolph Zukor started their own cartel (Sales Company) against the MPPC. They managed to position
themselves so well organized and competitive that
the US film business split in 50% MPPC and 50%
Sales Company. [3]
While the MPPC was located in the East Coast (New
York, New Jersey), a number of ‘independents’ along
with the Sales Company moved as far away to the
West Coast to California, Hollywood. They had built
their own camera equipment, but the distance made
it difficult for the MPPC to enforce their patents.
Apart from the distance the location had 4 other major positives: sunny all year; inexpensive property; an
open shop town and the variation of locations and
geography. These conditions made it perfect for any
studio to shoot movies. The rise of the independents
soon outpaced MPPC that eventually came to an end
in 1915, ordered by the federal court that claimed
MPPC’s acts went “far beyond what was necessary
to protect the use of patents or the monopoly which
went with them”. And as the Edison monopoly died,
the Hollywood oligopoly arose. Laemmle founded
Universal Pictures, Fox founded Twentieth Century
Fox, and Zukor founded Paramount[4].
“In the years to follow, what independent cinema
would be independent of, and from, would be the
very companies that first insisted upon independence from Edison and his cartel.”[3]

United Artists:
Resistance to the Studio System
As Hollywood became the new center of the film
industry in the US, a system had to be established:
the studio system. The system was designed to
ensure the cost and quality of the movies being
produced. Having a system made Hollywood a much
more organized film industry than anywhere else in
the world. There was a clear division of labor from
the producer, to the screenwriter to the actors and
director. All screenplays had to be approved by the
producer and established a kind of guideline and
draft of what the end product would become. Soon
MGM, Paramount Pictures, RKO Radio Pictures,
and Warner Bros. were leading the film industry in
a well-defined system. Smaller studios like Universal
Studios, United Artists, and Columbia Pictures were
also rising to take their share of the evolving industry. The United Artists (UA) was formed in 1919
by four veteran movie stars in US silent film: Mary
Pickford, Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks, and
D. W. Griffith. Their vision and mission of the UA
was stated in their first press release:
“We believe this is necessary to protect the exhibitor and the industry itself, thus enable the exhibitor
to book only pictures that he wishes to play and
not force upon him (...) other program films which
he does not desire (...) We also think that this step
is positively and absolutely necessary to protect
the great motion picture public from threatening
combinations and trusts that would force upon them
mediocre productions and machine-made entertainment”. [3]
The UA provided distribution possibilities for independent filmmakers to supply theaters with films
made outside studios. Apart from that the founders

themselves planned to each produce 5 feature films
each year. However, as films became more expensive
to produce and films had settled a baseline of around
90 minutes (8 reels), the UA struggled to succeed
their mission. Particularly with the introduction of
sound all founders, not being able to bring up the financials, except for Chaplin ended their careers. [3][4]
The Poverty Row:
The Rise of B-Films
Hollywood had a three layer division: The Big Five
Majors; The Little Three Majors; The Poverty Row.
“Films from studios like Monogram, Republic,
Grand National, PRC and a large number of other
smaller companies represent film production of a
particularly low quality and cheap look that could
never be confused with top-rank independent
production. For instance, according to film historian
Wheeler Dixon, the key features of Monogram films
were ‘shoddy sets, dim lighting restricted mostly to
simple key spots, non existent camera work and extremely poor sound recording’, elements far removed
from prestige-level independent production or studio filmmaking. Even the most successful financially
and “artistically” Poverty Row studio in the 1930s
and 1940s, Republic Pictures, was widely known by
industry practitioners as “Repulsive Pictures”. [3]
These companies operated completely ‘independently’ to the majors, producing their films in their own
studios (or in hired sound stages), releasing them
through self-owned distribution networks and
exhibiting them in small independent theaters. With
the majors concentrated on providing the lucrative
first- and second-run theatre market, a large number of independent theaters, not being able to afford
majors’ films, were in desperate need of a product.
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As the independent theaters supplied merely a
small fraction of the industry’s box office revenues,
the major studios could afford to leave them to the
competition.
The history of low-end independent filmmaking
during the time of the domination of the majors can
be divided into two distinct periods. The first one
covers the years of the Great Depression, particularly
from late 1930 to 1939. During this period, low-end
independent filmmakers were actively encouraged
by the industry as the introduction of the double
bill (display of two films after one another)created
far greater demand than the major studios could
handle[3].
The second period covers the 1940s and the early
years of the 1950s. During these times, the studios
canceled out their B film production. The Poverty
Row companies became the sole providers of lowcost films. Besides the films produced and distributed by the Poverty Row studios, low-end independent
production was also characterized by a significant
number of films made for various ethnic audiences.
This type of film production was practiced completely outside the borders of the American film industry and usually cost only a few thousand dollars to
produce, with money raised directly from private
investors or from the members of the ethnic communities the films targeted.
“This type of independent cinema performed an
extremely significant social function: it promoted
a more accessible and, ultimately, more inclusive
American cinema which embraced audiences from
the lower strata of society whose limited consumer
power had placed them at the bottom of the studios’
customer list. In departing from the rules of classical
filmmaking, low-end, non-studio production pre-
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sented a cinema that was less bound by established
rules, which justifies the term ‘independent’, in the
same way that production of films outside the studio
system lends to that label”.[3]
From the mid-1940s, however, the b-film market
started declining, after which the two most significant Poverty Row studios (Monogram and Republic)
stopped making exclusively B -films and entered
the A-film market. This led to films – produced by
ex-studio filmmakers like Borzage for Republic and
Del Ruth for Monogram – that were embraced by
classical narrative and style and therefore becoming
part of mainstream cinema. [3]
The Paramount Decree:
Dismantling the Studio System
In 1948 the US Supreme Court found the 8 majors
(Big 5 and Little 3) guilty of applying monopolistic
practices similar to what the Edison Trust had done
decades earlier. The Court forced the studios to sign
a consent decree that made them lose control over
exhibition in theaters.
As portable cameras became less expensive during
World War II, any person could write, produce and
direct a film without the support of a major film
studio. [3]
“This led to a number of critically acclaimed and
highly influential works, including Maya Deren’s
Meshes of the Afternoon (1943), Kenneth Anger’s
Fireworks (1947), and Morris Engel, Ruth Orkin and
Ray Abrashkin’s Little Fugitive (1953). Filmmakers
such as Ken Jacobs with little or no formal training
began to experiment with new ways of making and
shooting films. Unlike films of the collapsing studio
system, these new low-budget films could afford to
take risks and explore new artistic territory outside
of the classical Hollywood narrative”. [3]

In the late 1950s/early 1960s, a group of filmmakers,
such as John Cassavetes, Shirley Clarke, Edward
Bland, Alfred Leslie, Jonas and Adolfas Mekas, Lionel Rogosin and Robert Frank were brought together
by its shared anti-Hollywood approach of filmmaking. They shared a distinct value for movements in
European countries such as the Nouvelle Vague in
France, the Free Cinema in Britain and other similar
attempts for an alternative cinematic approach in
Italy, Poland and the Soviet Union. They wanted to
break free from the ‘official’ American cinema as this
was represented the majors and the independents as
well(top-rank and low-end). For these filmmakers,
independence meant producing and distributing
low-budget films entirely outside the influence and
structure of the American film industry.
It was the first time since the World War I that European film was considered as a worthy competitor to
the US film system. The World War I had influenced
European film industries drastically. The effects
of WWI destroyed the European film industries.
Mainly because of the movement towards propaganda films at the time. And while Europe was suffering
from the war trying to focus on propaganda instead
of the film industry, the US (mainly Hollywood) had
grown to a strong system and becoming the leading
film industry of the world. European cinema tried
to make a comeback after the war but was never able
to level with the Hollywood system. And to this day,
Europe has failed to recover from the effects of WWI
placing Hollywood ahead of their time.
The American filmmakers that led the anti-Hollywood movement saw incredible value in the European film industry and started the New American
Cinema Group, an organization established to
support all those voices in American cinema. Within
the Group was the formation of the Film-Makers’
Cooperative, a distribution organization dedicated to

the marketing and releasing of New American films.
It was open to distributing any type of independent
film regardless of length, subject matter, budget or
width.
Independent filmmakers got credit for their Avant
Garde style and their approach to filmmaking. [3]
“John Cassavetes, whose films, especially his first feature, Shadows, became one of the examples of what
many critics have called ‘contemporary independent
cinema’, and whose approach to filmmaking created
the very powerful and romantic ideology of the lone
and uncompromised filmmaker who works with
a dedicated circle of friends and who goes to great
lengths to see his distinct vision on the screen”.[3]
The success of films like which had been made with
low or none budgets encouraged a huge increase in
popularity for non-studio filmmakers. Low budget
filmmaking promised exponentially greater returns
(in terms of percentages) when the film has a successful run in the theaters.
In the 1960s, the aim of these filmmakers was to focus more on the youth market which the major studios had lost touch with. By promising sex, violence,
drug use, and nudity, these films hoped to draw
bigger audiences to independent theaters by offering
them what the major studios could not. Typically
horror and science fiction films experienced a period
of tremendous growth during this time. As low-budget became a tool of greatness the B-film soon fell to
the level of Z, a niche category of films with production values so low that they became a spectacle in
their own right.
In 1968, a young filmmaker named George A. Romero shocked the audience with Night of the Living
Dead. It was a new kind of intense and unforgiving
independent horror film. The film was released just
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before the adoption of the MPAA (rating system for
suitability for certain audiences).

Auteur Renaissance:
New Hollywood & Independent Film

“As such, it was the first and last film of its kind to
enjoy a completely unrestricted screening, in which
young children were able to witness Romero’s new
brand of highly realistic gore. This film would help to
set the climate of independent horror for decades to
come, as films like The Texas Chain Saw Massacre in
1974 and Cannibal Holocaust in 1980 continued to
push the envelope”. [3]

During the 1970s, a period historians have termed
the “auteur renaissance,” an independent spirit
emerged within mainstream, commercial cinema. Directors like Francis Ford Coppola, Martin
Scorsese, Robert Altman, Stanley Kubrick, Peter
Bogdanovich, Terrence Malick, Brian De Palma,
Steven Spielberg, and George Lucas enjoyed an
independence within the system that was unique in
American film history[4].

While violent and disturbing films like Romero’s
gained youth popularity, Hollywood opted to placate
the MPAA rating system with restrictions on ticket
sales to young people. It posed a threat to independent films that it would affect the number of tickets
they could sell and cut into the independent cinema’s share of the youth market. This change would
further widen the divide between commercial and
non-commercial films.
Foreign films, mainly European and Japanese films,
were getting increasingly popular with the young
people, who were interested in films with non-traditional subjects and narrative structures. In an
attempt to lure this audience, the major studios hired
young filmmakers and allowed them to make films
with relatively little studio control. [3]
“In 1967, Warner Brothers offered first-time producer Warren Beatty 40% of the gross on his film Bonnie
and Clyde (1967) instead of a minimal fee. The
movie proceeded to gross over $70 million worldwide by 1973. This initial successes paved the way for
the studios to relinquish almost complete control of
the film school generation and began what the media
dubbed as “New Hollywood”. [3]
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Rise of Film Technology:
New Hollywood & Independent Film
Following the introduction of television and the
Paramount decree, the major studios attempted
to attract audiences with more spectacle. Screen
gimmicks, Wide screen processes and technical
improvements, such as Cinemascope (wide screen
lenses), stereo sound, 3-D and others, were invented
in order to retain the dwindling audience by giving them a larger-than-life (at home) experience.
Musicals, historical epics, and other films did in fact
benefit from these advances. However, with the introduction of VCR and VHS tapes, later replaced by
DVD, home cinema became more and more an option. Cinema continued their spectacle improvement
as it is now questionable whether it made the gap
even bigger or not. Tickets are now more expensive
than ever, and with online platforms options to see a
movie is not location dependent any more.
Furthermore, the introduction of video camera's
increased the amount of independent filmmakers
exceedingly. Even though it did not level the studio's quality, it did not stop them from coming with
alternative approaches. Such as the independent film
Blair Witch Project (1999) was featured with a hand-

held camera which was quite a success.
With the emergence of the video in DSLR cameras,
low budget independent filmmakers finally leveled
with the major studios, that use it themselves as well.

ing will be discussed in the following chapter.

[4]

While major studios saw this returning rise of
independent filmmakers and its revenues generated
several major studios set up sister-studios such as
Fox Searchlight Pictures, giving similar freedom
to the filmmakers as independent filmmakers do,
hoping to create similar success as independents
had. The freedom and the pace of decision making
resulted in Little Miss Sunshine (2006) filmed within
30 days. It had the highest per-theater average gross
of all the films shown in the United States every day
for the first 21 days of its release, until being surpassed by the IMAX film Deep Sea 3D. A year later
they released Juno which even won an Academy
Award for Best Original Screenplay. These films, seen
nowadays as representatives for independent film
completely eliminates the purpose of independent
film in its traditional sense. It is debatable whether or
not these productions were made so independent of
their big brother.
As suggested in the previous chapter, independent
filmmakers are less focused on loss, which gives
them more freedom and risk-taking for innovative
concepts. History has shown cycles of independent
filmmakers aiming for the sky, and once reached,
they focus on competing, destroying and sometimes
mimicking everyone beneath them aiming for that
same sky. The higher the stakes, the more they fear
to lose. So again, both independent filmmakers and
major studios want to make money. After all, it is
there day job. The main difference however, is the
focus on loss.
The attempts to lower the risks of failing in filmmak-
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FILM STAKEHOLDERS
FINANCING
PRODUCTION
DISTRIBUTION
AUDIENCE
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EIGHT
FILM
STAKEHOLDERS
Whatever the scope, any professional filmmaker
is involved with 4 departments. The scope of each
department differs per filmmaker. Some filmmakers
run several departments by themselves, some filmmakers hire companies to do so.
This chapter describes each involved party in film.
In the world of film there are technically three
stakeholders: Production, Financing, Distribution.
Audience, in its technical term not a stakeholder but
a target group, will also be discussed as an at least
high influential party on film.
Audience
Whereas film is the product, the audience is its end
user. It is essential to have knowledge on the desire
and needs of the end user. So: what does the audience want? A good film, obviously. What makes a
film good then? Or even great?
Different genres attract and engage different types
of audience with different taste and perspective. For
any member of the audience it is easy to say whether
they liked or disliked a particular movie. Explaining
why, however, is where it becomes difficult; especially when comparing films. Measuring quality of film
is user based; it is an individual matter (appendix 2).
No person can deny another’s personal taste for film.
It is interesting to know what one’s personal taste is
based on. What elements, and its way of execution,
attracts a particular person or audience? It is possible to breakdown a film into its essential components, to understand why a particular film is created
in that particular way, and perhaps get a glimpse of
what element in particular makes a movie good on
personal level.
Film critics [7] refer to film being a unity of form and
content, similar to designers referring to form and
function in any kind of product. Both approaches see
form and content/function as one system, instead of

two separate parts.
A good example is Peter Webber’s ‘Girl with a Pearl
Earring’ (2003), a film about Johannes Vermeer and
his maid. Webber placed the lighting (element of
form) in the similar typical ways that Vermeer became famous for as a painter (element of story thus
function). Webber managed it so well, that some
shots looked like actual oil paintings.
Every noticeable element (form) has a function. A
film, independent or not, starts with a complete story of a plot with characters, intent and meaning that
need to be translated to film. This is all written in a
script and often includes a storyboard. It contains
the why and what the filmmaker wants to share with
the audience, it is the function of the film. [7]
The translation, the tools used to express the function, are elements of form. Form contains how the
filmmaker wishes to tell his story. Figure 1 shows
each element in the system. This system makes it
easier to identify which elements are more active and
of higher or lower quality in film.
It is interesting to see to what extent independent
film and mainstream film differ from each other
in these form and function elements. One could
expect that independent filmmakers have less budget
thus less possibilities in form, and a bigger focus on
function. Whereas mainstream films would suggest
the opposite, having a bigger budget. Several film
study experts agree with the difference but point out
a different though related explanation[5][6]. According to them it has to do with an audience’s frame of
references. As every persons idea of what is conventional differs per person, it brings a filmmaker to
a user based decision. It leads to a choice between
a niche strategy or a market aggregation approach
which tries to identify those product elements
that meet the needs and conventions of the largest
audience. This is often the result of an independent
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[Figure 1: form and function in film]
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film (niche) and major studio film (mass). While
it is impossible to identify whether niche-resulted
independent filmmakers do this deliberately, it is acclaimed [5][6] that major studios do so. This is a typical
consequence of working with external investors and
distribution partners. Whereas filmmakers desire to
share their story, investors and distributors want to
sell the story. The result is that the majority of these
sellers think in conventions: what sold before, will
sell again. They created a mental framework of tools
for succession leading to reforming the original writer’s function into a known, conventional and to some
unoriginal framework. Film theory, literature studies
and any kind of storytelling refer to this as the application of ‘stereotypes’. Its purpose is inherently to
create a certain understanding for the audience and
to relate what is often perceived as on personal level;
it functions as an element of recognition of what is
happening and its motivation for it. It is mostly applied on character and plot structure (narrative). For
instance, the ‘classical structure’ of a western [6]:
1. The hero enters a social group.
2. The hero is unknown to the society.
3. The hero is revealed to have an exceptional 		
ability
4. The society recognizes a difference between themselves and the hero; the hero is given a special status
5. The society does not completely accept the hero.
6. There is a conflict on interests between the villains
and the society.
7. The villains are stronger than the society; the
society is weak.
8. There is a strong friendship or respect between the
hero and a villain.
9. The villains threaten society.
10. The hero avoids involvement in the conflict.
11. The villains endanger a friend of the hero.

12. The hero fights the villains.
13. The hero defeats the villains.
14. The society is safe.
15. The society accepts the hero.
16. The hero loses or gives up his special status.
While this model was mostly applied between 19301955, many following variations of this model such
as the ‘professional structure’ in 1960s and coexisting
themes such as ‘vengeance variation’ and the ‘transition theme’.
The audience finds it ‘natural’ when films conform
to this standard cinematic practice. The same applies
for specific sounds, such as the smack and thud of
fists (which never actually sounds this way in reality)
[5]
. There are many other forms of stereotypes but its
purpose remains the same; grounding the audience
in a familiar position. Knowing how an audience
will sympathize or react on certain events can be a
helpful tool to deliver a story. It reduces explanation
time as well. But a stereotype is most powerful when
taken-in subconscious thus there is a subtle limit,
which some films over do (sometimes deliberately to
point out the term). Many critics find that particularly the major studios apply too many stereotypical
frameworks to a film’s function until stereotype
becomes its negative connotation: ‘cliché’. [5][6] This
is often perceived with sequels of films, in which the
second film often stereotypes the first and is perceived as unoriginal; “we’ve seen that before already”.
The character ‘Captain Jack Sparrow’ played by Johnny Depp in the series of ‘Pirates of the Carribean’
(Gore Verbinski , 2003) for instance, got an Academy
Award nomination. But as three films of the same
series followed his character was perceived as cliché
even though his performance was actually been
‘better’. This perceived cliché has followed the actor
in other films as well, in which he often portrays a
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‘typical’ eccentric. Starting as a ‘type’ he later became
perceived by many as a ‘stereotype’.
Before an element becomes a stereotype, it debuts
as a new type. In 1930 Hollywood wrote a Production Code [8] that described the rules of content for
film But in the 60s independent filmmakers outside
Hollywood started defying the code and debuting
with new types of content such as sex, drugs and any
other taboo-breaking controversials. While shocking at first, it did become a success and Hollywood
adjusted the Code. Following from mainly the 60s,
independent filmmakers were seen as those that
create unconventional original content (function)
while the major studios create a mass of conventional clichés (function) and cover it up with spectacles
of special effects (form) [4].
The other stakeholders, will be discussed with keeping this model of form and function in mind.
Distribution
Chapter six showed that independent filmmakers
have had an historical struggle with distribution.
Times have, however, drastically changed.
Where the struggle mainly revolved around cinemas
and art houses, new technology has led to home
cinema and in the last couple of years to online platform possibilities.
Home Cinema
Home Cinema includes all medium methods of
watching film at home.
While the television and its channels was the first
form of home cinema, it will not be discussed in
depth, as distribution via broadcasting depends on
its earlier success through other media.
After television, the introduction of VCR and VHS
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tapes had a huge influence on the decline of cinema
attendance. Not only could the audience now watch
film at home, whenever they wanted; illegal copying
of films had another impact on sales. Since 2006
however, the recording of film on tapes stopped, as
its successor, DVD, introduced in 1997, had become
the preferred method of distribution.
Even with the upgrade to Blu-Ray DVD, the sales
revenues have however, been unsatisfactory over
the last couple of years. Main reason for that was
the growth of the internet that now facilitates the
majority of home cinema, which has been of such
influence that it will be discussed more thoroughly
in a different section [9][10].
An interesting topic is the engagement of home cinema. Is it still necessary to watch a film in the cinema?
Since the emergence of the contemporary home
cinema, particularly DVD in the late nineties, companies have tried to create home cinema products to
imitate the engagement and excitement of cinema.
Bigger screens, beamers, higher resolution, 3D technology and home cinema lounge chairs (all elements
of Form). It has, however, not yet been hitting the
mass, which perhaps has to do with the yet too high
costs and prices. It has on the other hand, made major studios, more eager to create a bigger thrill and
spectacle in cinema, that were already coping with
this with the advent of television [10].
Online Platforms
As mentioned before, the internet has had a big influence on film distribution. It has proved a superior
alternative for VHS and DVD. Video on demand
(VoD) in particular, which enables the audience
to select and watch video content on demand, at
relatively low to no costs at all. Examples for VoD
are Youtube, Vimeo, VOD, Netflix and Itunes. These
channels offer any filmmaker the possibility to

expose worldwide at low to none costs. While most
platforms are not as revenue lucrative as in cinemas,
there are some platforms that offer financially interesting distribution models, such as Amazon, Itunes
and VOD [11].
Another interesting platform is Youtube on which
you can create your own channel with uploaded video content. Many amateur videos are uploaded here,
in which content is more important than form. Many
at first amateurs, that were surprised and inspired by
their viewer count, are now presenting themselves as
independent filmmakers on their Youtube channel.
These channels mainly consist of How To, DIY (do
it yourself), pranks and reviews of products. Often,
their only upgrade from amateur to independent
filmmaker is the purchase of a better camera and of
course more ambition. Their revenue model is based
on commercial ads before each video plays.
Art Houses
Art houses are the independent platforms of cinema.
They aim on exhibiting films outside commercial
supply. This contains smaller films often made on
artistic character. These films are often made with
less budget by independent filmmakers that attract
a smaller audience in comparison with the mainstream films. The selection of films is are mainly
based on understanding the individual characteristics of film such as the story, moral, the production
itself and the actors. Regularly they invite filmmakers and actors to talk with the audience about their
experience and their motivation for several elements
of mainly function but form as well.
Film Festivals
Film Festivals offer filmmakers in different categories
the possibility to show their creation to the public.

While Venice Film Festival, Cannes Film Festival
and Berlin International Film Festival are most
known and have the biggest attendance there are
many other smaller and more local festivals as well.
Most of the bigger film festivals require an entry
fee for submitting a film, while others require none.
Film Festivals provide great possibilities for public
acknowledgment and being noticed by distributors
attending the festivals.
Cinema
Whereas art houses have less budget and ambition to
buy the licenses to exhibit mainstream movies, cinemas do. Selling is a cinema’s main goal. It is therefor
the main reason that unknown films are not offered,
in contrary to art houses.
With the growing popularity of home cinema (VHS,
DVD, VoD) regular cinema is declining in attendance. The skepticism of - “I’m not going to pay
to see this movie, while I could as well watch it at
home”. The already growing paradigm shift lies in
the two words “as well”. Major studios and cinemas want to create an extra thrill, when watching
it in cinemas compared to at home. With some few
exceptions, most people do not own 3D technology
or big screens as in cinemas for instance. There is no
a screen large enough, sound system loud enough,
or couch full of friends and family long enough to
mimic that same cinematic magic. But as part of the
audience is getting headaches from 3D technology
and other cinema gimmicks, cinema is losing more
grip on their audience. [12]
Better and bigger screens, better sound and other
tricks are raising ticket fees, sending away even bigger part of the audience that rather watches the same
movie with less form at home. Directors George
Lucas and Steven Spielberg predict the following:
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[Figure 2: form and function in film distribution]

“You’re going to end up with fewer theaters, bigger
theaters with a lot of nice things. Going to the movies will cost 50 bucks or 100 or 150 bucks, like what
Broadway costs today, or a football game. It’ll be an
expensive thing –” [12]
With these tickets getting more expensive, chances are that art houses (having lower fees) will get
a growing attendance. Filmhuis Lumen a Dutch
art-house in Delft, backed this by showing statistics
of a growing attendance in the last couple of years
nationwide. If home cinema can not mimic the
cinema experience, and cinema experience will keep
growing in form, a model such as illustrated in figure
2 is in fact possible. It suggests that cinema will outbalance its form above function where home cinema
audience will have the opposite. In the middle however, will be a great opportunity for any filmmaker to
exhibit films in balance of form and function.
Financing
Before a film can go into production (function
translated to form) the filmmaker has to acquire a
budget. The filmmaker could finance his own film, or
approach an external party. According to Cinecrowd
and Nederlands Film Fonds budgets for independent
film generally vary from €10.000 for a 100 minute
film to anything above it.
Studio
Being financed by an external studio, traditionally
defines a filmmaker dependent, instead of independent. The reason for that is not his dependence
budget-wise but the loss of independent control over
the film’s function. As mentioned before, investors,
in this case the studio, want to sell the story. And
what sold before, will sell again - thus the stereotype
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framework. [5]
When a script is proposed to a studio for investment,
it is not unusual that several other writers are hired
to rewrite the script into the conforms of the studio.
It changes the original function into a new function
that will apparently sell better.
Besides function, decisions in elements of form are
also often claimed by the studio. The studio arguments that movie-stars, preferably with an Academy
Award and/or nomination attract more viewers than
unknown actors and actresses. One of the first steps
is therefor hiring a big A-star.
Funding
Funding is an often used option for independent
filmmakers. Most countries have several funds given
out by local and national governments. The Dutch
Film Fund gives a maximum of € 70.000 per 10
minutes. It does however depend on the filmmakers
professional background and portfolio. Beginners
get less, settled filmmakers get more. Furthermore,
do they have a list of requirements to which the
script should conform. Independent filmmakers
that are familiar with these requirements write every
next script according to this list, which makes them
compensate in their function.
Private
Many independent filmmakers approach private
investors; often in their own circle to retain control
over their work (form and function).
Crowd-funding
This is a relatively new but popular way of funding
often, but necessarily, offered online. Any filmmaker
that needs a budget for a film can apply and ask the
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[Figure 3: form and function in film production]
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17% staff

16% camera

10% lighting

[Figure 5: Major parts of Production Costs]

(online) community for sponsoring. In exchange the
filmmaker gives something back, depending on the
sponsored amount it varies from ‘a character will be
named after you’, signed DVD’s, premiere attendance
to ‘your name in the end titles’. International platform examples are Kickstarter and Indie Gogo while
there are also local or national initiatives such as
Cinecrowd in the Netherlands.
The advantage of this method is that the filmmaker
retains control.
Production
The whole team around the production of the film
varies per film.
Figure 3 shows what departments are available in
case of a complete professional crew. See appendix 3
for more information on each department. Similar
to many other independent filmmakers, Het Collectief, the company that assigned this project, does not
have concrete separate departments, but see these as
tasks which are all executed between three persons.
Again, the system of function and form is applicable
to each department.
In figure 4 an average film production is illustrated.
See appendix 3 for more detailed information. This
overview was given by Cinecrowd in Amsterdam
who help independent filmmakers get funding. The
budget for this particular film had a total of one
million EUROs (100 minute film) while budgets
for independent films with this length start from €
100.000 to any amount above it. But according to
Cinecrowd these percentages are representative for
any level of film budget.
As seen in the figure the major part consists of the
actual production. It is interesting to see what the
cost segregation in that particular part is and to see if
there is any opportunity there to make changes to.
Figure (5) shows the biggest costs within production.
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Staff costs are highest, following camera equipment
including support equipment and lighting. A-Lab in
Amsterdam, a building full of independent studios
mentioned the same three high costs as usual superior part of their budget. Interesting to mention is that
staff is related to the other two. A lot of the equipment can only be managed by specialists which adds
up to the costs.
Another interesting topic was that the founders of
Cinecrowd, being independent filmmakers themselves, were preparing for a project to team up with
other filmmakers at A-Lab to do a lowest budget film
production. They set a budget limit and are planning
to shoot a film and show that low budgets can deliver
quality. Frustrating however were these mentioned
costs (form), as the budget forced them to compromise in their script (function) .

47+19131164
4% contingency

6% other **

11% overhead

47% production

19% above the line*

* rights & script, development, director & staff,
producers & staff, cast
**insurance, publicity, general costs, financial
costs, legal costs

[Figure 4: Budget for Film Production]
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NINE
FINALIZING
PART
This chapter serves as a reflection on Part II, which
gave detailed insights of the world of independent
filmmaking. Conclusions on research findings will
be discussed; several essential decisions will be made
and the first product requirements will be defined.

Part IV will go into answering the above how question.

The why question which is the first step to an eventual new product can now be answered:

Furthermore, Part II discussed the stakeholders
involved in the process of filmmaking: the audience,
production, distribution and
Financing. The form-function model provides a
great way to analyze each stakeholder and compare
independent filmmakers with major studios within
each stakeholder.

WHY - do we need to improve independent filmmaking?

The following conclusions can be made on each
stakeholder.

Because independent filmmakers are less focused on
loss, which gives them more freedom and risk-taking
for innovative concepts. History has shown however
that filmmakers that were once so ambitious for innovation, eventually lost their original touch for it, when
joined in the major system studio. The main reason for
this is higher budgets. It are in fact not the filmmakers
themselves that have shifted focus, but the system of
the major studios; having to sell rather than share,
apply an investor-based stereotype framework, leading
to a loss in the original function.
The higher the stakes, the more they fear to lose. Both
independent filmmakers and major studios want to
make money. But the main difference however, is
the focus on loss. Not focusing on loss leads to more
risk-taking and more innovative filmmaking.

Audience
Similar to any other product, film is a unity of form
and function. Function contains the why and what
the filmmaker wants to share with the audience.
Form contains how the filmmaker wishes to tell his
story; the translation, the tools used to express the
function. This system makes it easier to identify
which elements are more or less active in independent films and to figure out why that is.
Major studio films often focus on form rather than
function, mainly because of the application of a funnel of stereotypical framework. What sold before will
sell again. This leads to a rather conventional function disguised by a "new" form. Whereas independent filmmakers, limited by the tools for translation
(form) tend to be outbalanced by function.

The above answer to why requires the former "how to
help independent filmmakers" to be adjusted:

Financing
The risk of having an external investor is for the filmmaker to lose control over his own work, its function
and as a result its form as well. So in order to keep
this control, an alternative could be private investors
or crowd-funding platforms.

Conclusions

HOW - can we maintain the main asset of independent filmmakers, which is the ability to focus on
making great film without any restraints rather than
limiting ideas because of fear of loss and failure?
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Distribution
The many technological changes in the last two
decades have led major studios to focus on luring the
audience through the excitement and spectacle of
form (3D, bigger screens, higher resolution, amazing
sound, etc.). While Video on Demand platforms
gave any filmmakers, such as those independent, the
chance to share videos online of any quality resulting
in an easier to reach amount of viewers worldwide.
Production
Major studios have a relatively unlimited budget and
resources to translate their function to form, whereas
independent filmmakers are limited in both budget
and resources resulting in an often lesser form and/
or compromising in function. So without more
possibilities in form, independent filmmakers will
always have less form, or a compromised function.
The biggest consequence of low budget is the compromise in production staff, sound, camera support
equipment and lighting equipment.
The main constraint of the how is budget. There are
two options for a filmmaker with a low budget to
create a film.
The first is to improvise, which includes compromising in function or creating alternatives in form. One
might argue that these constraints force filmmakers to be creative - which in some cases result into
beautiful results, but ideally it should revolve around
complete freedom of creativity, meaning no limitations; everything should be possible. A filmmaker
should not be forced to cut, compensate or improvise
- a filmmaker should have the freedom to translate
function to whatever form is desired.
The second option for a filmmaker with a low
budget, is to raise money. As discussed before, there
are several ways to externally finance a film; private/
studio investment, film funds and crowd-funding.
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All these ways carry a certain dependence, resulting in a limitation of either function and/or form.
Investors logically want a return in investment, so
they often have a say in function, preferring to apply
stereotypes as those have proven to sell before. This
requires an adjustment in function, in this case the
script, which will be rewritten by several external
writers. Film funds also require adjustments, as
there are several requirements a script should meet
to even be considered as fundable. Crowd-funding
on the other hand, does not carry any limitation
in function, as is why such filmmakers prefer this
channel. However, as a certain budget is needed
based on function and desired form, a filmmaker is
still dependable on whether or not the budget will be
reached. Depending on which crowd-fund channel,
there are different consequences in case the amount
is not reached within time. Whether that is a return
of donation or continuing with the reached amount,
in all cases it holds uncertainty and time consumption - and in the end yet a lower budget is available
than desired.
A better option would be to eliminate the requirement of high budgets. Because high budgets may
seem as more possibilities, but as discussed, also
involves limitations in the filmmakers original form
and/or function.
So what are these high budgets needed for? As seen
in chapter 7, production forms the majority of the
costs (+/- 50%) of which the image department carried the highest cost in both equipment and labor.
Decisions
To finalize this all and move on to the next part, two
essential decisions have to be made based on the
discussed findings:

1. Within the many film stakeholders, production is
chosen as focus area - as it forms the majority of the
costs.
2. Between form and function, form is chosen as focus
element - as the lower budgets mainly lead to less
possibilities in form.
3. Between the main three form elements image, audio
and lighting, image is chosen as focus element - as it
carries the highest cost.
Requirements
A start of the list of requirements can be made. This
list describes all required and desired functions and
aspects. It serves as a guide during the design process
and a check list to evaluate the product:
1. The product should allow independent filmmakers
more freedom and possibilities in form.
2. The product should lead to a decrease in the current
production budgets.
The above requirements serve as starting points and
are not yet fully measurable, as a requirement should
be. These will therefor be redefined and specified
throughout this process until a fully measurable list
of requirements is reached (appendix 1).
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PART III.
behind the scenes
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TEN
INTRODUCTION
TO WHY
Part II discussed the first why question of why
independent filmmaking needs to be improved. The
research showed that the production holds the major
share in limiting independent filmmakers in their
work as it comprises the biggest part of the costs.
Before jumping to how, a deeper understanding
must be reached to why production consists of such
high costs.
Part III will therefor go into a deeper layer of WHY I
serving as goal to answer:
WHY II: Why does production and in particular the
image department consist of such high costs?
Two major choices were made after part II: form
above function and image above audio and lighting.
Form contains all relevant high costs in equipment
and on-set related matters while function is a more
intangible phenomena mainly existing through ideas
and thought.
Within form there are three main categories of which
image holds the major costs.
Part III will continue with the above stated focus
points and will go into an investigation through
online research, interviews and on-set observations
to answer the WHY II question.
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ELEVEN
THE FORM OF
FILMMAKING
This chapter discusses all equipment within Image,
with a focus on its current lacks and issues. A similar
discussion on the other elements of Form (Light and
Audio) can be found in Appendix 6.
Camera Equipment
The evolution of the camera products is what has
increased the amount of independent filmmakers
there today. We have seen many types of film medium ranging from film to videotapes (VHS, VHS-C,
Betamax, video8) to full digital (Digital8, MiniDV,
DVD, HDD, solid-state, flash memory). What is
interesting nowadays and perhaps the most important innovation for independent filmmakers is the
DSLR (Digital Single Lens Reflex) camera. Originally
meant for photography purposes, the addition of
video abilities such as the Canon 5D Mark II/III have
excelled the accessibility for independent filmmakers to create high quality film. In fact, major studios
even use this equipment occasionally as the quality
often levels their needs. Apart from the high quality,
interchangeable lenses at relative low cost and the
compactness extend the possibilities for form even
further.
While the popular video demand for both Canon
and Nikon DSLR's has enhanced, they remain photography purposed; they just happen to shoot great
video. Adapting to that demand, a number of companies have entered this film-market, such as GoPro,
Red, Black Magic. These companies offer camera's
with video quality ranging from HD to 4K (4 times
HD) starting at prices below €1000.
This development in digital cinematography has
however not blown away the traditional analog film.
The majority of the major studios and many independent filmmakers still shoot with actual film. It is
a big debate among filmmakers that prefer one of the
two, while some choose both. Most of the inter-

viewed filmmakers prefer DSLR cameras, mainly due
to cost and compactness (Appendix 5). Following
a discussion at A-Labs in Amsterdam DSLR's and
other smaller devices seemed more practical in size
and real-time displayed feedback while film is more
sensitive to shadow details. Also the softer, grainy
look of film was preferred by many, although some
claimed they could mimic this cinematographic
'feel' in post-production. Apart from the hassle with
film, development costs are also high. Most of the
filmmakers at A-Lab however attended film-schools,
which means they get discounts at developers. Apparently this is a global deal between (post) students
and film-developers.
Compared to other elements of form in filmmaking,
this is a less interesting area to enter.
The costs of cameras are already relatively low and
this part of the market is already evolving at such
pace that it would be almost impossible to level with.
Camera Support Equipment
This contains all equipment that help with the guidance of the camera in terms of movement, displacement and stabilization. Each equipment has its own
features applicable for different kinds of purposes
in scenes. Major studio productions mostly use all
of these equipment while independent filmmakers
mainly use one or two products. The latter is mainly because of high costs and impracticalities of the
other equipment, which will all be discussed below
and in the next chapter.
As mentioned, the development of cameras towards
the lower-budget filmmakers market have evolved to
such level that is of both high quality and affordability. Film support equipment, on the other hand, has
not quite caught up to that pace. As filmmaking was
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traditionally a high budget job, most film support
equipment is still aimed at those higher-end markets.
The only product really affordable to low-budget
filmmakers is the tripod as that market had an earlier
adaptation due to the rise of amateur photographers.
Other equipment is now slowly evolving towards
low-budgeters through not only companies but DIY
(do it yourself) platforms online as well.
As the supply of film support equipment stays behind on the high demand of independent filmmakers, it is an interesting market to look into. Below,
each type of support equipment will be discussed
with a focus on independent filmmakers.
Tripod

The most basic support equipment is the tripod
which is also the most used equipment among all
filmmakers. It is a three-legged frame on which the
camera rests steady and fixed.
The main function of the tripod is to stay static and
stable in a fixed place. From this static position it can
provide the camera with three movements: tilt (nodding up and down), pan (looking from left to right)
and pedestal (moving the camera up and down
without changing its vertical and horizontal axis).
The tripod is the best support equipment a filmmaker can use when the camera needs to maintain still
and vibration free. It can be handled by anyone and
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is very convenient in terms of mobility.
The lightest tripods are made of carbon-fiber material, which is durable, stable and does not rust.
While carbon-fiber is the best material for a tripod,
it unfortunately comes at a high price tag.
The next best construction material is aluminum,
which is heavier than carbon fiber. Most cheaper tripods are made of aluminum today. You can also find
tripods made of stainless steel, but those are generally used for video equipment and are too heavy for
regular use.
As mentioned previously, the tripod is the one piece
of equipment that has evolved towards lower budget
markets at the same pace as cameras.
Prices range from €50-€1500.
Steadicam

This hand-held equipment is popular among any
kind of filmmaker. While there are basically two versions with many in-between types, they all share the
same purpose; freedom of movement while keeping
the camera steady. The steadicam mechanically isolates itself from the movement of the cameraman by
compensating each movement with a counterweight.
The left, lower budget version uses a simple weight
while the high-end version on the right includes
a full harness with an armature absorbing bumps
and shakes and is worn by a specialist steadicam
operator. The lower budget version requires some

practice but eventually could be handled by more
or less everyone. The advantage of the steadicam in
general is that the cameraman can move and even
run over any bumpy surface without making the
camera shake, although the amount of compensation
differ. All steadicams also have disadvantages. They
lack translational (vertical and horizontal) compensation; it only compensates rotational movements.
This requires the cameraman to glide while moving;
the way of walking can compensate vertical shakes.
However, even the professionals are caught with a
vertical shake now and then, as it is still impossible
to completely compensate it. Furthermore, the professional steadicam is very heavy to handle. The film
Atonement (Wright, 2007) contains a scene taken
from one shot (long take). A steadicam operator had
to film a full 3 minute shot while moving down the
beach, up the stairs and down the boulevard. But as
it is such a heavy device, he only managed 2 and half
takes. The director had no choice but to choose from
one of the two shots, as there was no energy left for
another.
The professional harness steadicam originally was
the first steadicam invented by Garret Brown [53]
in the '70s. It was not until the last 10 years that
alternatives such as discussed appeared. Reason for
this has to do with the evolution of affordable high
quality video cameras such as the DSLR. As cameras
became affordable but equipment such as the steadicam stayed behind. Many low budget independent
filmmakers share their DIY (do it yourself) videos
online, from which you can build your own steadicam. However the durability and quality remains
to be seen. The developments in support equipment
for lower budgets is now slowly coming up to pace.
The company FreeFly launched the MōVI, which
approaches the quality of the professional steadicam,
but its prices still start at €5.000.

Trackless Dolly

Trackless dollies are carts on which the cameraman
sits while an assistant pushes the cart. Its stable
movement requires a smooth surface. If so, it can
move freely and create moving shots; trucks and
dollies. A truck-move goes from left to right without
panning while a dollie-move is a more freely motion, often approaching, moving away or chasing an
object. Most filmmakers prefer moving the camera
towards an object instead of zooming.
While more useful in studios, as smooth surfaces
are quite common there, independent filmmakers
mostly prefer a track dolly rather than trackless. And
as its use is rare, filmmakers don't really buy one, but
build one instead; wheelchairs, skateboards, etc.
Track Dolly

The track dolly is a dolly on tracks. As the track
makes movement and shots smooth and stable, it can
be applied on any kind of surface. The filmmakers at
A-Lab including Cinecrowd agreed this equipment
to be most preferred and used. A common disadvantage is its heavy installation (heavier tracks make
smoother shots) and its low mobility.
Alternatives are slider dollies which are much
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smaller and are meant more for sliding on table tops
rather than ground level movement.
Another disadvantage for the track dolly is that it
has a limit in the dollie-move as the track would be
visible in the shot at some point. Track dollies are
therefore mainly used for trucking-movements (side
to side). Professional track dollies require an expert
to handle it which often includes an assistant to help
with. DIY dollies, often require a second person to
push or pull similar to the professional dollies, as
they are often quite heavy.
Prices for track dollies range from €500 and up
depending on the length of the track. Slider dollies
from €100 and up.
Jib/Crane

Fig/Shoulder Rig

Fig rigs are typical low budget independent filmmakers equipment. Originally created as an alternative for the steadicam. It is based on the fact that a
steering wheel around the camera is relatively easier
to keep steady compared to complete hand-held.
Fig rigs are typically self built, often from tubes.
Shoulder rigs are more or less of the same size. These
types of have an extra 'leaning' point for the shoulders.
Air Capture

Jibs are used to shoot crane shots; above the person
shots. The counter weight absorbs shakes from the
cameraman's push/pull. Studios often use actual
cranes to shoot even higher shots. While it is often
used, also by independent filmmakers, its mobility in
terms of installation, size and weight are impractical,
There are some relative lower budget alternatives
that are light weight, but the extension of the arm is
very limited. Prices start from €200.
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Whereas studios have the luxury of renting/owning
a helicopter for aerial shots, companies have been
developing many lower-budget alternatives: quadrocopters.
While prices are very interesting (starting at €100),
the regulations for aerial filming limits the freedom.
There are several licenses and permission forms a
filmmaker has to acquire before filming from the sky.
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[Figure 6: Improvised dolly set-ups [47] [48] [49]]
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TWELVE
FILM SET
HASSLES
This chapter discusses problems and hassles during
film productions. These are based on 11 interviews
with filmmakers of which 4 were observed on-set
(Appendix 5).
Crew size
The main issues revolved around the fact that an independent filmcrew is often limited to 3-5 members.
In contrast to an average major studio production
that has a team of 500 going up to 3000, of which the
majority will help out on set [22]. Besides labor power,
an independent filmcrew has limited transport
means, often limited to one single car. The limitation
of helping hands and transport mostly effects the
available time on set.
On major studio film productions 500 members each
have a specific task to fulfill (figure 3) while independent film productions involve one small crew
(including the actors and actresses) that execute all
tasks together, whether that is handling the camera
or serving lunch. Less people leads to more set-time,
resulting in higher costs (labor, renting, etc.).
The question is, which situations cause this extra
time? From observations on the film-set, it was seen
that film support equipment played a major part in
terms of extra time.
Film Support Equipment - Installment
One of the main cumbersome operations is the
time inefficiency of switching between support
equipment. Different shots require different support
equipment; a static shot requires a tripod while a
truck move (sideways camera movement) requires a
track(less) dolly. Switching between these equipment
costs time while each shot will usually comprise
of only 2 seconds max. The time it takes to uninstall and install different equipment for a shot of

such short length is quite inefficient. Additionally,
changing between shots with the same equipment
can also be a hassle; perhaps minor, but summed up
altogether such production day can be very labor
intensive for such small crew. For instance, changing
the position of a track dolly or changing the height
of a tripod every minute or so.
It is important to mention that all above hassles
in terms of limited budget, crewsize and transport
result to a limitation in support equipment. All interviewed independent filmmakers always use a tripod
and hand-held equipment. The latter mostly involves
direct hand-held (no additional equipment) whereas some use low-budget or improvised steadicams
as described in Chapter 11. All of the interviewed
filmmakers have used different forms of track(less)
dollies, mostly improvised set-ups (figure 6). Both
dolly and steadicam ways of shooting appeared
amongst all as one of most desired ways of shooting,
as it creates a dynamic but stable cinematic feel.
In addition to the improvised set-ups, some independent filmmakers tend to combine different film
support equipment in one system (figure 6) to solve
the hassle of changing between them.
Film Support Equipment - Size and weight
Other difficulties on set were related to size and
weight of the equipment. The stability of the camera
is closely related to the weight of the entire system
of camera and equipment. More weight results to
more stability, as the increased moment of inertia
makes the entire system to be more resistant to
jitter. These extra weights however, are exhausting to
carry around all day. Figure 7 illustrates how proper
equipment is managed. Such installations have to be
changed a lot. This is quite inefficient considering
the fact that an average shot takes about 2 seconds[15]
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[Figure 7: Dolly set-up]

while installment and handling takes far more time.
This leads to a choice between stability and ease of
use.
One of the filmmakers, using only a tripod, mentioned choosing ease of use as she has trouble carrying a heavy tripod (appendix 5). Her light weight
tripod is great for carrying around but it makes the
entire system less stable. As a result she often notices
an image vibration in post production, caused by her
own heartbeat, when touching the tripod.
The same applies for track(less) dollies which the
crew adds weight to, in order to create a more stable
image. Such improvised construction can be charming and one of a kind, but it is much hassle and time
inefficient.
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THIRTEEN
TARGETGROUP
PROFILE
The analysis until here provides a clear picture of the
aimed filmmaker as target group. This includes the
observations discussed in the previous chapter and
interviews with the filmmakers (Appendix 5).
This chapter lists the essential characteristics of the
target group, which will be built upon throughout
the rest of this project.
Independent Filmmakers
This independent filmmaker writes, directs and
finances his own film production. He mainly makes
short films, but occasionally does a reporting or
promotional video as well.
He has a small car for the crew and his equipment.
His crew consists of 3-5 people (this includes him).
For camera, sound and lighting three people are
needed - one for each of these form elements. However, these roles do exchange; especially when setting
up big camera installations such as improvised
dollies.
He uses a Canon 5D Mark III (DSLR camera), with
50-300 mm lenses.
His equipment consists of a tripod and a simple steadicam. He often uses a dolly as well, which is built by
improvising on location.
His typical shot-types are tripod shots (static, pan
etc.), hand-held -(track) and dolly shots.
His main problems concern proper film support
equipment being too expensive and mainly made for
big production crews. The latter adds up to the labor
intensity for such small crew. Bottom line: price, size
and weight of current equipment are most problematic.
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FOURTEEN
FINALIZING
PART
This chapter will discuss the conclusions made after
Part III including a vision inspired on the research
until now. Furthermore, a few important decisions
will be made along with several additions to the list
of requirements.
Conclusions
Chapter 11 went into an exploration of the image
department, by discussing all film equipment with
support equipment in particular. The latter is still
mainly focused on major studios, whereas cameras
have evolved to a level of high quality and affordability. Film support equipment is therefor an interesting
market to look further into as supply stays behind
on the high demand, currently mainly solved by DIY
means.
This exploration led to the following conclusions:
- Proper camera stabilization equipment is too expensive for independent filmmakers.
- There is no camera support equipment that stabilizes
translational movements - only rotational.
- Installation and mobility of a track dolly is not efficient; heavy, bulky, not compact
- Size and additional weight as means for more stability is experienced as impractical
Chapter 12 discussed interviews with independent
filmmakers and observations on-set. It showed that
most independent filmmakers mostly use three ways
of shooting: tripod, hand-held and dolly. Additionally all interviewed independent filmmakers shoot
with a DSLR camera of which Canon 5D Mark III
was most preferred.

The combination of the two chapters have led to a
deeper understanding, which can be used to answer
goal of Part III:
WHY II: Why does production and in particular the
image department consist of such high costs?
The main reason for independent film productions is
because the film support equipment carries high costs,
as these products are not (yet) focused on low-budget
productions.
Furthermore, observations on set have shown that a
high inefficiency in time and labor effort exists through
the handling of such equipment. While an average
shot will eventually have a duration of 2 seconds, the
switching and installation between equipment costs far
more time and effort - leading to high costs.
Vision
With the above conclusive answer to WHY II a
vision is made. A vision describes an abstract direction, in this case an ideal situation which the design
process should chase to achieve:
Instead of having different equipment for different
moving shots, it would be better to have just one piece
of equipment that is able to execute all moving shots.
The picture on the left illustrates this vision. Simply
press a button on the product to choose what moving
shot to execute.
Furthermore, a product (B) for a product (A)usually
means that product A lacks particular functions and
can therefor be considered as incomplete. In this
case, a dolly is needed to be added to a camera to
execute a dolly move. This means the camera itself
lacks the function to execute a proper dolly move.
It is therefor interesting to research the possibilities
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A product is needed
that can execute all
moving shots in one.
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to designing a new camera that handles all moving
shots as an internal system instead of an additional
external system. Part IV will discuss the research
done on whether or not this is possible.
Decisions
The decisions made after Part III are all target group
related, and have to be made to create a focus during
this project. This does not exclude any other target
group but it is necessary due to the project's timescope and a focus on the average majority of the
target group.
The target group for this project has the following
characteristics:
- Shoots with a DSLR camera;
- Uses 50 - 300 mm lens for moving shots;
- Shoots from hand-held, tripod and dolly.
One additional, yet most essential decision considers
the product focus, based on the stated vision:
A product is needed that can execute all moving shots
in one.
Requirements
The made decisions lead to new requirements:
- The product should be compatible with a DSLR
camera;
- The product should be compatible with
50 - 300 mm lenses;
- The product should be able to execute
all moving shots.
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PART IV.
finding the gap
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FIFTEEN
INTRODUCTION
TO HOW
As discussed in Part III the current switching between equipment for different shots is inefficient in
both time and costs.
The goal of Part IV is to come up with a possible
solution to this inefficiency. To find out whether it is
possible and if so, how to create a product that serves
a solution to having to switch between support
equipment for different shots. At the end of Part III
a vision was proposed in which a one-product-fitsall was mentioned, of which ideally the camera itself
would be the entire system.
In order to come to such knowledge an understanding to the construction of shots will have to be
gained. What elements make different shots differ
from one another? If these elements can be extracted
and defined it might be possible to design a product that offers these shot ingredients all-in-one as
options to choose and combine.
Furthermore, tests on displacement compensation
will be discussed to determine whether or not it is
possible to implement such proposed system internally (in camera).
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[figure 8 21: Low angle, Medium Close up, Dutch Tilt. From the movie 'Kiss me Deadly' (1955)]
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SIXTEEN
CAMERA SHOT
BREAKDOWN
This chapter discusses the different types of camera
shots with Camera Moves in specific as this requires
film support equipment whereas other types do not.
There are three main types of camera shots: Shotsize, Camera Angle and Camera Moves. Within these
types, there are several sub-elements that make a
shot; framing, composition, color, contrast etc. These
sub-elements serve as content of the shot. Compared
to the main types these sub-elements are less dependent on equipment; it is more a matter of choice and
positioning of objects on the set. While still relevant,
they rely less on film support equipment thus are less
cost-dependent, and will therefor not be discussed
below.
Shot-size
Shot-size, also referred to as direction, regards the
relation of size of captured objects within the camera
frame. Extreme Close up (ECU), Medium Shot (MS)
and the Full shot (FS) are examples of shot-size
types[15].
While this mainly concerns a choice of positioning
content in relation to the camera, (similar to the earlier mentioned sub-elements) rather than the choice
of equipment, it is important to briefly mention. A
shot-size does not require any equipment per se, but
different shot-sizes together do. For instance, when
wanting to change between shot-size, e.g. from MS
to ECU, a filmmaker can choose to zoom in on- or
to move towards the object (called dollying). Zooming-in (magnifying digital image) does not require
any extra equipment while the latter does. Most filmmakers prefer to zoom as less as possible as zooming does not change the space around the object; it
only crops the image. By dollying forward however,
the space does change and more closely replicates
the audience's visual expectation of movement[15].

Dollying could be done by direct hand-held without
additional equipment. However, this often leads to
an unstable image. Stable options are a track(less)
dolly or a steadicam. So switching between shot-sizes
within one take often prefers support equipment for
movement rather than zoom.
Camera Angle
Whereas shot-size mainly focuses on what the audience gets to see, camera angle focuses more on how
the audience perceives this. Examples are eye-level
angle (neutral), low angle (dominant), high angle
(weak) and point of view (character's eyes).
Similar to shot-sizes, camera angles can often be
done without any extra equipment. Again, however,
in case of switching angles within one shot, equipment is mostly preferred. For instance, a Dutch angle, which has the camera tilted sideways, transforming the horizon into a slope. It changes horizontal
and vertical lines into diagonals and creates a more
dynamic composition. Changing the camera from
'neutral' to a Dutch tilt is mostly done with a tripod.
Another example is changing the angle from eye-level to high angle, transforming the character from
neutral to fragile. This is often done using a crane, jib
or boom (chapter 11).
Camera moves
There are eight basic camera movements in filmmaking; pan, tilt, roll, dolly, truck and pedestal. Camera
moves can enhance the emotion of a scene, reveal
off-screen elements and help the viewer feel part of
the action. After an extensive analysis on each camera move it was concluded that each move displaces
differently on (translational) or around (rotational)
an axis. Figure 9 shows the six basic translational and
rotational movements on and around the x-, y- and
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TRUCK SHOT - BREAKDOWN

Y - Boom

Lock
Displacement

Y Pitch

X-Yaw

X - Track
Z Roll

Z - Dolly

Displacement

Translational

Lock Focus

static

Translational

Rotational

Rotational

pan

tilt

roll

truck

dolly

track

X-Track
Y-Boom
Z-Dolly
X-Yaw
Y-Pitch
X-Roll
X-Track
Y-Boom
Z-Dolly
X-Yaw
Y-Pitch
X-Roll

[Figure 10 & Table 1: Top - Example of truck shot breakdown. Bottom - Table of Camera moves breakdown.]
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boom

Y - Boom

Y Pitch
X-Yaw

Z - Dolly
Z Roll

X - Track

[Figure 9: The directions of the three translational and three rotational shot elements in relation to the camera.]

z-axis.
These also form the six elements to each camera
move. Figure 10 shows the breakdown of a truck
move.
A truck move is usually achieved with a track dolly
in which the camera moves along the track while
pointing the camera (z-axis) perpendicular to the
track. In terms of the six elements, this means all
elements should be locked except for the element in
which the camera moves, which in case of the truck
move is the x-track element.
Table 1 shows the camera moves each broken down
in elements. It shows the required displacement, lock
focus and stabilization of each element. Displacement
considers the degrees of freedom to move in; lock
focus refers to which elements not to move in.
For instance, if we look at the truck move a displacement is needed in the x-track element and a lock focus in all elements except for the x-track. The latter is
the case for any shot - unless it is desired to give the
shot a shaky feel. If such feel is desired for instance
in the y-direction; both displacement and lock focus
in y-boom are required.
In order to activate and de-activate each lock focus
element, a controlled stabilization system is needed
for each element. How this works, and how current
systems work will be discussed in the next chapter.
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SEVENTEEN
IMAGE
STABILIZATION
As discussed at the end of the previous chapter, a stabilization system is needed to control each element
to be able to get a desired moving shot.
This chapter serves two purposes: gaining knowledge
on how stabilization works; and what is needed to
create such system.
Image Stabilization
As cameras (film and photography) became smaller
and lighter over time, hand-held has become a very
common way of shooting. A tripod to carry the
heavy weight and size is no longer necessary, as camera's have evolved from bulky to compact to even
our pocket size smart phones.
However, size and weight was not the only reason for
having to use a tripod. It was inherently required for
camera stabilization. The first photos taken, required
the portrayed person to sit still for at least a minute
or so, to prevent a blurred image. Reason for this
was because a photograph required about 30 seconds
of exposure (shutter time)[56]. But nowadays we can
capture even moving objects, with shutter times
going lower than 1/1000 (s). Thanks to these developments and the affordability of camera equipment,
the desire for more compactness arose. The majority
of users, non-professionals, do not wish to carry
around a tripod, they simply want to take pictures at
any given time. This led to a series of compact cameras that answered the demand of hand-held on-theway shooters. This required an internal stabilization
technology as hand held lightweight cameras result
in a lot of hand jitter, sometimes even called hand
tremor. Hence image stabilization was born, first
introduced by Nikon in 1994 and Canon in 1995.
"Image stabilization is a family of techniques used to
reduce blurring associated with the motion of a camera during exposure" [26].
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Image stabilization systems were inherently necessary to reduce blurry images that photographers get
when shooting hand-held. Especially at slow-shutter
speeds, which usually occurs in low light situations,
such as indoors or at night. Long zoom lenses also
amplify shaking in low light. As most casual photographers do not wish to use a tripod, good shots in
low light require some assistance from the camera[57].
Apart from still cameras image stabilization is now
also applied in film cameras, binoculars and astronomical telescopes.
In film cameras ,camera shake causes visible frameto-frame jitter which, unless intended, is distracting
for the audience.
There are several ways of image stabilization. In fact,
most animals, humans included, have a system to
stabilize image (sight) as well. This biological method will not be discussed in this chapter, as it is very
similar to steadicams such as the MōVi [30], as will be
discussed later.
This chapter will discuss the different techniques for
image stabilization that are relevant for film.
Photographers consider two stabilization techniques:
in-body and in-lens. Both are also used for film. In
both image stabilization systems, a sensor measures
camera motion, after which a moving element, also
called floating element, counteracts the measured
motion, resulting in a stable image. The difference
between the two is the floating component, and its
position in the total camera system. While both have
similar results they have different advantages and
disadvantages, which can be found in Appendix 4.
In-Body
This technique uses the sensor that captures the
image as 'floatable' to compensate camera shake;

lN-LENS

lN-BODY

[Figure 11[29]: Left - In-camera stabilization with image sensor as floating element. Right - In-lens stabilization with lens unit as
floating element.

hence it is often called "sensor based". The sensor is
located in the body of the camera, and stabilizes the
image by shifting in different axes (figure 11 - left).
Gyroscopes and accelerometers measure angular and
translational error movements, to which actuators
move the sensor for compensation. The majority of
the available in-camera stabilization systems offer
two axes stabilization: pitch and yaw. Olympus, however, offers a 5-axis stabilization system [31]; track,
boom, yaw, pitch and roll. As shown in the previous
chapter, the more axis elements optional - the more
possibilities in moving camera shots. However, as
Olympus' system lacks the Z-dolly element, no moving shot at all can be executed properly, as shown in
table 1 in the previous chapter. More on this will be
discussed later in this chapter.
In-Lens
This technique uses a floating component in the
lens to compensate camera shake (figure 11 - right)
which can only stabilize the two rotational Y-pitch
and X-yaw elements.
Nikon refers to this as VR (Vibration Reduction)
whereas Canon calls it IS (Image Stabilization).
The most inspiring system relevant to this project is
Canon's Optical Image Stabilizer technology with
the so-called "Mode 2" option (Appendix 4). This
mode is specifically made for panning. When, for
instance, following a motorcycle pass by from right
to left, the system stabilizes all jitter perpendicular
to the panning motion, but does not include the
panning movement itself as jitter. This system draws
near to the earlier described vision of pressing a button to change shots rather than to change gear.
In-Body + In-Lens
As mentioned, Olympus misses just one element

(Z-dolly) to execute these shots. In fact, without the
sixth in cannot execute any moving shot properly.
The reason for the lack of this element is because this
is the one shot element that requires both lens and
body to contain a floating component that floats simultaneously. If a floating element would only move
in of the two (body or lens) the distance between
lens and sensor would change (focal length), resulting in a blurry image (table 2).
There is unfortunately, no company that incorporates both in-body and in-lens stabilization together.
This has to do with patents; in-lens patents being
owned by Canon, Nikon and Panasonic - whereas
in-body patents are owned by other companies such
as Olympus. Some people have tried combining
stabilized lenses with stabilized bodies from different companies, but the systems interfere with one
another.
So unless we assume that companies will work together in the future, it will not be able to implement
the desired system of all shot elements internally
(camera and body).
Apart from the above discussed stabilization techniques, there are other ways as well: in post production (Appendix 4) and external.
External
This category contains all ways of stabilization
through film support equipment such as a tripod or
a track dolly. All equipment, except some steadicams
such as the MOvi, use counter weight as means to
stabilize.
The MōVi steadicam (figure 12), and many following
companies use 3-axis Gimbal systems to detect shake
and give anti-motion using brushless DC motors.
An IMU (inertial measurement unit) sensor containing a gyroscope, accelerometer and sometimes
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[Figure 12 [30]: The MōVi Steadicam
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requires
movement of

Translational

Y - Boom
Y Pitch

X - Track

lens or sensor

Y - Boom

lens or sensor

Z - Dolly

lens and sensor

X - Track
Z Roll

Z - Dolly

Rotational

X-Yaw

X-Yaw

lens or sensor

Y Pitch

lens or sensor

Z Roll

sensor

[Figure 13 & table 2: 6 axes elements & table showing possibilities of implementing each element in-lens or in-body (sensor).

a magnetometer is placed under the camera and
measures the movement of the camera. For all three
rotational shot elements (X-Yaw, Y-Pitch and Z-Roll)
the system uses three motors; one for each axis and
anti-rotates the measured jitter. Thus, it contains all 3
rotational shot elements but lacks all 3 translational
shot elements. It is however an interesting solution
to replacing weight as stabilizing tool.
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EIGHTTEEN
DISPLACEMENT
MEASUREMENTS
Image stabilization, whether internal or external,
compensates error movements caused by the cameraman or any other external influence. As mentioned before, due to patent wars no company has
yet been able to implement all 6 shot elements into
one system. The question is whether it is theoretically possible at all to incorporate such system. How
much hand jitter must be compensated; what is the
camera displacement (mm) in each situation?
A series of tests needed to be done to get this information. Appendix 5 shows an extensive description
on these tests.
The goal of these tests was to determine how much
displacement needed to be compensated.
In this test an IMU (internal measurement unit)
containing a gyroscope and accelerometer, was
programmed to measure (1) angular position and
displacement, (2) translational position and displacement (3) angular and translational acceleration.
The gyroscope measures angular values whereas the
accelerometer measures translational values.
The IMU was connected and programmed to an
Arduino after which the sensor was positioned on
a camera. 5 people were asked to execute 3 camera
moves: track, truck and static. These camera moves
were executed without any support equipment; only
direct hand-held. That way the displacement errors
caused by handshake could be measured.
The test person was required to choose which position of the camera was considered neutral. So in case
of a truck move the person needed to choose the
height (y-axis) at which the truck move was desired
to stay on as he/she moves sideways. This particular
position was considered as the neutral position to
which the person should try to keep the camera. Any
movement outside that area was measured as error
displacement - in this case any displacement in the
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y- and z-axis as the x-axis is the direction of movement.
It should be mentioned that the test persons tried to
hold the camera as steady as possible.
This resulted in a great amount of data that can be
found in the graphs in Appendix 5. A representable
graph is shown in figure 14 of which the upper graph
shows translational displacement whereas the lower
shows rotational displacement. It gives an estimation of how much displacement needs to be compensated and what the maximum peeks can be. All
data together showed that the average translational
displacement is 8.68 (mm) whereas the average
maximum displacement is 31.74 (mm). The average
rotational displacement is 1,87o whereas the average
maximum rotation is 5.33o.
This tells us that on average, the system should be
able to compensate a translational distance of 31.74
(mm) and a rotation of 5.33o. Could this be done
internally (in camera)? This will be discussed in relation to translational and rotational movement.
Translational
In theory it is possible. But only if the camera and
lens is completely re-designed; of which lens size in
particular. Figure 15 illustrates this.
It shows the light grey rectangle as the lens positioned in the middle of the dark grey lens. Translational movements up/down and sideways would
cause lens distortion as the lines suggest. This is what
happens when taking a photo of tall skyscrapers or
what is the actual purpose of a fisheye lens; straight
lines tend to bend. The further the lens moves
towards the edge of the lens the more distortion
occurs.
Similarly to the lens distortion, so-called chromatic
aberration occurs as well (figure 15).
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[Figure 14: Top - X-Track,Y-Boom and Z-Dolly translational errors in millimiters relatively to zero as neutral line.
Bottom - X-Yaw, Y-Pitch, Z-Roll rotational errors in degrees relative to zero line as neutral.
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[Figure 15: Left - lens distortion: the rectangle represents the sensor in the circular lens. The lines show that the image quality
distorts increasingly towards the edge. Right - chromatic aberration [50]: image quality declines towards the edge of the lens.]

So to prevent these undesired results the lens should
be wide enough for the sensor to move translational
on the X- and Y-axis. There are however several reasons not to do this. As it would mean that filmmakers need to re-purchase lenses, which is mostly the
biggest investment they made, as lenses are costly.
Furthermore, as mentioned before, the Z-dolly
direction (camera view direction) requires both lens
and body to move as it would otherwise result in
change in focal length.
Rotational
As seen earlier, Olympus has in-body 5 axis stabilization which includes all three rotational elements. So
it is in fact possible for all rotational elements to be
incorporated internally. But is it possible to reach the
maximum rotation of 5,33o ?
Z-Roll rotation is assumed to be possible, as it does
not change anything between lens and sensor; both
maintain parallel to each other.
X-Yaw and Y-Pitch, however, do have a limitation in
rotation as rotations in either direction change the
angular position in relation to the lens; 90o would put
the sensor perpendicular to lens, meaning the sensor
would not catch any light at all. So the question is
what maximum rotation is possible between 0-90o ?
To know this a test-setting is required in which
the sensor is tilted until no light is captured on the
sensor. However, as the time-scope of this project is
limited this test is not done within this project. Instead, for the continuity of this project the maximum
rotation of 5,33o is assumed as possible (figure 16).
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[Figure 16: Illustrates the maximum required angle of the sensor (α = 5.33o)]
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NINETEEN
FINALIZING
PART
Conclusions
The first goal of Part IV was to see what moving
shots are made of; the elements of a shot. Table 1
shows that each moving shot is composed of 6 shot
elements: 3 rotational and 3 translational elements.
Each moving shot requires different elements to be
'locked'. Locking such element is done by complete
stabilization.
The second goal was to see whether it is possible to
create a product that can switch between such shots
by differing between the composition of the 6 shot
elements. Canon has proved this with their lenses,
that can switch between complete static and panning
by locking all elements except for one (Y-pitch).
The third goal was to see whether it is possible to put
the desired all-in-one system completely internally
(in camera). Olympus has shown that it is possible to
put 5 shot elements internally (in-body) with their
5 axis stabilization system. The one missing element (Z-dolly) requires both lens and body to move
translational. Patents however, limit this possibility
as one group of companies own in-lens stabilization systems whereas another group owns in-body
stabilization.
With the assumption that these companies will work
together, or waiting until the point that all these patents expire, the question remained whether internal
6 axis stabilization is possible.
Tests with an IMU sensor showed that the maximum
translational displacements would require a complete redesign of the dimensions of both body and
lenses as such displacements currently would lead to
lens distortion and chromatic aberration. A re-design of the body would be acceptable as independent
filmmakers replace these every two years or so. The
lenses however, cost a fortune and are less desired to

be replaced.
The maximum rotational displacement however, is
assumed as possible. Even though it does need some
additional tests to confirm this; however this lies
outside the time-scope of this project.
With this assumption that it is in fact possible to
have all rotational stabilization internally there is an
important conclusion to be made:
If companies such as Olympus continue to improve
their in-body stabilization systems, in a few years the
rotational jitter will not need any external device such
as the MōVi steadicam. Knowing this can be a major
advantage as all companies in the area of steadicams
focus purely on external rotational-based devices.
As discussed, translational motion compensation
cannot be implemented internally - as it would
require current lenses and camera bodies to be redesigned, which is not financial beneficial for independent filmmakers. This means that the 3 remaining
shot elements, all translational, need to be done
externally (outside the camera). This all means that:
The combination of future cameras containing internal
3 axis rotational stabilization and an external device
containing 3 axis translational stabilization could
execute all moving shots.
The buttons/interface that will offer the choices
between moving shots is less interesting to focus
on, yet still important. For the limited time-scope of
this project however, the focus will be mainly on the
translational system rather than the buttons/interface.
Decisions
This brings us to another set of decisions to focus
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Design an external product that
compensates all 3 translational axis
while the camera itself will internally
compensate all 3 rotational axis .
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this project on:
- The assumption is made that future DSLR's will
contain such internal stabilization that covers the 3
rotational shot elements sufficiently;
- The remaining 3 shot elements, all translational, will
need to be done externally.
- This project will not focus on the buttons/interface
(shot selection)

Requirements
The one requirement that can be added is:
The product should compensate all 3 translational
axis;
Design goal
Lastly, the design goal is clear:
Design a product that compensates all 3 translational
axis, while the camera itself will internally compensate
all 3 rotational axis. Together they can execute all
movings shots.
As there is now enough input for new product ideas
Part V will go into the idea generation phase, in
which a concept will be designed related to the decisions made above.
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[46]
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PART V.
idea generation
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TWENTY
INTRODUCTION
TO WHAT
The previous Part IV stated a clear design goal:
Design a product that compensates all 3 translational
axis.
As mentioned before, the focus will be mainly on the
translational motion system rather than the buttons/
interface controlling such system.
Part V will go into the idea generation phase in
which a concept will be designed. Additional
research and calculations will be made on the first
concept until a final concept is reached.
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[Figure 17: Concept for external translational stabilization for 3 axis]
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TWENTY ONE
CONCEPT
Appendix 9 shows the full idea generation in which
many concepts were made. Amongst them were
also some ideas to implement both translational and
rotational in one external device. But as discussed
in Part IV the assumption is made that rotational
stabilization will be completely done internally (in
future cameras) whereas an external device is needed
for translational stabilization. Thus focusing on rotation would be unnecessary - we will leave that up to
companies like Olympus. It is instead, more interesting to look into an external device with just translational stabilization as all other companies currently
focus on external rotational stabilization, such as the
MōVi. The latter, however, and many other gimbal
based devices do serve as a good starting point as
these systems do not require any additional weights
for stabilization. Instead it is done mechatronically.
The idea generation took these systems as main
inspiration, along with other stabilization systems
such as the Ampelmann, an offshore platform that
compensates motion caused by wave breaks.
Concept
Figure 17 shows the basic idea of the concept that
was chosen from the idea generation. Main reason
for this choice, was its simplicity and robustness.
It contains three linear actuators that compensate each of the three translational axes (X-Track,
Y-Boom , Z-Dolly).
A linear actuator creates motion in a straight line
(Appendix 10). The two vertically positioned actuators serve as the handles as well. This is how the
filmmaker holds the whole device.
Similar to the MōVi it will be controlled mechatronically with an IMU positioned under the camera that
measures translational displacement which sends
this data to the actuators that move accordingly in
the opposite direction.

Furthermore the device includes a set of preset
options to choose which moving shot to take next.
These buttoned options basically replace other
equipment such as a tripod or a dolly. Instead it has
all in one.
Hardware
There are many possibilities in terms of hardware:
IMU Sensor, linear actuators, controller boards etc.
Each piece of hardware has its own qualities. In order to know which to use a list of requirements was
set up (Appendix 1).
This list describes all required and desired functions
and aspects. It serves as a guide during the design
process and a check list to evaluate the product.
The requirements that are related to the choice of
hardware are i/o (input/output) speed and forces it
can handle. The i/o speed is the time between measuring and compensating displacement. As film is
mainly shot in 30 frames per second, the i/o speed is
required to be below 1/30 seconds (33 milliseconds).
This corresponds to 30 Hz.
As for the requirement regarding forces to handle
several calculations were needed to be done. The full
calculations can be found in Appendix 11. The calculations showed that the forces acting on the frame
are less of a limitation than the forces acting on the
actuators. The actuator on the X-track axis requires
to handle a force of 83 (N).
There are all kinds of options for a linear actuator.
Appendix 10 shows the options for this project.
The main limitation of most linear actuators that fit
within the requirements, was price and build-ability. The latter refers to the ability to build on- and
around the actuator, to create the desired concept.
However, there are some interesting options given on
open source platforms.
Among many independent filmmakers, open source
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platforms, are common places to get inspiration for
DIY film support equipment. For instance, alternatives for the MōVi steadicams, often dubbed as
a "poor-man's steadicam" can be found on such
platforms. It is in fact not unthinkable to offer this
project open source. The latter will be discussed later
on in this report.
But the point of re-discussing these open source
platforms has to do with the hardware for both the
prototype and the final product.
Most online platforms are focused mainly on steadicam systems that involve gimbals for rotational
motion - no translational motion. However, with
the increasing 3D-printer self builds, that do include
translational motion, there are many open source
platforms discussing those options. These platforms
offer full details from hardware to software. It is a
growing community that shares whatever they build
and how to build it.
This is interesting for this project as the concept
basically requires the same system as a 3D printer.
The main ways to create translational motion on
these threads is using stepper-motors. These motors inherently give rotational motion, but there are
many ways to converge this to translational motion.
These kinds of self builds give a lot of freedom in
experimenting, particularly useful for the prototype
of this concept. Furthermore, it is the most discussed
method for translational motion on these platforms,
so plenty of information available.
The most interesting platform found is Openbuilds.
org. This online platform involves a growing community that shares their builds online from 3D printers to CNC mills. It includes extensive building instructions including required part lists. Openbuilds.
org has a link to their part-store as well on which all
of these parts can be ordered.
For this project the following two parts were most
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interesting: the "V-Slot Belt Driven Linear Actuator"
and the "V-Slot Lead Screw Actuator" [23] (figure
18).
The first contains a stepper-motor with its rotational
motion converted to a pulley belt pulling and pushing a carriage on a profile functioning as rails.
The second contains a stepper-motor that converts
rotation to translation through a threaded rod that
contains a threaded carriage on rails, pushing and
pulling it translational when rotating.
The convenience these systems bring is freedom of
experimenting and the modularity. The modularity
is useful as each system can function as part of the
frame to which another system can easily be added.
The above mentioned two parts consist of aluminum
profiles that are both lightweight and stiff enough as
seen in the calculations in Appendix 11.
Furthermore, it is interesting to look into the possibilities of taking this project to open source. Het
Collectief is already working in these fields on several levels, mainly in IT-projects in which it shares
programmed codes with the community. Another
project involves selling parts such as stepper-motors
in a similar fashion as Openbuilds.org does. So it
is not an unlikely step for the company to pursue
this in such way. Furthermore, sharing such project
could have positive impact on further development
of the product, as there are many bright minds in
that community that have their own ideas and will
be most likely to suggest and even apply such ideas.
And as the system is so modular it makes it even
easier for other users to add new systems.

[24]

Software
The software should translate the measurements
from the IMU (input) to movement of the camera
(output). It integrates the measured acceleration
twice to come to the required displacement the step-

stepper-motor
pulley belt

carriage
pulley belt

pulley plate

stepper-motor
threaded rod

carriage

[Figure 18: Above - "V-Slot Belt Driven Linear Actuator" [24]. Below - the "V-Slot Lead Screw Actuator" [23].]
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per motors need to compensate.
Through software and a display, the user can choose
what shot type is desired. The software then locks
and unlocks the needed combination of the 6 shot
elements. This does however mean that the camera,
that contains internal rotational stabilization, needs
to be able to communicate with the external system,
as some moves (4 out of 8) require rotational elements to be locked/unlocked. It is however assumed
and highly likely, that such cameras will have the
option to select between different modes (shot types)
similar to what Canon lenses already have (panning,
tilting etc.).
Such assumption, gives us two options: either the
user has to select these modes on both systems
(internal and external) separately or these systems
have to be synced to communicate with each other.
While ideal, the latter requires more research on
such possibilities, which does not fit in this project's
time scope.
The first is less ideal, but an acceptable handling,
concerning the time and costs it already saves.
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TWENTY TWO
FINAL CONCEPT
The previous chapter discussed the first concept and
the possibilities for realization on hardware and software. Figure 19 shows the result, the final concept.
Appendix 11 shows how this optimized concept was
reached in detail.
The final concept is based on hardware offered by
Openbuilds.org, an open source platform that has a
growing community sharing building options with
each other online.
Figure 19 shows the final concept, containing two
(vertical) lead screw actuators that compensate the
(Y-boom axis). Reason for having two is because
these two carry the entire system. Reason for using
the threaded rod instead of the pulley belts as used
in the other two axis is because the pulley is flexible
and would cause unwanted 'hanging'. These two
vertical actuators contain the handles on the back to
hold onto as user.
As mentioned the other two axis (X-track and
Z-Dolly) use a pulley belt to translate the stepper-motor's rotational motion to translational.
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[Figure 19: Final concept - Above: red arrow shows Y-axis, blue arrow shows Z-axis, purple shows X-axis.
Below left: side view, below middle: front view, below right top view.
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TWENTY THREE
INTRODUCTION
TO WHAT
Part V discusses the prototyping phase after which
tests can be done.
The inherent idea of the testing was to compare
the prototype with three existing ways of shooting:
hand-held, tripod and dolly. As the prototype should
be able to execute these three ways; and these three
ways came out as most common in the interviews
and observations with independent filmmakers
(Appendix 5).
However, as will be seen in chapter 25 the prototype
did not turn out as wanted. Therefor the planned
tests cannot be pursued until a working prototype is
reached. Recommendations to get to such point will
be discussed in chapter 6.
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TWENTY FOUR
PROTOTYPING
The prototype has three main goals:
- To test whether the translational stabilization works
- To compare this system to a tripod, dolly, handheld and test the time efficiency and labor intensity
- To discover what needs to be improved
Furthermore the prototype can be described in two
categories which will be discussed below. The full
parts list can be found in Appendix 15 .
Hardware
The hardware is all obtained from Openbuilds.org
and consists of two (vertical) lead screw actuators
that compensate the (Y-boom axis) of which each of
these actuators include one NEMA 17 stepper-motor.
Each stepper-motor requires a driver as means to
communicate with the controller-board.
To control the stepper-motors a controller-board
is needed, usually for such projects an Arduino or
any similar board suffices. But to make the building
process of connecting all these wires, the Printrboard
Rev D was used, as this controller-board includes
the desired drivers on-board. This controller-board
is meant for 3D printers and CNC mills and serves
as an ideal option for this project. Furthermore it includes connections for N-stops which are needed on
each actuator. An N-stop prevents the actuator from
colliding the moving cart against the ends of the rail.
The N-stop, placed before these ends, consists of a
switch that switches the actuator off when hit by the
cart.
Finally the system requires an IMU sensor that
contains both a gyroscope and an accelerometer.
Here was chosen for the 9 DOF IMU from Seeedstudio, which is low-cost but has the desired required
features in terms of speed (400 kHz). Furthermore,
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similar grade of IMU's have shown promising with
similar projects done by hobbyists and non-commercial engineers [58],[59],[60],[61],[73].
Basically, the IMU should be able to measure and
send data below the frame-rate of the camera (30
frames per second) which converts to 60 (Hz). As
long as the IMU and the system are faster than 60
(Hz) in communication, any delay will not be noticeable on camera.
Software
The hardware requires a programmed code to function properly. The basic idea is that the IMU sensor
positioned near the handles measures unwanted jitter and sends this data to the controller-board which
translates this into anti motion through the stepper
motors.

[Figure 20: Prototype.]
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TWENTY FIVE
TESTING
As mentioned in the introduction of Part V, unfortunately the prototype did not work as planned. The
output of the motors do not match the error displacement of the camera.
While experimenting with programming the prototype several conclusions were made, with in specific
the IMU output. A more detailed discussion on this
matter can be found in Appendix 16.
The hypothesis of deriving positional information
from the IMU is theoretically valid. The prototype
however, does not match this hypothesis. It is prone
to an order of magnitude of errors that can only be
solved with a highly calibrated and fault tolerant setup. The exposure of these errors is inherently bound
to time as errors build up and accumulate over time
- this is called 'drift'. [78] When performing a double
integration to derive positional data over time one
compounds the error factor built in to the initial
acceleration data. [70],[72]
One positive aspect about the system is that positional data is required over very short time frames as
a shot has an average duration of 2 seconds. Furthermore, the travel is assumed to variate instead of
long constant distances, as the scope of movement is
limited to a domain of 30 (mm) on each translational axis. These minor time frames and distances keep
the drift to a minimal. [78]
Theoretically it is possible to correct axial displacement with an IMU according to the principals
previously defined. This is even proven to a degree
possible within the scope on the current prototype.
It was discovered however that the IMU needs to be
capable of a higher resolution in measurement than
the current used IMU is able to. This means that
the IMU sends to little measurements in time; more
are required for proper accuracy. IMU's of higher

degrees do exist, which can measure acceleration
and gyroscopic positioning to such a high degree of
accuracy and time resolution to determine more accurate movement. The most accurate IMU's, Inertial
Navigation Systems in ballistic missiles or spacecraft
are the proof that guidance and positioning to a high
degree of accuracy is possible using merely inertial
measurement. Currently one of the most accurate
developments is the Micro PNT system developed by
the US Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA)[62],[68].
Other work has shown that low cost IMU data
projected over a predefined model can provide
accurate measurement of positional displacement[58].
Such predefined model for camera shake in the XYZ
directions is not conceivable due to the erratic nature
of these movements.
The question remains, whether such technology of
tactical degree such as, ever becomes commercially
available. Currently commercially available GPS
is restricted in accuracy to prevent individuals or
malicious groups from building devices with highly
accurate tracking and navigational capabilities. Such
technology would essentially mean the democratization of the technology behind ICBM's (Intercontinental ballistic missile). Given the low nature of
complexity and the advances in computing scale and
power it does however seem likely that one day we
will see such technology available but rate limited by
law although this is all just speculative.
Then again, the question is what minimal degree
of resolution is needed between the current used
IMU and the Micro PNT. This requires a large time
effort and a skill set extending beyond the scope of
this project. Partnering however with a physicist,
computer scientist and electronic engineer an embedded solution could be built incorporating model
and filter algorithms on a hardware level to provide
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a faster than normal calibrated and compensated
inertial data set which could be used to accurately
model translation of the system. Similar previous
projects have shown actually achieving astounding
results in this space with a similar IMU [58],[59],[60],[61],[64
],[65],[73]
. Initial experimentation with filters such as the
Kalman Filters (noise reduction algorithm for sensory data) provided promising results [63],[66],[67],[69].
More on this will be discussed in chapter 26.
List of Wishes and Requirements Evaluation
Even though the prototype does not work entirely as
desired, it can still be evaluated on the basis of the
list of wishes and requirements.
Figure 21 shows this list. Starting with the list of
requirements the first five categories can only be assumed as theoretically possible. To properly evaluate
these main functions, at least a better IMU is needed.
Requirement categories 6 and 7 can however be
evaluated:
6.1 is a pass - the over-dimensioned prototype
weighs 3.9 (kg). The final product has less material
and is estimated to be 3.5 (kg).
6.2 is a pass - installment concerns putting the camera on the system. This is easily done by one person.
As will be discussed in Chapter 26 a so-called quick
release plate is recommended for even easier installation.
6.3 is a pass - the product is designed to be handled
by one person and in terms of size and weight it is
ergonomically optimized to be held by one person
(Appendix 12).
6.4 is assumed as pass - unfortunately this cannot be
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tested yet. It is recommended to include a docking-station on the system for a smart phone, that
serves as interface through an app, offering control
over the different shot types. Adjustment setting
would then be done through a press on the screen
which is possible to do within five seconds.
7.1 & 7.2 are a pass - both the prototype and calculations (Appendix 11 and 13) showed that it is possible
to easily hold a DSLR camera with a 300 (mm) lens.
7.3 is a fail - the stepper motors currently make a
similar sound to that of a printer. It is however possible to eliminate this sound by applying filters in the
code. Such technique is applied in many appliances
such as a laptop. This filter will be discussed more in
Chapter 26.
The list of wishes contains functions that are less solid to evaluate compared to the list or requirements:
0.1 & 0.2 are a pass - the product has the potential to
replace a tripod, dolly and any hand-held equipment.
This has two positive outcomes: it cuts in budget and
it saves time. The first allows filmmakers to create
film on a lower budget without external financial
help which maintains their creative freedom. The
second saves the crew from wasting time on installments and equipment handling, giving them more
freedom to experiment on-set.
Finally, the function of choosing between shot types
with a press on a button opens new doors in combining shot-types in one take. This offers opportunities
in creative long takes that are currently only possible
with big budgets.
Chapter 26 will go into the recommendations to
improve the current design.

List of Wishes
0. Product impact
0.1
Product should allow independent filmmakers
more freedom and possibilities in form
0.2
Product should lead to a decrease in the current
production budgets
List of Requirements
1. Camera moves
1.1. Ability to replace a tripod
1.1.1. Ability to execute static shot
1.1.2.  Ability to execute panning shot
1.1.3. Ability to execute tilt shot
1.1.4. Ability to execute roll shot
1.2. Ability to replace a dolly
1.2.1. Ability to execute dolly shot
1.3. Ability to stabilize hand-held
1.3.1. Ability to execute track shot
2. Stability
2.1.1.   Compromising z-axis dolly instability 30 (mm)
2.1.2.   Compromising x-axis track instability 30 (mm)
2.1.3.   Compromising y-axis boom instability 30 (mm)
3. Displacement
3.1. Freedom of movement in z-axis dolly
3.2. Freedom of movement in x-axis track
3.3. Freedom of movement in y-axis boom
4. Lock Focus
4.1. Option to lock focus in z-axis dolly
4.2. Option to lock focus in x-axis track
4.3. Option to lock focus in y-axis boom
5. Control
5.1. Complete control in z-axis dolly
5.2. Complete control in x-axis track
5.3. Complete control in y-axis boom
6. Handling
6.1. Total weight: < 8 kg
6.2. Installment Labor: 1 person
6.3. Handling Labor: 1 person
6.4. Setting adjustment: within 5 s.
7. System
7.1. System should be compatible with a DSLR camera
7.2. The product should be compatible with 50 - 300 mm lenses;
7.3. System should not be heard on audio recording

[Figure 21: The list of wishes and requirements for this project.
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TWENTY SIX
RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter discussed recommendations for further
research on the concept to achieve a working product.
Additional Research
These recommendations consider confirming information that is currently assumed or not extensive
enough researched.
One assumption made in this project, which was
essential to the outcome is the future internal rotational stabilization system. Chapter 18 showed some
arguments to why translational is not internally
implementable and why rotational theoretically is
possible. One aspect, that should be tested is how far
the sensor could rotate without losing visual information caught through the lens. If the sensor turns
out to be able to turn 6o without losing visual the
assumption was right.
Another confirmation needs to be done on the measured displacements. The tests currently involved
only 5 test persons. Such qualitative research serves
as a good starting point, but it is highly recommended to have quantitative research as well with at least
50-100 test persons.
Software
In terms of software a lot can still be improved.
Improvements mainly consider accuracy and
communication speed between the IMU, controller-board and the stepper-motors. This requires new
and additional algorithms with several filters. Filters
are usually applied to filter out unwanted variables
to create a smooth and more accurate result. Some
options that could be considered are PID controller,
Kalman or Complex filters.
A PID controller involves three separate constant
parameters in which it defines present errors (P for

proportional), past errors (I for integral) and future
errors (D for derivative) [25]. It predicts future outcomes and handles accordingly. For instance: if the
camera is moved sideways to the right (X-track) with
a certain velocity (v=x) and suddenly needs to stop
moving (v=0), the camera will tend to overshoot.
This overshoot is caused by the inability of the stepper-motors to change velocity X immediately to zero,
resulting in a later than desired stop. What a PID
does is predict this stop beforehand and act accordingly, giving the camera a deceleration to stop at the
desired point. A Kalman filter [63],[66],[67],[69],[73] similarly
uses a series of measurements over time to predict a
better estimate as a future outcome rather than to act
on a single measurement.
Furthermore, as this project has not been focused
on the interface (shot choice selection) it is recommended to look into these possibilities. It is recommended to make use of a smart phone as it is highly
likely that all users have such device anyway. These
mobile phones offer the possibility to simply install
an app that is specifically developed for this system.
Additionally, other developers can create apps themselves that increase the user/situation compatibility
leading to a higher adoption rate.
Hardware
In terms of hardware, all parts could be replaced but this comes with a higher price. And the question is how much 'better' hardware is needed? This
requires some measurements that need to be done
on i/o (input/output) speed of all parts as a combination. As mentioned before the required speed is
anything below 30 Hz (faster than 30 frames per second). All current hardware parts fit that requirement
so in theory the hardware should be able to handle
this. However, combined with the scripted software,
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and the combination of parts it can result to slower
speeds. Some tests on optimizing this is therefor
highly recommended.
Furthermore, it is recommended to look into better
alternatives concerning the current used IMU sensor. It can measure spatial orientation, but it requires
the IMU to be very precise as it uses the measured
acceleration to integrate twice to get displacement
values. However, there is no accelerometer that measures acceleration 100% accurate. So there will always be some deviation in the measurements. When
integrating to velocity, this deviation increases even
more significant, and even more so when velocity is
integrated to displacement. The better the IMU, the
smaller these deviations. Additionally, as time goes
by, and smart phones improve, it is interesting to see
whether it is possible to use the accelerometer and
gyroscope of the smart phone instead of a separate
IMU. This requires the sensors in the smart phone
to improve significantly as current smart phone sensors lack the required quality.
Furthermore, some more research should be done on
the interface in which the user can choose between
shots. These could be done as buttons, a full screen,
touchscreen or perhaps even in an application on the
user's mobile phone. Plenty of options that need to
be tested.
Another important consideration is the sound produced by the stepper-motors. The current prototype
produces similar sounds of that of a printer. These
will definitely be heard on the audio recording. An
optional solution could be applying a filter that
creates smoother motion. This is applied in many
appliances such as laptops to take away the noise of
the motors.
The last recommendation concerns the battery. The
prototype required a 12 V power-source which could
be replaced by batteries. It is recommended to test
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the prototype with batteries on battery life.
Mechanics
Mechanics concerns all parts of the system interacting physically with each other. The friction between
moving parts can have considerable influence on
the outcome. Some parts that are recommended to
further test are mainly the pulley and the threaded
rod - both translators of rotation to translation.
A minor recommendation would be to put another
handle on top to be able to shoot with one hand,
often used to glide just above the floor.
Furthermore, while the product is relatively light
(<3.5 kg) it could possibly be desired to carry weight
on the body through an attached harness or shoulder
rig. It is recommended to look into the possibilities
for such additionals.
Finally, visual is not everything in film. It also involves light and sound which comes with its equipment as well. These could be handled by another
person or these could be added to the system as
'clip-on' additionals. It is recommended to look into
the requirements for such add-ons.
Dimensions
The prototype is a over dimensioned, which was
deliberately done for testing purposes. As earlier
measurements for maximum displacement however showed, smaller dimensions would suffice. This
makes the device more compact and a bit lighter.
Furthermore, the entire system tends to shift its
moment of inertia forwards when the camera is on
its furthest point of the z-actuator . There are two options that can solve this. One is by adding a harness
connected to the system, which the cameraman can
wear. This ensures the system to lean towards the
cameraman at all times.

The second option is to shift the actuator back as
the weight of the stepper-motor offers some counterweight. This is the most recommendable option.
Particularly as the dimensions of the whole system,
including the length of this actuator, will be shortened anyway. The calculations for this option can be
found in appendix 13.
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TWENTY SEVEN
FINAL PRODUCT
Even though the prototype does not work yet, it is in
theory still possible.
Assuming that at some point it will work, and having
applied all discussed recommendations figure 22
shows a 3D render of the final product.
It shows the system built from the same parts from
Openbuilds.org. The main visual changes are the dimensions (figure 24). The prototype was deliberately
over-dimensioned for testing purposes. The final
dimensions on the right are based on the test-results
from the displacement measurements. Each axis requires a displacement to both sides of 3 (cm). On the
ends of each actuator's rails, end stops are placed that
shut the system down when triggered. This prevents
each actuator's carriage from colliding against the
ends.
Additionally it includes a third handle on the top
for users to handle the system one-handedly; mostly
useful when filming shots close to the ground.
Finally it includes a docking-station for smart
phones to be used as interface to choose and control
different shots. This will be discussed more in depth
later in the chapter.
Appendix 13 contains a more detailed description on
the optimizations made after the prototype.
This chapter describes the following aspects of the
final product, named "The Waltz": costs, sales, developments and product additionals.
Appendix 14 shows a more detailed proposition for a
development and sales plan for the Waltz.
Costs
There will be two ways of purchasing the Waltz: fully
assembled or in separate components. The latter will
only be available to subscribed developers. These are
filmmakers that want to contribute their ideas for
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modifications to the product, and share these online
within the developers' community. This provides as
inspirational input for new features for the Waltz or
possibly even completely new products.
The product currently has a total costs of around
350€. This excludes building costs as it will be possible to let developers build it by themselves. These
components will be sold with a minimum mark-up
of 1.5; 525€.
Non-developers will have to purchase the system fully assembled. With a markup of 3.5 this would result
in an acceptable selling price of 1225 €.
And as it replaces a proper tripod (+/- 1000€), steadicam (5000€) and dolly (+/- 1000€) this is a very
interesting price, saving filmmakers around 6000€.
A full argumentation for these two options can be
found in Appendix 14.
Sales
The product will be made available on a new online
platform focused on independent filmmakers. The
product, as shown on the right, serves as base product. The platform is purposed not only as a selling
point of this base, but to offer additionals as well.
These additional products are add-ons such as building parts, different handles etc. They are offered by
the company, but can also be suggested by users of
the product themselves - similar to what is happening on all open source platforms.
Developments
The components of the product offer many possibilities for modifications or additionals.
The platform offers developers with new ideas on
building or coding to share this on the platform. This
creates an organic way of developing a product and
it builds a valuable community of the target group.

presenting:

the Waltz

[Figure 22: Final product - "The Waltz" - named after a film reference in Richard Linkater's film Before Sunset (2004)
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Figure 23: Final product - base product includes a docking station for a smart phone.
An app offers the options for different shot types and a balancer function to keep the camera within the area of motion.]
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430 (mm)

280 (mm)

[Figure 24: Final dimensions.]

220 (mm)

It also encourages people to come up with new and
innovative ways, which perhaps could result in innovative filmmaking.
As mentioned, the base product includes a docking
station for a smart phone, to be used as interface to
control the product. It also serves as an indication
for where the camera is in relation to the system (figure 23). There are two reasons why this is necessary;
to prevent the end stops from being triggered which
shuts the system down; and for keeping the momental forces to a minimum (see appendix 13). As seen
in figure 23 the balancer function of the app shows
a white dot within a circle, which has a vertical line
(Y-Boom) and a horizontal line (X-Truck) and below
another horizontal line (Z-Dolly). These lines represent the area of possible motion without triggering
the end-stops. This way the user can adjust his/
her own motion and keep the camera as much as
possible within this area of motion and keep filming
without the system shutting down.
Apart from users saving money on a complete new
display as most users have a smart phone it also triggers developers to create 3rd party applications for
this system. Similar to a smart phone, it are the apps
that make the product interesting and its customization through these apps makes it applicable for any
user.
All these 3rd party developments result in a valuable
understanding of the market which leads to input for
future improvements and new product ideas.
Additionally, there is another advantage of using the
smart phone as interface. When the sensors in smart
phones reach to such high quality, it could replace
the IMU sensor - and perhaps the entire controller-board.

430 (mm)

Product Additionals
This project has not been focused on any add-ons to
the product, but it is interesting to briefly mention
some options here.
With the smart phone docking station different applications can be offered in a similar fashion to Apple's Itunes Store or Google's Play Store. This could
for instance include apps that also control the lights
and sound equipment on the set or incorporate the
whole production planning and timing.
The platform can even start a product line in light
and sound equipment compatible with the base
product and perhaps the above mentioned app.
Other possible additionals concern handles; handle-sleeves; harness; shoulder rigs; clamps for light/
sound equipment; different docking stations; external video monitors; or anything else that can help
these filmmakers excel in their work.
All these side products can lead to different product
lines revolving around the base product and building
a community of independent filmmakers - resulting
in a platform at which independent filmmakers can
get everything they need for a film production.
The next pages give an impression of the final
product. It shows (1) an impression of the online
platform; (2) the product in use; (3) an impression
of a light unit as addition; (4) a focus on the app 's
show choice; and (5) the available components used
as modification. The latter shows the product with
two 'feet' to stand on. While the prototype showed
that this is unnecessary and stable enough to stand
on the two stepper-motors, it could be desired by
some users.
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[Figure 25: Decision tree - Shows (left row) the categories with (right row) the choices]
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TWENTY EIGHT
CONCLUSION
Figure 25 shows the decision tree and the related
arguments that were made throughout this whole
project.
The first question was why particularly independent
filmmakers?
Independent filmmakers are less focused on loss,
giving them more freedom and risk-taking for innovative concepts. History has shown however that
this often changes when joined in the major studio
system. The main reason for this is higher budgets.
It are not the filmmakers themselves but the system of the major studios, having to sell rather than
share, apply an investor based stereotype framework,
leading to a loss in the original function. The higher
the stakes, the more they fear to lose. So again, both
independent filmmakers and major studios want to
make money. But the main difference however, is
the focus on loss. Not focusing on loss leads to more
risk-taking and more innovative filmmaking.
The next question was on which stakeholder within
film to focus.
High budgets influence the filmmaker's voice
through the above mentioned stereotype framework.
Kickstarter is a successful example that helps in financing. It focuses, however, on raising money for a
filmbudget. The inherent problem lies, not in lack of
money for a budget, but in the budget itself; it is too
expensive to make film. Instead, let us try to lower
film budgets to such minimum that film production
is more accessible. That way no external investment
is needed at all. The main problem lies in high costs
in production. As for distribution; this has proven
successful already through VOD channels such as
Youtube and Vimeo.
As production has the main influence on budget and
therefor freedom of creativity this stakeholder was

chosen to focus on.
As any other product, film is a combination of form
and function.
Limited in form (film, light, sound equipment) leads
to compensating in function (script, message etc.).
The problem starts in form and has a critical effect
on function. Form is the translation tool of function.
When limited in translation tools you are limited in
telling your story. The film element to focus on was
therefor form.
Within the form elements film equipment (image)
forms a higher percentage of the costs compared to
audio and lighting. Designing a lower cost accessible
product for film has more impact on the budget.
Within image there are three camera shot types.
Size shot and camera angle regard object placement
within the imaged frame. Camera moves regard film
support equipment choice. Such current equipment
has stayed behind in the evolution of independent
filmmakers. They are still focused on big productions
with big budgets and large crews. Accessible and
usable film support equipment for moving shot types
is desired by independent filmmakers.
Within moving shot types there are different camera
moves that require different equipment.
Instead of choosing one or two of these shots, and
designing equipment to execute those particular
shots, all shots should be possible with one kind of
equipment. That way, you eliminate the hassle of
changing and dragging along different equipment,
which cuts in time and cost thus budget as well.
Furthermore, analysis on all these moving shots
showed that each shot consists of 6 elements: 3 rotational (around X, Y, Z) and 3 translational (on X, Y,
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Z) axis. Each shot requires a different combination in
locked and unlocked elements.
Current camera support equipment is purposed for
several shots only. Different shots require different
equipment, leading to extra labor time thus cost
and effort. Each different move requires the crew to
uninstall and install equipment. A new product is
needed that replaces the hassle of requiring different
equipment.
The product should cut the budget by its ability to
execute multiple camera moves, instead of having to
switch equipment for different moves (multi-functionality). Furthermore, observations and interviews
showed that the current size and weight of the equipment has considerable influence on costs through
installment, transport and handling labor.
While a modular system could in fact cut in costs, it
still involves changing between moves, which could
still be a lot of hassle and add up in time and labor.
A mechatronic system however that involves buttons
of some kind to easily select move types could offer
both multi-functionality and handling ease.
With the knowledge of the 6 shot elements, this
system should be able to lock and unlock these
elements according to what shot is desired. Such
'locking' requires each element to be able to be stabilized fully.
Ideally, this system is placed inside the camera. That
way no external equipment is needed at all.
Analysis however showed that translational stabilization, which are 3 of the 6 shot elements, is not
possible internally, without redesigning the camera.
Internal rotational stabilization however, is assumed
as possible as it is already applied such as done by
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Olympus.
With that assumption it is interesting to focus on
external translational stabilization. A device in which
the camera is placed, that combines the camera's
internal (3 rotational) and the system's external (3
translational) stabilization.
All these findings and decisions led to a concept: a
hand-held device for a DSLR camera that stabilizes
all 3 translational axes, with the assumption that
the camera will cover the remaining rotational axes.
An IMU measures the translational displacement
and compensates the jitter with four stepper motors
controlling the three axes.
The prototype however showed that there is more research needed and most importantly: a better IMU.
With all recommendations on additional research
and modifications applied the system on the right
can be achieved: The Waltz.
A docking-station on the back of the system offers
room for a smart phone with which the user can
choose different shot types through a special developed application.
The Waltz will be offered on an online platform for
independent filmmakers. With the Waltz as base
product there will be different additional products
available such as separate components, light and
sound equipment, different apps etc. The idea is that
a community is built that share their modification of
the system. This way, an organic development of the
system and its additionals will grow to platform on
which all independent filmmakers can get anything
they need for their production.
The Waltz saves cost and time through less required
support equipment, labor intensity and ultimately
opens new opportunities for independent filmmakers.

presenting:

the Waltz
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TWENTY NINE
REFLECTION
In this final closing chapter I would like to reflect on
this whole graduation project.
Looking back on the entire project I cannot emphasize enough how grateful I am with the entire
experience of graduating. There are a few essential
key points I would like to point out which have contributed to that.
It started with the project itself. The title of this
project: "Designing for independent filmmakers";
is so broad, that it allowed me to start at the core
of the meaning of independent filmmaking. It gave
me the chance to explore all relevant details to such
extent that it brought me to exhaustion but joy at the
same time. My mentor pointed out at the beginning
of this project, that I should take this as a chance to
dive into the research part as much as possible - as
it would probably be the last chance to do so. I hope
not, as I mightily enjoyed that.
Before I could start with my project I had to find a
supervisory team. I could not be happier with Lili
Sukirman as my mentor, as from start she expressed
much empathy on personal level, rather than immediate student quality expectations.
The first Chair I had , however, did not go as
smooth. After some mismatched meetings, my
mentor suggested me to find another Chair as this
project should instead be fun. This brought me to
Jo Geraedts, which I cannot think of a better suitable supervisor for this project. Together with my
mentor, they formed an ideal team. They motivated and inspired me in such positive way - and on
the other hand were always direct and critical on
my deliverables. This made me go the extra mile.
Especially at the point where I thought I was ready
for my Greenlight. I had a concept of which I was
so certain that it was the ultimate answer. But my

supervisors disagreed and told me I took a leap in
my process - there was no proper foundation for my
design decision. They were right, it was more based
on instinct. At the time though, being rejected from
that was the hardest part of this whole process. Being
told that my gut feeling was incorrect, I found most
difficult to cope with.
So I had to go back in exploration. I had to question
everything I had done until then, and interrogate
myself whether or not each decision was based
on actual research or just gut. The thing is, that I
had always been convinced that innovation comes
through exploring the unconventional; question the
conventional and traditional, and see if things could
be done completely different. While I still believe in
that, the biggest obstacle to getting in such state of
mind is yourself. I had to battle my own personal
conventional thoughts. This was such an exhausting inner-dialog to such extent that I felt that I was
going crazy. It finally took me two intense weeks to
pick myself up again and I finally managed to map
my whole process in a decision tree and saw that
they were in fact right. Seeing and admitting that I
was wrong brought myself and my project to new
heights. This was the tipping point of which I have
learned most. After that came the most interesting
findings amongst which an assumed theory that the
MōVI, which is currently the 'conventional' future, is
actually a dead-end. This new way of thinking finally
led to a very enjoyable remaining time and an end
result that I am very pleased with.
All and all, I am very pleased with the good times of
this process, but probably even more with the tougher times as the latter has improved me so much more
as a person and as an industrial design engineer.
Hakim Sugito
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APPENDIX ONE
LIST OF
REQUIREMENTS
Figure 26 shows above the list of wishes and below
that the list of requirements.
These two lists serve as a guide throughout the research and design process. It contains functions that
the final product should require to. The final product
is considered successful if it fits all these requirements.
The list of requirements contains functions that are
easily answered with pass or fail, while the list of
wishes are a bit more abstract and debatable.
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List of Wishes
0. Product impact
0.1
Product should allow independent filmmakers
more freedom and possibilities in form
0.2
Product should lead to a decrease in the current
production budgets
List of Requirements
1. Camera moves
1.1. Ability to replace a tripod
1.1.1. Ability to execute static shot
1.1.2.  Ability to execute panning shot
1.1.3. Ability to execute tilt shot
1.1.4. Ability to execute roll shot
1.2. Ability to replace a dolly
1.2.1. Ability to execute dolly shot
1.3. Ability to stabilize hand-held
1.3.1. Ability to execute track shot
2. Stability
2.1.1.   Compromising z-axis dolly instability 30 (mm)
2.1.2.   Compromising x-axis track instability 30 (mm)
2.1.3.   Compromising y-axis boom instability 30 (mm)
3. Displacement
3.1. Freedom of movement in z-axis dolly
3.2. Freedom of movement in x-axis track
3.3. Freedom of movement in y-axis boom
4. Lock Focus
4.1. Option to lock focus in z-axis dolly
4.2. Option to lock focus in x-axis track
4.3. Option to lock focus in y-axis boom
5. Control
5.1. Complete control in z-axis dolly
5.2. Complete control in x-axis track
5.3. Complete control in y-axis boom
6. Handling
6.1. Total weight: < 8 kg
6.2. Installment Labor: 1 person
6.3. Handling Labor: 1 person
6.4. Setting adjustment: within 5 s.
7. System
7.1. System should be compatible with a DSLR camera
7.2. The product should be compatible with 50 - 300 mm lenses;
7.3. System should not be heard on audio recording

[figure 26: The list of wishes and requirements for this project.
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APPENDIX TWO
QUALITY
This chapter briefly discusses the term 'quality' in
film.
To say whether a product is good or not, a rating
system is needed; numbers clearly show superiority.
And yet, the conclusion will always be, ‘based on this
(...), movie A is better than movie B’.
But let’s start with the 5 principles of evaluating quality: transcendental, manufacturing based, product
based, value based and user-based.
A transcendental view of quality claims that quality
is universally recognized through feeling rather than
direct rational thoughts. It is for most people the first
quality measurement of any product, before they try
rationalizing their taste. “I can’t define it, but I know
I see it”. [14]
Manufacturing based uses a list of requirements to
check the final quality. ‘If it conforms to the requirements it is good’.
Product based is similar to manufacturing based,
as is why both are often used in engineering. This
approach gives weights to specific characteristics of
the product and measures them. Film reviews are
written at rated as such. [14]
Value based quality is defined in terms of costs and
prices as well as a number of other attributes. Films
are often rated as such, with box office statistics.
While quality could perhaps be related to success on
long term, short term high box office ratings can be
misleading for its quality. [14]
User based defines quality as an individual matter.
Products that best satisfy a user’s preferences are
those with the highest (perceived) quality. For the
creator of the product this leads to a choice between
a niche strategy or a market aggregation approach
which tries to identify those product attributes that
meet the needs of the largest number of consumers.
This is, deliberately or not, often the result of an in-
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dependent film (niche) and major studio film (mass).
“It is good, whenever the target group is satisfied”. [14]

APPENDIX THREE
FILM CREW
This chapter describes all roles within the film crewin detail. This list and its full contents was obtained
from Film Victoria[33].
Key Creative Team
Producer
The producer initiates, coordinates, supervises, and
controls matters such as raising funding, hiring key
personnel, contracting and making arrangements for
distributors. The producer is involved throughout all
phases of the process from development to completion of a project.
Director
The director is responsible for overseeing the creative
aspects of a film, including controlling the content
and flow of the film's plot, directing the performances of actors, selecting the locations in which the film
will be shot, and managing technical details such as
the positioning of cameras, the use of lighting, and
the timing and content of the film's soundtrack.
Screenwriter
Screenwriters or scriptwriters are responsible for
researching the story, developing the narrative,
writing the screenplay, and delivering it, in the
required format, to the Producers. They are almost
always freelancers who either pitch original ideas
to Producers in the hope that they will be optioned
or sold, or who are commissioned by a Producer to
create a screenplay from a concept, true story, existing screen-work or literary work, such as a novel or
short story.

Production Department
Executive Producer
An executive producer is usually an investor in the
project or someone who has facilitated the funding of the project. There may be multiple executive
producers on a project, depending on the financing
arrangements.
Line Producer
Typically, a line producer manages the budget of a
film production. Alternatively, or in addition, they
may manage the day to day physical aspects of the
film production.
Production Manager
The production manager supervises the physical
aspects of the production including personnel,
technology, budget, and scheduling. It is the PM’s
responsibility to make sure the filming stays on
schedule and within its budget. The PM often works
under the supervision of a line producer and directly
supervises the Production Coordinator.
Production Coordinator
The production coordinator is the information nexus
of the production, responsible for organising all the
logistics from hiring crew, renting equipment, and
booking talent. The PC is an integral part of film
production.
Production Secretary
The Production Secretary provides administration
assistance in the production office to the production
co-ordinator and production manager.
Production Accountant
Production accountants are responsible for man-
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aging finances and maintaining financial records
during film production. They work closely with the
Producer and the production office to manage the
day-to- day accounting office functions, and report
on the project’s financial progress against the budgets
(cost reporting).
Post-production Supervisor
Post-production supervisors are responsible for
the post production process, during which they
maintain clarity of information and good channels
of communication between the Producer, Editor,
Supervising Sound Editor, the Facilities Companies
(such as film labs, CGI studios and negative cutters)
and the Production Accountant.
First Assistant Director
The first assistant director (1st AD) assists the production manager and director. They oversee day-today management of the cast and crew scheduling,
equipment, script, and the set. They ensure the
filming comes in on schedule while maintaining a
working environment in which the director, principal artists (actors) and crew can be focused on their
work.
Second Assistant Director
The second assistant director (2nd AD) is the chief
assistant of the 1st AD and helps carry out those
tasks delegated to the 1st AD. The 2nd AD works
closely with the Production Coordinator to create
the daily Call Sheets that let the crew know the
schedule and important details about the shooting
day.
Third Assistant Director
The third assistant director (3rd AD) works on set
with the "First" and may liaise with the "Second" to
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move actors from unit base, organise crowd scenes,
and supervise one or more production assistants.
Production Assistant/Production Runner
The production assistant or runner assists the first
assistant director with on-set operations. PAs also
assist in the production office with general tasks.
Script Supervisor
Also known as "continuity", keeps track of what
parts of the script have been filmed and makes notes
of any deviations between what was actually filmed
and what appeared in the script. They make notes on
every shot, and keep track of props, blocking, and
other details to ensure continuity from shot to shot
and scene to scene.
Stunt Coordinator
Where the film requires a stunt, and involves the
use of stunt performers, the stunt coordinator will
arrange the casting and performance of the stunt,
working closely with the Director.
Script Department
Story Producer
The story producer has overall responsibility for the
story across episodes. In reality TV, the story producer is responsible for creating a story line via editing/producing the show's source footage. They may
also be responsible for writing the host’s dialogue.
Script Editor
Provides a critical overview of the screenwriting
process, using their analytical skills to help the
screenwriter identify problems and thereby help to
strengthen and develop the screenplay.

Script Co-ordinator
The script coordinator is responsible for producing
each draft of the script and annotating it for ease of
use for the production team.
Location Department
Location Manager
The location manager is responsible for finding and
securing locations to be used for the production
and coordinating the logistics, permits and costs
involved. They are also the face of the production to
the community .
Location Assistant
Assists the location manager and is on-set before,
during, and after the filming process. General responsibilities include arriving first at the location to
allow the set dressers onto the set; maintaining the
cleanliness of the location areas during filming and
fielding complaints from neighbors.
Location Scout
Responsible for the initial scouting of locations for
the production, taking into account production
logistics, eg location fees and budgetary restrictions,
local permitting costs and regulations, camera and
lighting requirements, convenience to other locations, production services, crew and unit parking.
Camera Department
Director of Photography/Cinematographer
The director of photography is the head of the camera and lighting department of the film. The DoP
makes decisions on lighting and framing of scenes in

conjunction with the film's director.
Camera Operator
The camera operator operates the camera under the
direction of the director of photography, or the film
director, to capture the scenes on film. Depending
on the camera format being used for filming (eg
film or digital), a director of photography may not
operate the camera, but sometimes these two roles
are combined.
First Assistant Camera (Focus Puller)
The first assistant camera (1st AC) is responsible for
keeping the camera in focus while it is shooting.
Second Assistant Camera (Clapper Loader)
The second assistant camera (2nd AC) operates the
clapperboard at the beginning of each take and loads
the raw film stock into the camera magazines between takes. Also oversees the log books that record
when the film stock is received, used, and sent to the
lab for processing.
Loader
The loader transfers the film from the manufacturer's light-tight canisters to the camera magazines
for attachment to the camera by the 2nd AC. After
filming, the loader then removes the film from the
magazines and places it back into the light-tight cans
for transport to the lab.
Camera Production Assistant
Usually a trainee in the camera department, the
camera PA assists the crew with menial details while
learning the trade of the camera assistant, operator
or cinematographer.
Digital Imaging Technician (DIT)
On digital productions the digital imaging tech-
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nician is responsible for the coordination of the
internal workings of the digital camera. Under the
direction of the director of photography, the DIT
will make adjustments to the multitude of variables
available in most professional digital cameras to
manipulate the resulting image.
Data Wrangler
On digital productions the data wrangler is responsible for managing the transfer of data from the
camera to a computer and/or hard drive.
Steadicam Operator
The steadicam operator is someone who is skilled
at operating a Steadicam (trademark for a camera
stabilization rig).
Motion Control Technician/Operator
This technician operates a motion control rig, which
essentially is a 'camera robot' able to consistently
repeat camera moves for special effects use.
Video Split/Assist Operator
A video split is used by directors to watch a monitor
during each take. This is captured by special recorders fitted to film cameras next to the eye piece.
Sound Department
Production Sound Mixer (Sound Recordist)
The production sound mixer is head of the sound
department on set, responsible for recording all
sound during filming. This involves the choice of
microphones, operation of a sound recording device,
and sometimes the mixing of audio signals in real
time.
Boom Operator (Boom Swinger)
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The boom operator is responsible for microphone
placement and movement during filming. The boom
operator uses a boom pole to position the microphone above or below the actors, just out of the
camera's frame.
Grip Department
Grips are trained lighting and rigging technicians.
Their main responsibility is to work closely with
the electrical department to put in lighting set-ups
required for a shot.
Key Grip
The key grip is the chief grip on a set, and is the head
of the set operations department. The key grip works
with the director of photography to help set up the
set and to achieve correct lighting and blocking.
Best Boy (Grip)
The best boy grip is chief assistant to the key grip.
They are also responsible for organizing the grip
truck throughout the day.
Dolly Grip
The grip in charge of operating the camera dolly is
called the dolly grip. They place, level, and move the
dolly track, then push and pull the dolly, and usually
a camera operator and camera assistant as riders.
Electrical Department
Gaffer
The gaffer is the head of the electrical department,
responsible for the design and execution of the
lighting plan for a production. Sometimes the gaffer
is credited as "Chief

Lighting Technician".

set dressing.

Best Boy (Electrical)
The best boy electric is the chief assistant to the
gaffer.

Set Dresser
The set dressers apply and remove the "dressing", i.e.,
furniture, drapery, carpets—everything one would
find in a location, even doorknobs and wall sockets.

Lighting Technician
Lighting technicians are involved with setting up and
controlling lighting equipment.
Art Department

Props Master
In charge of finding and managing all the props used
in the film. Usually has several assistants.

Production Designer
Responsible for creating the physical, visual appearance of the film - settings, costumes, props, character
makeup.

Standby Props
Work on set during the filming of a scene, overseeing
the use of props, and monitoring their continuity.
They are able to respond quickly to requests for moving props and fixtures and to help position actors,
crew and equipment.

Art Director
Oversees the artists and craftspeople who give form
to the production design as it develops.

Props Builder
Props builders are technicians skilled in construction, plastics casting, machining & electronics.

Set Designer
The set designer is the draftsman, often an architect,
who realizes the structures or interior spaces called
for by the production designer.

Armourer
The armourer is a specialized props technician who
deals with firearms.

Illustrator
The illustrator creates visual representations of the
designs to communicate the ideas imagined by the
production designer.

Construction Coordinator/ Construction Manager
Orders materials, schedules the work, and supervises
the construction crew of carpenters, painters and
labourers.

Set Decorator
The set decorator is in charge of decorating the set,
including the furnishings and all the other objects
that will be seen in the film.

Key Scenic
Responsible for the surface treatments of the sets,
including special paint treatments such as aging and
gilding, simulating the appearance of wood, stone,
brick, metal, etc.

Buyer
The buyer locates, and then purchases or rents the

Greensman
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Deals with the artistic arrangement or landscape
design of plant material.
Hair and Make-up Department
Make-up Artist
Make-up artists work with makeup, hair, prosthetics
and special effects to create the characters look for
anyone appearing on screen. Their role is to manipulate an actors on screen appearance.
Hairdresser
The hair stylist is responsible for maintaining and
styling the hair of anyone appearing on screen. They
work in conjunction with the makeup artist.
Wardrobe Department
Costume Designer
The costume designer is responsible for all the
clothing and costumes worn by the cast. They design
and plan construction of the garments down to the
fabric, colours, and sizes.
Costume Supervisor
The costume supervisor works closely with the
designer to supervise the creation or sourcing of
garments, hiring of support staff, budget, paperwork,
and department logistics.
Costume Standby
The costume standby is present on set at all times to
monitor the quality and continuity of the actors and
actresses costumes before and during takes. They
also assist the cast with dressing.
Art Finisher
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An art finisher may be employed during pre-production to "break down" garments. This specialised job
includes making new clothing appear dirty, faded
and worn.
Buyer
On large productions a buyer may be employed to
source and purchase fabrics and garments.
Cutter/Fitter
A costume technician who fits or tailors costumes,
usually on-set. They can also be called seamstresses
or tailors.
Post Production
Film Editor (Offline Editor for video productions)
Assembles the various shots into a coherent film,
working closely with the director.
Assistant Editor
Assists the editor by collecting and organising all the
elements needed for the edit.
Online Editor (for video productions)
When the offline edit is complete, adds visual effects,
titles, and applies color correction. Also ensures that
the program meets the technical delivery specifications.
Colourist
Adjusts the colour of the film to achieve greater
consistency.
Negative Cutter
Cuts and splices the film. Provides assembled negative reels to the lab for prints to be made.

Visual Effects (VFX)
Visual Effects Supervisor
The visual effects supervisor is in charge of the visual
effects department.
Compositor
A compositor is a visual effects artist responsible for
compositing images from different sources such as
video, film, computer generated 3-D imagery, 2-D
animations, matte paintings and text.
Roto/Paint Artist
Manually creates mattes for use in compositing. May
also paint visual information out of a scene, such
removing wires and rigs, logos and scratches.
Matte Painter
These artists draw/paint entire sets or extend portions of an existing set.
Post Production - Sound and Music

and effects editors.
Music Supervisor
Works with the composer, mixers and editors to
create and integrate the film's music. Negotiates
licensing of the necessary rights for all source music
used in a film.
Composer
The composer is responsible for writing the musical
score for a film.
Foley Artist
Creates and records many of the sound effects for a
film.
Other
Casting Director
Works closely with the Director and Producer to
understand requirements, suggests artists for each
role, as well as arranging and conducting interviews
and auditions.

Sound Editor
Responsible for assembling and editing all sound
effects in the soundtrack.

Storyboard Artist
Visualises stories using sketches on paper. Quick
pencil drawings and marker renderings are two of
the most common traditional techniques, although
nowadays Flash, Photoshop and specialist storyboard software applications are being used more
often.
Provides first aid cover and primary healthcare to
the cast and crew on a film production. This includes
ensuring that people are looking after their own
health.

Re-recording Mixer
Balances the sounds prepared by the dialogue, music

Caterers
Catering is provided by specialist companies who

Sound Designer
In charge of the post-production sound of a movie.
Dialogue Editor
Responsible for assembling and editing all dialogue
in the soundtrack.
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drive catering trucks packed with food and a range
of equipment including ovens, gas and water to each
Unit Base for filming.
Unit Nurse
Responsible for medical support.
Unit Publicist
Responsible for Unit press and the publicity budget
set by Producers. Work on a freelance basis, and are
hired only for the duration of each shoot, although
may also be employed to handle distribution publicity in the run-up to the film's release.

Developer
Developers use authoring tools, mark-up languages
and scripting languages to create the product. Sometimes this will be according to designs created by
someone else (such as a Designer); other times the
Developer may design the product as well.
Production Assistant
Contributes to the production of an interactive media product by helping other members of the team.
Usually works with the Designer and Developer or
with a Web Editor. Often taken on as interns.

Stills Photographer
Stills Photographers usually work on set, recording
scenes from the film, but they may also be required
to set up photographs in the style of the film in a
studio environment.

Studio Manager
Ensures the smooth running of an interactive media
studio, managing the team, overseeing the work and
liaising with other departments within the company.
May also set up the studio and recruit staff.

Interactive Media

Project Manager
Plans, schedules and co-ordinates interactive media
development projects, ensuring they run smoothly,
on time and within budget. Focuses on the mechanics of running the project rather than creative
requirements.

Producer
Identifies and specifies the product’s high-level
requirements or purpose, ensuring that its business
objectives and creative vision are understood and
maintained by everyone involved in the project. This
is a senior, client-facing role that requires expertise
in business, management, content, design and technical disciplines.
Designer
Creates the 'look and feel' of an interactive media
product. Produces visuals of user interfaces, using
software such as Adobe Photoshop or Illustrator.
They usually follow a design brief that may be given
as verbal instructions, a written specification or
'wire–frame' diagrams.
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Account Manager
Develops, maintains and improves relationships with
existing clients, ensuring their needs are met, and
obtaining repeat business from them.
New Business Developer
Generates business for the interactive organization
or agency.
Content Strategist
Scopes and plans interactive media product’s content

and determines its overall style - what to say, how to
say it effectively, when and where to say it.
Information Architect
Interprets high-level requirements in order to design
the overall user experience of an interactive media
product.
Web Editor
Plans and oversees the on-going management of a
web site and the publication of content to it. This
may involve writing copy from scratch, or coordinating and editing contributions from others.
SEO Specialist (Search Engine Optimisation)
Optimises a web site or pages to make them as visible as possible to Internet search engines, in order to
maximise traffic to them.
Programmer
Produces computer software in order to give a product its functionality. Similar to the Developer role
but is usually more purely technical and focuses on
high-level programming rather than scripting – although they often overlap. It does not usually involve
visual or interface design, but may include technical
design, such as devising systems or databases.
Usability Specialist
Ensures an interactive media product meets the
needs of its intended audiences through analysis,
evaluation and testing of the user experience. This is
very much a research-led role, but it may sometimes
also require technical skills.
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Budget

Minutes: 100,00
Recording material: DIG
Shootdays: 25,00

Description

Amount

Rate

FIXED Budget

WORKING Verschil Werkelijk PO/To foresee

Totaal

ABOVE-THE-LINE
Rights & Script
Development
Director & Staff
Producers & Staff
Cast
TOTAL ABOVE-THE-LINE

27.500
1.164
52.100
8.450
90.000
179.214

34.310
358
53.000
8.450
80.939
177.057

6.810806
9009.061
2.157

24.310
358
53.000
75.189
152.857

10.000
8.450
5.750
24.200

34.310
358
53.000
8.450
80.939
177.057

PRODUCTION
Pre Production
Casting
Production Staff
Art Direction
Construction
Set Dressing & Props
Animals & Vehicles (on screen)
Stunts & Special effects
Camera
Special Equipment
Sound
Grip
Lighting
Wardrobe
Make-up & Hair
Studio
Locations
Transportation
Catering & Living
Overtime
Materials
TOTAL PRODUCTION

3.732
18.200
74.100
13.500
20.000
29.650
1.900
4.700
70.205
900
22.000
19.875
44.675
21.500
16.720
29.750
6.500
16.950
22.625
1.525
439.007

1.621
15.410
75.679
10.000
22.301
45.770
5.381
4.769
82.450
22.271
17.831
33.521
22.711
15.954
34.402
5.971
22.645
38.817
2.887
998
481.389

1.621
15.410
64.679
10.000
22.301
45.770
5.381
4.769
82.450
22.271
17.831
33.521
22.711
15.954
34.402
5.971
22.645
38.817
2.887
998
470.389

11.000
11.000

1.621
15.410
75.679
10.000
22.301
45.770
5.381
4.769
82.450
22.271
17.831
33.521
22.711
15.954
34.402
5.971
22.645
38.817
2.887
998
481.389

POST-PRODUCTION
Coordination & Editing
Music
Online & Lab
Sound
Travel & Living
TOTAL POST-PRODUCTION

44.050
12.500
33.230
34.000
123.780

42.174
12.500
46.047
43.693
144.414

34.674
10.000
46.047
17.193
107.914

3.500
2.500
26.500
32.500

38.174
12.500
46.047
43.693
140.414

10.000
36.000
3.975
3.750
2.500
56.225

36.000
5.158
3.750
2.500
47.408

220
3.983
4.203

29.280
542
3.750
2.500
36.072

29.500
4.525
3.750
2.500
40.275

179.214
619.012
798.226

177.057
673.211
850.268

2.111
2.790
1.5793.500
2.30116.1203.4816912.245900
2712.044
11.154
1.211766
4.652529
5.69516.1922.887527
42.3821.876
12.8179.69320.63410.000
1.1838.817
2.157
54.19952.0424.16938.658
17.553-

152.857
582.506
735.363

24.200
79.572
103.772

177.057
662.078
839.135

OTHER
Additional Insurances
Publicity
General Expenses
Financial Costs
Legal Costs
TOTAL OTHER
Total Above-the-line
Total Below-the-line

OVERHEAD & PRODUCERSFEE/NVS
INSURANCES
CONTINGENCY
GENERAL TOTAL
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12,5% van
0,5% van
5,0% van

798226
798226
773162

99.778
3.991
38.658
940.653

99778
8160

958.206

99778
8160
0
843.301

0
0
0
103.772

99778
8160
0
947.073

APPENDIX FOUR
FILM BUDGET

The list on the left shows an average budget list
for an independent film in the Netherlands of 100
minutes.
This list was given as representable average by
Cinecrowd in the Netherlands.
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APPENDIX FIVE
INTERVIEWS &
OBSERVATIONS
Questions round 1 (analysis phase)
A1. What kind of work do you do?
A2. What equipment do you use? - Camera,		
Support equipment, Lenses
A3. What problems/hassles do you experience
during your film production?
A4. Is there anything you would wish for that would
improve your film process and/or quality?
Questions round 2 (concept phase)
A5. What do you think of my concept?
Interviewed
1. Kim Schonewille - Freelance filmmaker
2. Tina Ghazimorad - Independent Filmmaker (66th
Cannes Film Festival)
3. Roel van de Wijer - Managing Director at
Cinecrowd
4. Joost Kelderman - AV specialist at Invite-AV
5. Nadia Plokhooij - Student Filmmaker
6. Eveline Bulters - Freelance filmmaker
7. Tobie van Dalen - Actor in Independent filmseries
Observed
8. Jeroen Blom - Student Filmmaker
9. Roy van den Heuvel - Freelance filmmaker
10. Ernst de Groot - Freelance filmmaker
11. Floris Parlevliet - Creative Director at Cinecrowd
1. Kim Schonewille
A1. Film types:
Documentaries, Artworks
A2.1. Camera:
Canon 500
A2.2. Ways of shooting:
Tripod & Hand-held - Occasionally a dolly (track,
slider)
A2.3. Lenses:
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Mostly 50 mm.
A3. Hassles:
Proper tripods that offer decent stability are not only
expensive but too heavy for her to carry. Kim prefers
lightweight tripods. This often results into instable
image. She even notices her own heartbeat in the
image shake when she's in post production.
A4. Wishes: "Everything should be lightweight and
tiny, so I can carry everything by myself and shoot
anything I want." When asked which shots those
would be: "I prefer static shots, but I'd like to be able
to do a steady dolly, truck or track shot as well." The
latter she added, is currently done by direct handheld, but often fails due to instable image.
A.5. Reaction on concept:
"Love it!". "This would make life so much easier."
She specifically liked the idea of pressing a button to
change shots, instead of changing gear. If it will be
carry-able for her she would definitely want it. However, the static shots she would still prefer to shoot
from a tripod as her documentaries often involve
long takes rather than the 2 seconds shots. The concept would need to be held which would exhaust her.
2. Tina Ghazimorad
A1. Film types:
Director of Political TV channels, Short film
A2.1. Camera:
Canon 5D Mark II
A2.2. Ways of shooting:
Tripod, baby tripod, Jib arm crane, Dolly
A2.3. Lenses:
24-70, 70-200
A3. Hassles:
For her last film "Hiding in the open" she shot in
Tehran, she was not allowed to shoot there. Shooting inside was fine, but outside on the street had to
be quick and with an as small as possible crew as it

would otherwise draw to much attention. She used
the Canon 5D to pretend they were taking photos.
Furthermore, the two buildings in the movie were
supposed to seem opposite of each other. But the
buildings she had in mind were in to different
streets. It took her much effort to make it seem like
they were across the street of one another.
Furthermore, weight and size of proper equipment is
annoying.
A4. Wishes:
More time to do her own independent projects. Such
project needs a lot of effort and time.
A.5. Reaction on concept:
Liked it a lot. This would definitely save time on set
and helpful for many independent filmmakers. If it
works she would show it to other filmmakers.
3. Roel van de Wijer
A1. Film types:
Managing Director of Independent productions
A3. Hassles:
We work with the Dutch Filmfunding (Nederlands
Film Fonds) which is a great way to fund a filmproduction. However, each script that is sent to the NFF
as a fund request is bound to several requirements.
This limits the filmmaker's creativity. Their scripts
need to be adjusted similarly to what happens in bigger productions at the major studios, where different
screenwriters are hired to adjust the script to the
investor's desires.
Crowd-source platforms such as Kickstarter are
solutions to this, although for some reason not all
filmmakers are eager to use it.
A4. Wishes:
A platform on which any film can be funded without
any requirement.
A.5. Reaction on concept:
Interesting. This could cut a lot in current budgets.

Not just equipment wise, but labor costs as well.
4. Joost Kelderman
A1. Film types:
Renter of film equipment and producer of shorts
A2.1. Camera:
Any
A2.2. Ways of shooting:
Any
A2.3. Lenses:
Any
A3. Hassles:
Size and weight of current equipment takes transport
and set time.
A4. Wishes:
Personally I like dolly-shots but I would like to see
this higher above the ground. A drone would be an
option, but the licenses and restriction limit what I
want.
I would like to connect a cable between two poles, or
perhaps trees, on which a camera can glide on. I am
currently working on such device.
A.5. Reaction on concept:
I do not see the point in it yet, I don't mind making
a dolly out of a skateboard. However, if it works, it
could save a lot of time. Especially the switching between equipment, replaced by a press on the button.
And obviously, if it replaces the tripod dolly and
steadicam, it saves a lot of space and weight.
5. Nadia Plokhooij
A1. Film types:
Reporting, short film
A2.1. Camera:
Sony HXR-NX5E, Canon 500
A2.2. Ways of shooting:
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Tripod, hand-held
A2.3. Lenses:
DSLR: 50-200 mm
A3. Hassles:
I have to walk a lot with the tripod, but it is very
heavy. Especially when reporting and we have to
change position a lot.
A4. Wishes:
Lightweight everything.
A.5. Reaction on concept:
This would be great! I cannot yet predict if this
would be heavy for me to carry around, maybe add a
harness vest or something?
6. Eveline Bulters
A1. Film types:
Documentaries, shorts
A2.1. Camera:
Canon Mark II
A2.2. Ways of shooting:
Tripod, hand-held, impro dolly
A2.3. Lenses:
DSLR: 50-300 mm
A3. Hassles:
Proper equipment is expensive. Even renting is
expensive, and whenever I do rent, I feel so limited
- scared of breaking it, and I feel we have to hurry
because I only rented it for a couple of hours.
A4. Wishes:
Cheaper equipment, accessible for filmmakers like
me. Also, equipment that takes into account my
super tiny car.
A5. Reaction on concept:
I would buy this, definitely. 1000 EUROS seems like
a decent price. Especially considering the costs it
saves.
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7. Tobie van Dalen
A1. Film types:
Actor in short films/series
A3. Hassles:
Being an actor in an independent production does
not mean I just act. These small productions have
small crews, so any help and manpower is needed.
I have to help carry and install everything. I don't
mind it, but it would save a lot of energy if it weren't
necessary.
A4. Wishes:
Equipment that does not need so much manpower
A5. Reaction on concept:
This would definitely help a lot. I wonder though
if it could carry bigger cameras. Then again, most
independent filmmakers use DSLR's nowadays. Or
just make one that is a bit bigger, for bigger cameras.
You would need a harness for that probably.
8. Jeroen Blom
A1. Film types:
Reporting, promotional, short film
A2.1. Camera:
Nikon D7000
A2.2. Ways of shooting:
Tripod & Steadicam, hand-held
A2.3. Lenses:
18-200 mm
A3. Hassles:
If I am lucky I have a crew of three people, there is
a lot of work to do on-set. With such small team it's
quite exhausting. It's fun, but exhausting. Furthermore, I would love to own more equipment, like a
proper camera, dolly, steadicam.
A4. Wishes:
A bigger crew. And more proper equipment.
A.5. Reaction on concept:

I want it. This has everything I need in one piece of
equipment. And it looks pretty cool as well.
9. Roy van den Heuvel
A1. Film types:
Reporting, promotional, short film
A2.1. Camera:
Nikon D7000, Panasonic HVX200, Gopro
A2.2. Ways of shooting:
Tripod & Steadicam, hand-held
A2.3. Lenses:
11-16mm, 18-200 mm, 35mm, 50mm
A3. Hassles:
Calibration time (physical and light settings), music
rights regulations and post-production workflow
A4. Wishes:
Better stabilization and cheaper equipment.
A.5. Reaction on concept:
Has the potential to shoot some great shots which
can not be shot with current technology. This
concept can also dramatically reduce the setup time
during production. Adaption and the success of this
concept will depend on pricing and system accuracy.
10. Ernst de Groot
A1. Film types:
Reporting, promotional, short film
A2.1. Camera:
Canon 5D Mark II
A2.2. Ways of shooting:
Tripod & Steadicam - Hand-held occasionally but as
less as possible
A2.3. Lenses:
Mostly 50 mm - but has range 17 -200 mm
A3. Hassles:
Time consuming post production due to jitter and
slow processing (computer).

Time consumption in switching between support
equipment.
A4. Wishes:
Better stabilization equipment that is compact and
easy to use (transportation, on-set).
Easy follow focuser in case of big apertures.
A.5. Reaction on concept:
Saves time both on set and in post production.
11. Floris Parlevliet
A1. Film types:
Full feature films, Short films
A2.1. Camera:
Any, but preferably film (instead of digital)
A2.2. Ways of shooting:
Any, really depends on your story
A2.3. Lenses:
Any, really depends on your story
A3. Hassles:
I really don't like the on-set part. As a director it is so
stressful. So much to coordinate and manage.
Also some equipment is so inconvenient. We had
to bring a crane to Terschelling once, on a boat, and
had to drag it on to the beach with a team of 15 people. It took us a whole day, while the shot in the end
lasts for 10 seconds showing the sunset. Such hassle
for 10 seconds.
A4. Wishes:
Less stress on-set and more convenient equipment
(size and weight wise).
A.5. Reaction on concept:
This would save so much time. And it could easily be
managed by just one person. Particularly convenient
for those independent filmmakers. I couldn't use it
when I would be filming with actual film. But then
again, that might slowly disappear anyway.
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APPENDIX SIX
LIGHT & SOUND
EQUIPMENT
Lighting Equipment
The reason for which lighting is so necessary in is
that film does not respond to light the same way our
eyes do. Specifically, film and video see things in a
much more contrast. In other words, they cannot
cope with the lighting contrast of real life: if you
shoot a scene without artificial lights, either the
shadows will go completely black or the highlights
will go completely white. All of this means that if you
want a scene to look natural, the only way is to have
sufficient light to make film see the scene the way
our eyes see it. [13]
Apart from its function to make shadows and highlights appear natural, light has several other important functions [15]:
- creating a certain sphere
- suggest continuity
- suggest events outside the frame
- attract attention
- making a shot pretty
Different to camera support equipment, there are
no single lighting equipment per type of scene. It is
about the combination of light equipment, and the
placement of each light, with individual characteristics.
Basically there are three main types of light: key
light, fill light and background light. The first two
are perhaps most important. The key light is the
brightest light, and is doing all the heavy lifting
on the illumination and dimensional rendering of
your subject. The fill light fills in the shadows that
are cast by the key light and generally making your
subject more visible against the background. It stops

the subject's shaded side from disappearing into
blackness, helping to model the subject's shape and
provide extra detail to it. In some situations, particularly in outdoors, the fill is often a reflector, bouncing
back light from a big softbox or the sun. [13][15]
The third essential, the background light creates a
strong outline of light around the subject to separate
it from the background.
The combination of settings of these lights and its
position relatively to each other can elicit different
spheres in terms of focus, hard and soft light, color
and temperature. More detailed information on the
combination of these lights can be found in Appendix 6.
Coming back on the earlier mentioned 'the way your
eyes see it' aspect. With sensors becoming more
and more sensitive to light and high ISO ranges a
paradigm shift is noticeable in lighting. This means
smaller lighting packages, smaller sources, less power consumption, and lower costs. For instance the
emergence of LED in cinematography being smaller,
producing less heat, drawing less power and opening
new creative possibilities for independent filmmakers. Some of these LED equipment packs have
battery-packs which is very practical outdoors. The
filmmakers at A-Lab and Cinecrowd mentioned this
as a hassle; needing a generator as a power source.
The opinion on this new LED technology differed
a lot; some loved it, others thought the LEDs were
too weak and colors were off compared to traditional equipment. Another mentioned issue are the
constant changes in natural light (sun and clouds).
Whereas studios have an actual studio to imitate outdoors, most independent filmmakers have to film in
the actual outdoors. An interesting problem to think
about; compensating changes in external light.
Sound
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Sound is such an underrated and underestimated element in filmmaking, however so essential. As mentioned before in chapter 5, it took a relatively long
time to adapt color to film while sound was adapted
quite fast. It could be argued that sound is even more
important in terms of engagement than color. Due
to lowered production budgets, the advent of reality
TV and cinematographers who could care less about
the content (function) they are creating, the audience has come to accept and even celebrate poorly
thought out footage. [54] The same thankfully, is not
yet true for sound.
It is said that the sound team on a film has the most
important job but at the same time one of the most
thankless jobs. Rarely a film is praised by critics for
its sound. On the other hand, the critics are the first
ones to attack a film if the sound is bad. A filmmaker
only receives sound recognition if the sound is bad.
If their work is good, all they can hope for is that
people do not even notice it.
Sound Techniques
The main sound techniques used in film fall under
two main categories: diegetic and non-diegetic.
Diegetic sound (actual sound) in film refers to the
sounds whose source is visible on the screen, or
whose source is implied to be present by the action:
voices of characters; sounds made by objects in the
story; music represented as coming from instruments in the story space.
The non-diegetic sounds (commentary sounds) are
sounds whose source is neither visible on the screen
nor has been implied to be present by action. Most
of the sound techniques in film such as narrator’s
commentary, theme music and background music
are all non-diegetic.
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A combination of both diegetic and non-diegetic
can create enhanced engagement, ambiguity and
surprise. The main distinction between the two is
not only its in-story source (diegetic) and off-screen
source (non-diegetic), but also the audience's ability
to imagine. The latter is in fact what distinguishes
film from reality. In real life we do not hear anyone narrate whatever is happening or theme songs
signifying our daily routine; but films do. Since the
emergence of film we are trained in understanding
and accepting such non-diegetic sounds as part of
the story, while in real life we would probably freak
out when we hear Morgan Freeman narrate our lives.
Another essential difference between diegetic and
non-diegetic has to do with the production. While
non-diegetic sounds are added in post-production
(editing), diegetic sounds are generally recorded
on the set, apart from additional sound effects and
re-recording of dialogs. The re-recording in itself
suggests a lack of equipment with its inability to
properly record sound on set. This is one of the major issues, particularly for independent filmmakers,
which will be discussed in depth below.
Microphones for Film
Generally there are 3 kinds of microphones for film:
internal mics; on-camera mics; off-camera mics.
Internal Mics
Internal mics refer to the microphones built in the
camera. Not all cameras have this, which for professionals is not an issue as the built-ins mostly
lack quality anyway. Furthermore, recordings with
internal mics will contain noises from the camera,
which needs extra post-production to lessen or compensate. Professionals merely use internal mics as an
additional help tool in post-production, which will

be discussed later on (see 'off-camera mics').
On-camera Mics
On-camera mics are microphones mounted onto the
camera. Apart from the internal mics, on-camera
mics are usually the least expensive microphone
equipment. Proper on-camera mics start from
€100, and depending on their quality will get rid of
most camera noises although at some level, they are
unavoidable. Most on-camera mics include a shock
mount that helps isolating the microphone from
handling and mechanical noise. But, again, at some
degree there will always be a level of noise.
For independent filmmakers this equipment is both
affordable and less cumbersome in terms of on-set
than off-camera mics. The on-set advantages refer
to both installation and handling; both camera and
microphone can be handled by one person, instead
of the extra labor for a separate soundman. Furthermore, it must be mentioned that one advantage in
post-production is that audio and video are already
synced, which off-camera mics lack. However, the
editing hours put into removing camera noise is usually more work than syncing audio and video.
Off-camera Mics
Off-camera mics are placed separately from the camera. While the latter is mostly referred to as complete
separate systems (not plugged in to the camera),
there are off-camera mics that are connected to the
camera input, but are still (to an extent) independent of the camera position and movement, which
will be referred to as external plug in mics. These
external plug in mics have the same advantages as
the on-camera mics (low cost, video synced) and
because of its distance off the camera loses the con
of camera noise. In terms of on-set labor, it is also
a plug and play device, but often an sound man is

needed to handle this equipment.
Filmmakers shooting with celluloid film are familiar
with off-camera; recording visuals to one medium
and sounds to a separate recorder, and then syncing
the two during editing. By using a clapper before
every take, both medium have a clear audio peak to
sync film and audio in editing. The use of a clapper
board is also used when shooting digital. The audio
peak creates a sync signal on the internal mic and
separate recorded audio, and then synced in post
production.
Off-camera mics as separate systems, are considered
as best quality choice and prices start from around
€300.
Using Sound Equipment
There are three basic mic placements from which all
mic setups are built: boom, plant, and lavaliere. This
priority is sometimes referred to as the Hierarchy of
Microphone Techniques:
• Boom from above
• Boom from below
• Boom mike planted (stationary) on set
• Lavalier mike planted on set
• Lavalier mike worn by actor
• Radio mics
• Camera mounted Mic (last resort)
Their order of choice of these techniques and its
equipment is mainly based on two general rules: 1.
closer to the sound source is better; 2. less noise is
better.
Each approach will be handled below with its required sound equipment.
Booming
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Booming involves attaching the microphone to a
pole, called a boompole, and suspending it in front
of the subject. This technique allows for considerable movement by actors. Smaller booms are often
referred to as fishpoles and vary between 3 and 5
meters, operated by the boom-operator. Longer
booms, can extend to around 10 meters (perambulator boom ) and are often operated by at least two
boom operators.
Boom-poles can either have external plug in mics
and off-camera mics.
The boom operator's job is often exhausting since
it involves juggling many variables at once, such as
holding the mic as close as possible to the subject,
moving the mic from one subject to the next, and
keeping the mic out of the picture frame. To facilitate
this, the boom operate must be equipped with headphones so that he can hear the sound.
Booming can be done either from above or below,
whereas above is preferred for practical reasons (less
obstacle).
A pistol grip is used in tight spaces where a boompole is impractical. Since your arm acts like a
boompole, the mechanics are essentially the same as
booming.
Plant
A plant is any microphone fixed in place. It is used to
cover a static subject when it is impractical to use a
boom. Plants can be conventional condenser mics or
lavalieres (discussed below). The type of microphone
used depends on the situation.
Placement is important as plant mics are effective
only if dialogue is directed within their pickup range.
Another important consideration is that the microphone is properly hidden (thus planted). The newer
lavs are so small that they can be used in plain sight
and go unrecognized as a microphone.
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Lavaliere
The next approach in the mic hierarchy is the
lavaliere. Lavalieres, called lavs for short, are tiny
microphones worn on the actor's body, either inside
or outside the clothing.
Lavs are given less preference than booming because
they are prone to problems with perspective and
contact noise.
Perspective - Since lavs are attached directly to an
actors' bodies, their voices dominate the soundtrack.
Consequently, actors sound close to the camera at all
time, even in long shots. In addition, the recording
lacks natural sound effects and ambiance. Overall,
lavs result in sterile, less natural audio.
There are two ways to improve lav perspective.
First, the lav can be moved further down the actor's
chest. This opens up the air space and allows the
mic to pickup more ambiance. Second, a supplemental boom mic can be used to capture ambiance
and sound effects that the lav might ignore, such as
footsteps.
Contact Noise - When rigging lavs on actors, contact
noise occurs when clothing rubs over the mic head
or cable. To avoid contact noise, clothing must be
secured on all sides of the mic head. Noise can be
reduced/prevented by using tape to isolate the lav
from clothing movement.
Camera Mounted Mic
According to the Hierarchy of Microphones mounting the microphone on the camera is a last resort
measure. It violates the general rule of getting the
microphone as close to the subject as possible. As
mentioned before, the sound is subject to camera
noise. Camera mounting should only be used when
working solo. If another person is available, it is
preferred to use a pistol grip.

Wired vs. Wireless Mics
Wireless (radio) mics send the audio signal over the
airwaves using a transmitter and receiver. Their main
drawback is that they are subject to RF interference,
so a wired mic should be used whenever possible.
Wireless mics are helpful when the boom operator
cannot get close to the action and it is impractical to
run a lav cable.
Single vs. Multiple Mics
A good rule of thumb is that each mic should do as
much work as possible. On smaller sets where actors
are a few feet apart, one mic will suffice. On larger
sets where actors are further apart, additional mics
may be required. Multiple mics can interfere with
each other when positioned too closely together,
which is called phasing.
Sound issues
Mainly because of the costs and additional labor
in installation and handling many filmmakers are
intimidated with applying off-camera microphones
into their independent films. Sound is an afterthought. “We’ll fix it in post” they say. If only it were
this easy.
The fact is, filmmakers need to capture the highest
quality audio from the original source. It is not possible to make bad audio sound great in post production. The best one can do is slightly fix it, making it
better but not great. It is however possible to make
great audio sound even better in post production.
"Recording sound using an off camera microphone is
a must because on-camera microphones are simply
technically inadequate. They offer a decent “run and
gun” solution if you’re a 1 man team, but they lack

proper microphone positioning, audio sensitively to
certain sound directions, and optimal audio recording for certain sound frequencies."
The choice of anything other than off-camera mics
leads to several issues, typically experienced in independent filmmaking. The two main occurring issues
are related to movement of sound source in relation
to the microphone and different sound frequencies.
Internal- and on-camera microphones cannot
change their positioning independently from the
camera. If the actor changes his distance to the camera the amplification of his voice will change. Similarly, when shooting with 1 camera and then changing camera position there will be troubles matching
up the sound levels in post. If either the camera
(+ internal/on-camera mic) position or the actor’s
position changes so do the sound attributes such as
volume, directional sound, ambient noises etc.
"The result is a jarring audio transition that immediately labels your film as a low budge production. You
need to consider audio continuity just as you would
image continuity. You need both image and audio
continuity to create seamless and flowing scenes.
If you lack either one, or both, your scenes will be
jarring, mechanical and unprofessional."
On-camera microphones lack the manual capability
to pick and choose their audio focus. For example, when shooting outdoors and filming an actor
running across the street while he is screaming, the
on-camera mic will make a series of adjustments
based on the sound volume at the time. At times it
might focus on a car driving past, and if the actor
starts screaming again it might focus on his voice
instead if there are no other primary sounds in the
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background. However, in this case the automatic audio setting will become confused and audio adjustments will be noticeable as the on-camera mic tries
to make the necessary compromises to capture all
the loud sounds in the scene as it attempts to figure
out what the sound focus should be.
However, perhaps the filmmaker does not wish
“loud” to be the focus. He might want to focus the
attention on a quiet conversation happening close
to a highway while isolating the sound of the traffic
in the background. This would be impossible with
an on-camera mic that are often “omnidemensional” (Sometimes called “omni mics. They respond
equally to sound coming from all directions). In this
situation a “super cardoid” would be needed. These
microphones isolate the sound from one particular spot in front of the microphone. They are often
called “long tube shotguns” or just “shotguns”.
"Sound design is an incredibly important part of the
filmmaking process. Just as lenses help you control
the visual design of your film, different microphones
allow you to control your sound design. If you’re
using an on-camera microphone you completely lose
this ability."
Sound frequencies
Sound frequencies are important because they control the 'weight' of the sound. Sound can be 'heavy',
'light', 'deep', 'bassy' etc. These sounds are controlled
by the frequencies that the microphone is optimized
for. Internal camera microphones are often manufactured to be a good 'one size fits all' solution. However, dialogue is often recorded at too high a frequency
in these cameras.
When choosing a microphone it is essential to look
at its frequency response graph. Ideally the sound
frequency response graph would be leveled all the
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way across showing that it responds to all sound
levels equally. However, most have some bend in
them and many filmmakers prefer microphones with
specific graph trends. For example, they may want
a microphone which favors the mid-ranges to help
enhance dialogue and give the audience the feeling
of being there.
Alternatively when recording narration and wanting to capture a male’s deep voice, a microphone is
required that handles those lower frequencies to help
recreate the actual sound of his voice. On-camera
microphones lack the ability to control this accurately while off-camera mics do have this ability.
Post-production - Film Editing
Film editing is part of the creative post-production
process of filmmaking. While the term film editing
is derived from the traditional process of working
with analog film, it is now involves the use of digital
technology, film editing software.
Film editors work with the raw footage of film, selecting shots and combining them into sequences to
create a finished motion picture. When editing it is
done properly, the audience can become so engaged
that they are not even aware of the editor's work.
A film editor must creatively work with the layers
of images, story, dialogue, music, pacing, as well as
the actors' performances to effectively "re-imagine"
and even rewrite the film to craft a cohesive whole.
Editors usually play a dynamic role in the making of
a film.
With the advent of digital editing, film editors and
their assistants have become the responsible replacements of other jobs in filmmaking. For instance, in
past years, picture editors dealt only with just that—
picture. Sound, music, and (more recently) visual

effects editors dealt with the practicalities of other
aspects of the editing process, usually under the
direction of the picture editor and director. However,
digital systems have increasingly put these responsibilities on the picture editor.
Continuity is a term in film that refers to a series of
shots that should be physically continuous, as if the
camera simply changed angles in the course of one
single event. For instance, if in one shot a wine glass
is empty, it should not be full in the next shot, unless
that is part of the story. Often the editor is blamed,
when it comes to continuity mistakes. In film, however, continuity is nearly last on a film editor's list of
important things to maintain.
Technically, continuity is the responsibility of the
script supervisor and film director, who are together
responsible for preserving continuity and preventing errors from take to take and shot to shot. The
script supervisor, who sits next to the director during
shooting, has the responsibility to keep the continuity of the edit in mind. If shots are taken out of
sequence, as is often the case, he should be alert to
assure that that wine glass is in the appropriate state.
According to film-students, mistakes in continuity
are the most often mistakes made in graduation
films. Furthermore they mentioned the rhythm of
cutting (cutting is the switch between shots and
or takes) is also one of the most difficult parts in
editing.
Edward Dmytryk [16] stipulates seven rules of cutting that should be followed:
1. Never make a cut without a positive reason.
2. When undecided about the exact frame to cut on,
cut long rather than short.
3. Whenever possible cut 'in movement'.
4. The 'fresh' is preferable to the 'stale'.
5. All scenes should begin and end with continuing

action.
6. Cut for proper values rather than proper 'matches'.
7. Substance first—then form.
According to Walter Murch [17], there are six main
criteria (sorted on importance) for evaluating a cut
or deciding where to cut:
1. Emotion (51%)
Does the cut reflect what the editor 		
believes the audience should be feeling 		
at that moment?
2. Story (23%)
Does the cut advance the story?
3. Rhythm (10%)
Does the cut occur at a moment that is 		
rhythmically interesting and right?
4. Eye-trace (7%)
Does the cut pay respect to
"the location and movement of the 		
audience's focus of interest within the 		
frame" ?
5. Two-dimensional plane of the screen (5%)
Does the cut respect the 180 degree 		
rule?
6. Three-dimensional space of action (4%)
Is the cut true to the physical/spatial 		
relationships within the diegesis?
Murch assigned the notional percentage values to
each of the criteria.
"Emotion, at the top of the list, is the thing that you
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should try to preserve at all costs. If you find you
have to sacrifice certain of those six things to make
a cut, sacrifice your way up, item by item, from the
bottom." [17]
When it comes to movie and video editing differ
in their target audience; professionals or amateurs;
the number of options, editing tools and effects
they offer the user; their ease of use, and of course,
their price. The most common software are Adobe
Premiere Pro; Final Cut Pro; Sony Vegas Pro and for
more basic users Windows Movie Maker.
Similar to camera equipment, editing software has
evolved to very accessible products. Furthermore,
this type of product lies outside the scope of industrial design engineering. While it is still important
to know the basics of the job, this topic will not be
chosen to improve in terms of a new product.
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lN-BODY

lN-LENS

[figure 27: Left - In-camera stabilization with image sensor as floating element. Right - In-lens stabilization with lens unit as
floating element.

[figure 28: Canon's lens stabilizer with 'Mode 2' for panning.]

[figure 29: Olympus OM-D E10 5 axes sensor stabilization.]
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APPENDIX SEVEN
IMAGE
STABILIZATION
Image stabilization (IS) is a technique to reduce unintended physical motion (by the cameraman and/
or support equipment) and create a stable image. The
different IS techniques will be discussed below.
While external and mechanical also has its ways to
stabilize, these are instead discussed in chapter 16 in
relation to film support equipment.
In-Lens
This technique uses a floating component in the
lens to compensate camera shake (figure 27 - right)
which can only stabilize the two rotational Y-pitch
and X-yaw elements.
Nikon refers to this as VR (Vibration Reduction)
whereas Canon calls it IS (Image Stabilization).
The most inspiring system relevant to this project is
Canon's Optical Image Stabilizer technology with
the so-called "Mode 2" option (figure 28 - right). This
mode is specifically made for panning. When, for
instance, following a motorcycle pass by from right
to left, the system stabilizes all jitter perpendicular
to the panning motion, but does not include the
panning movement itself as jitter. This system draws
near to the earlier described vision of pressing a button to change shots rather than to change gear.
The main advantage of in-lens stabilization is that
it stabilizes the image before recorded on the image
sensor. This maintains complete image quality, compared to digital image stabilization.
Advantages above in-body stabilization are related to
better stabilization at low-light conditions and better
stabilization for long telephoto lenses as this requires
bigger movements to compensate which the sensor
cannot accommodate.
Some claim that in-lens stabilization shows the
stabilized image in the viewfinder, whereas in-body
stabilization cannot due to the closed mirror (figure
27 - left). Even though this was previously true, this

is now solved by electronic viewfinders.
Disadvantages are: high costs; lenses of both Canon
and Nikon that are not lens-stabilized; bokeh degradation (deliberate blur); high pitch sound; and new
technologies require updating. The latter is undesired, as lenses are expected to last a life time while
camera bodies are accepted to be replaced every two
years or so.
In-Body
This technique uses the sensor that captures the
image as 'floatable' to compensate camera shake;
hence it is often called "sensor based". The sensor is
located in the body of the camera, and stabilizes the
image by shifting in different axes (figure 27 - right).
Gyroscopes and accelerometers measure angular and
translational error movements, to which actuators
move the sensor for compensation. The majority of
the available in-camera stabilization systems offer
two axes stabilization: pitch and yaw. Olympus,
however, offers a 5-axis stabilization system; track,
boom, yaw, pitch and roll (figure 29). The more axis
elements optional - the more possibilities in moving
camera shots. However, as Olympus' system lacks
the Z-dolly element, no moving shot at all can be
executed properly.
The main advantage similar to in-lens, is that it
stabilizes the image before entering the image sensor,
which maintains the quality of the image.
The main advantage above in-lens, is that it works
with all lenses. It is a one-time cost and all lenses
will get the benefit [29]. This also means that whenever there is an upgrade in the technology, it only
requires the body to be updated, instead of all lenses,
which is more cost effective than with in-lens. Furthermore, the related lenses without IS are cheaper
and less fragile than with IS.
Furthermore, there is no bokeh degradation and no
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additional sounds when engaged.
Disadvantages are: less effective in low light situations and with telephoto lenses.
Digital
Digital image stabilization uses software technology
to reduce jitter. There are two main types of digital
image stabilization: real-time and in post production.
The most used real-time technique uses algorithms
for modeling the camera motion from frame to
frame. Pixels outside the border of the visible image
are used as a buffer for motion, and the information on these pixels are used to shift the image from
frame to frame to get a stable image.
Although this technique is cost efficient, the disadvantage lies in the fact that it is dependent on the
input of the image sensor. This makes it particularly
difficult if the incoming image is already blurry. [37]
Furthermore, the outside pixels are achieved by
cropping the image, which means that the visible image will not be of full resolution compared to in-lens
or in-body stabilization.
Other real-time techniques involve ISO adjustments
which simply boosts the light sensitivity. This however, degrades the image quality caused by noise. [38]
Next to real-time techniques there is also post-production software that enables the footage to be
stabilized after it is shot. It works similar to real-time
techniques, with algorithm's that analyze each pixel
and smoothly glues connects each following frame
accordingly. While it works quite well, it does require
the cameraman to shoot somewhat stabilized, or at
least steady as the software only compensates the
minor motions. Additionally, depending on the duration and resolution it still requires a lot of processing power from the computer.
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Furthermore, stabilizing certain frames, especially
when zooming or approaching the object, tends to
warp the background, giving a distorted image.
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APPENDIX EIGHT
CAMERA
DISPLACEMENT
Image stabilization, whether internal or external,
compensates error movements caused by the cameraman or any other external influence. The question
is how much movement must be compensated; what
is the camera displacement (mm) in each situation?
This chapter describes a test in which movements
are measured in each camera move, to determine
how much displacement and how fast a stabilization
system should compensate.
In this test an IMU (internal measurement unit)
containing a gyroscope and accelerometer, was
programmed to measure (1) angular position and
displacement, (2) translational position and displacement (3) angular and translational acceleration.
The gyroscope measures angular values whereas the
accelerometer measures translational values.

The test person was required to choose which position of the camera was considered neutral. So in case
of a truck move the person needed to choose the
height (y-axis) at which the truck move was desired
to stay on as he/she moves sideways. This particular
position was considered as the neutral position to
which the person should try to keep the camera. Any
movement outside that area was measured as error
displacement - in this case any displacement in the
y- and z-axis as the x-axis is the direction of movement.
The output of both gyroscope and accelerometer are
not directly usable so some translation was needed.
Gyroscope
The gyroscope's output is in quids (a number between 0-1023). To translate this to degrees/second
the following equation is needed:
gyroRate = (gyroAdc-gyroZero)/sensitivity
GyroAdc is the output value from the sensor in
quids, gyroZero is the value when it is stationary
whereas sensitivity is the gyroscope's sensitivity
translated into quids:
sensitivity/3.3*1023

The IMU was connected and programmed with an
Arduino after which the sensor was sticked to a camera. 5 people were asked to execute 3 camera moves:
track, truck and static. These camera moves were
executed without any support equipment; only direct
hand-held. That way the displacement errors caused
by handshake could be measured.
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To translate degrees/seconds to degrees. a multiplication with the time since the last reading (loop) is
required:
gyroAngle = gyroRate*deltatime/1000
The "/1000" is needed to translate milliseconds to
seconds, as Arduino measures in ms.

Accelerometer
Similar to the gyroscope the accelerometer's output
is in quids. Before translating these quids to usable
values, the output will have to be actual x-,y- and
z-directional values as the accelerometer's output is
measured relative to the sensor's angular orientation.
Meaning that when the sensor is tilted 3 degrees
(x-axis) the translational value will be pointing up 3
degrees. What we need to know is what the value is
at a constant axis of 180 degrees:

analog levels. It is used to convert the analog output
to a digital number.

accReal = accAdc*cos(gyrAngle-180)

Now that we know the values in g these can simply
be multiplied by 9.81 (m/s2) to get the acceleration
in m/s2:

Where accAdc is the analog reading and GyrAngle
is the measured angle. This goes for all three axes
(accXReal, accYReal, accZReal).
Now the first reading must be subtracted from
any following reading. This is necessary as the first
reading serves as the neutral position. Any reading
outside this position is considered as error displacement:
accVal = accReal-accZero
Where accAdc is the analog reading and accZero is
the first read 'neutral' value.
To translate these quids to Volts the following equation is needed:
accVolts = (accVal*Vref)/adc
Where accVal is the previous explained displacement
error (quids), Vref the voltage reference (constant
3.3V) and adc the Analog to Digital Converter
(1024).The latter is a constant which on this Arduino
is a 10-bit ADC meaning it can detect 1024 discrete

Now that we have an output in Volts it needs to
be divided by the accelerometer's sensitivity (V/g)
which is a given constant in the sensor's data-sheet:
accG = accVolts/accsensitivity
Where accG is measured in g.

accA = accG*9.81
After that we can integrate twice using the time
between each reading:
accV = ((accA-accA-1)*(dtime))/2
accD = (((accV-accV-1)*(dtime))/2)*1000
Where accV is the velocity and accD the displacement in millimeters.
All of this was programmed and sent to the arduino
after which the measurements could be done.
The measurements were combined and averaged per
shot and plotted in graphs (figure 30).
The left row of graphs shows the translational
displacement in millimeters with the horizontal
zero-line as neutral point. Each line represents one
of three axis.
The right row of graphs shows the rotational displacement in degrees with the horizontal zero-line as
neutral point. Each line represents one of three axis.
There was not one axis that significantly had more
displacement compared to the other axis. It is instead
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interesting to look at average values and maximum
occurring values.
All data together showed that the average translational displacement is 8.68 (mm) whereas the
average maximum displacement is 31.74 (mm). The
average rotational displacement is 1,87o whereas the
average maximum rotation is 5.33o.
This tells us that on average, the system should be
able to compensate a maximum translational distance of 31.74 (mm) and a rotation of 5.33o.
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[figure 30.: Left row of graphs show translational displacement errors (mm) with the zero line as neutral. Right row shows
rotational displacement errors (degrees) with the zero line as neutral.
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APPENDIX NINE
CONCEPTS
The first two both contain external rotational stabilization, which turned out to be implementable internally (in camera). Furthermore, the third concept is
relatively simple and robust.

Concept 1
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Concept 2

Concept 3
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APPENDIX TEN
LINEAR
ACTUATORS
There are different types of linear actuators. This
chapter discusses all types as a possibility for the
concept.
Mechanical Actuators
Mechanical linear actuators operate by converting
rotational motion into translational motion. This
conversion is commonly made through a few basic
types of mechanisms: screw, wheel and axle and cam.
Screw mechanisms typically consist of an actuator's
nut in which the screw shaft moves in a line when
the actuator rotates.
In wheel and axle mechanisms a rotating wheel
moves a cable, rack, chain or belt to cause linear
motion [36].
Cam actuators work on the similar principle but provide relatively limited displacement. As a wheel-like
cam rotates, its eccentric shape provides thrust at the
base of a shaft [36].
These actuators require manual operation only.
Hydraulic Actuators
Hydraulic actuators or hydraulic cylinders contain
a hollow cylinder with a piston inserted in it. "An
unbalanced pressure applied to the piston generates a
force that can move an external object. Since liquids
are nearly incompressible, a hydraulic cylinder can
provide controlled precise linear displacement of the
piston." [36]
For this project these actuators are less practical as
they are large, bulky and loud - and they are likely
to leak which makes them less efficient compared to
mechanical actuators.
Pneumatic Actuators
Pneumatic actuators, or pneumatic cylinders, also
generate force by compressed pressure, only instead
of liquid, pneumatic actuators use gas. Air is pumped
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inside a chamber and pushed out of the other side of
the chamber.
These actuators are simple and fast but lack precise
position control except at full stops. These are therefor not suitable for this project.
Piezoelectric Actuators
A piezoelectric actuator converts an electrical signal
into physical displacement [28]. The piezoelectric
effect is a property of certain materials in which
applied voltage to the material causes it to expand.
These actuators are extremely precise but can only
produce small motion, and is therefor not applicable
for this concept.
They are however highly applicable in small systems,
and are therefor used in internal stabilization systems such as several Olympus cameras.
Electro-mechanical Actuators
Electro-mechanical actuators are similar to mechanical actuators except that it is operated by a motor.
Rotary motion of the motor is converted to linear
displacement.
These types of actuators are low cost, and offer many
building possibilities that are interesting for this
project.
There are different options for types of motors: servo
motor, stepper motor or brushless motor.
For this concept the stepper motor is most suitable
as it is easier to control than a brushless DC motor
and a servo motor can only make one rotation after
which it needs to rotate back.

[Table 3: Shows advantages and disadvantages of different linear actuator types. Obtained from Wikipedia [36]]
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[figure 31: From top to bottom: schematic of concept - vertical (Y-Boom) actuators working forces - horizontal (X-Track) working forces and cross section internal forces - shear force diagram - momental diagram working.]
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APPENDIX ELEVEN
CONCEPT
CALCULATIONS
In order to know which hardware is needed, some
calculations need to be done. The following values
need to be extracted:
- Maximum forces acting on the frame
- Maximum forces acting on the actuators/motors
Concept Schematics
Figure 31 illustrates a schematic of the concept. It
consists of three parts of which the actuators serving
as handles (A-E and B-F) are identical and are considered as one part. Each controls one of three axis.
The situation being calculated considers that the
camera is extended at its furthest point on point D
as that would create the maximal moment. This goes
for the handle actuators as well, being extended fully
vertically.
Frame
The next two pages show calculations on shear-stress
and moments acting on each part.
The calculations do not contain any values yet. The
following values need to be pre-defined:
Weight
While the camera (DSLR) and its lens will be the
main weight working on the whole system the actuators will have a significant weight as well that will not
be negligible. But we will come back to that later.
In this situation it is considered that a Canon 5D
Mark III with a 300 (mm) lens having a weight of 7
(kg) in total (this includes a safety factor of 2). This
weight acts on point D and forms Fdy (70 N).
Dimensions
The measurements extracted from the IMU tests
showed that a maximum displacement of 32 (mm)

is required relative to the neutral point (middle point
of the rod on which it moves). This means each rod
should be at least 2*32 = 64 (mm). To avoid each
actuator from colliding to any edge, a safety factor
should be applied. Just to be extra safe, a safety factor
of around 3 is applied which brings us to 200 (mm).
This dimension applies for: Ddg, Dgh and Daf. This
only leaves Dab undefined. Reason for this is that this
is the distance between the handles. Ergonomically
speaking, a distance of 400 (mm) is preferred for Dab
(Appendix 12).
Furthermore, the dimensions of the rod in terms
of thickness need to be defined. There are several
options for the shape of the rod. It could be rectangular, circular (like the MōVi, I-profile shaped or
any other shape for that matter. To discover what is
best for this concept, three shapes will be calculated
and compared: rectangular (30*10 mm), circular
(d=15 mm) and I-profiled (30*10 mm). The first two
are hollow with a thickness of 2 mm - the I-beam
will have a similar thickness. These dimensions are
chosen randomly but with an educated guess. They
serve as starting point to calculate with, and to later
optimize.
Having the weight and above defined dimensions, all
variables can be filled into the equations as given in
figures 31 and 32.
Putting 70 (N) as Fdy gives us the following results on
each actuator:
Fdy = - 70 (N)
Fcy = 70 (N)
Fay = Fby = - 35 (N)
However, as mentioned before, the weight of the
actuators can not be seen as negligible. It is assumed
that each rod will weigh 0.3 (kg) whereas an actuator
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[Figure 32: From top to bottom: Horizontal (Z-Dolly) actuator schematic -shear force diagram - momental diagram.]
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will weigh 1 (kg). This has the following effect on the
values:
Fdy = - 70 (N)
Fcy = 70 + 10 + 3·3 = 89 (N)
Fay = Fby = (83 + 10 + 3) / 2 = 48 (N)
Most crucial are points C, H and G as these points
carry the highest bending moments, as seen in the
Moment diagrams (given in blue):
MG = - 70 (N) · 0.2 (m) = - 14 (Nm)
MH = 89 (N) · 0.2 (m) = 19.8 (Nm)
MC = 48 (N) · 0.2 (m) = 9.6 (Nm)
These values are useful as we can now calculate
the maximal bending stress giving an indication to
what material to use, and if current dimensions are
realistic.
Before calculating bending stress we need to know
the areas of inertia of each cross section.
As mentioned there are three calculated options
for rod shapes. The weight and other dimensions
remains the same for each shape. Below are given the
different results.

This gives a maximal bending stress of:
σrmax = (M · y)/Ir =
(19.8 · 0.005)/ 1.73 · 10-12 =
		48 (GPa)
Circular (thicknes 2 mm)
15 mm

Ic = π/4 · (r24 - r14) =
π/4 · (0.00754 - 0.00734) = 2.55 · 10-10
This gives a maximal bending stress of:
σcmax = (M · y)/Ir =
(19.8 · 0.0075)/ 2.55 · 10-10 =
		488 (MPa)
I-beam (thickness =b = 2 (mm))
H

10 mm

30 mm

Rectangular (thickness 2 mm)
10 mm

30 mm

Area Moment of inertia:
Ir = ((b · h)3/3) - ((bins · hins) 3/3) =
((0.03 · 0.01)3/3) - ((0.026 · 0.006)3/3) =
1.73 · 10-12 (m4)

II = (b3H)/12 + 2 · ((B3b)/12) =
(0.0023 · 0.008)/12+2 · (0.033 · 0.002)/12=
9.0 · 10-9 (m4)
This gives a maximal bending stress of:
σImax = (M · y)/Ir =
(19.8 · 0.005)/ 9.0 · 10-9 =
		9.2 (MPa)
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[figure 33 [27]: pulley belt driven (right) and threaded rod driven (left).]

Materialization
The frame should be lightweight yet as stiff as possible. Furthermore, a smooth surface is desired as the
stabilizing actuators require smooth sliding.
Aluminum serves as an ideal option as it contains all
above features.
Stepper motor
The calculations until now showed that the forces
working on the frame is less of a problem; the main
problem occurs in the stepper motors.
The concept uses two types of actuators both operated by stepper motors: pulley belt driven and threaded
rod driven (figure 33).
The stepper motors need to be calculated on
load torque and load inertia.
Threaded Rod driven
Specifications:
Total mass m = 3.3 (kg)
External force Fay = 35 (N)
Rod Screw Lead PR = 8 (mm)
Distance for one rotation Rod A = 8 (mm)
Rod Screw efficiency η = 0.9
Total length of rod LR = 250 (mm)
Rod diameter DR = 8 (mm)
Rod material Iron density ρ = 7.9 · 103
Friction coefficient of sliding surface μ = 0.05
Internal friction coefficient μ0 = 0.3
Calculating the Required Torque TM (Ncm)
The force F of moving direction can be calculated as
follows:
F = FA + m · g (sin θ + μ · cos θ)
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= 35 + (3.3 · 9.807) · (sin 90 + 0.05 cos 90)
= 67.4 (N)
The load torque T'L can now be calculated as follows:
T'L = ((F · PR) / (2πη)) + (μ0 · F0 · PR) / (2π)
= ((67.4 · 0.008) / (2π · 0.9)) + (0.3 · 22.5 · 0.008) /
(2π)
= 0.104 (Nm)
With a safety measure of 2 this gives us a maximum
torque load of:
TL = 2 · 0.104 = 0.208(Nm)
= 20.8 (Ncm) = 2.08 (kg·cm)
Calculating the Load Inertia Moment J (kg·m2)
The inertia of the Rod:
JR = π/32 · ρ · LR · DR4
= π/32 · 7.9 · 103 · 0.25 · 0.0084
= 7.941 · 10-7 (kg·m2)
The inertia of the load:
Jm = m · (A/2π)2 = 3.3 · (0.008/2π)2
= 53.498 · 10-7 (kg·m2)
The Load inertia at the gearhead:
J = Jm + JR
= 61.4 · 10-7 (kg·m2) = 61.4 (g·cm2)
Pulley belt driven
Specifications:
Total mass mt = 5.3 (kg)

[figure 34: Final concept.]

External force F = 0 (N)
Total length of rod LR = 250 (mm)
Roller diameter DR = 15 (mm)
Roller Mass mR = 1 (kg)
Friction coefficient of sliding surface μ = 0.3
Belt and roller efficiency η = 0.9
Calculating the Required Torque TM (Ncm)
The force F of moving direction can be calculated as
follows:
F = F + mt · g (sin θ + μ · cos θ)
= 0 + (5.3 · 9.807) · (sin 0 + 0.3 cos 0)
= 13.8 (N)
The load torque T'L can now be calculated as follows:
T'L = (F · DR)/(2η) = (13.8 · 0.015)/(2 · 0.9)
=0.115 (Nm)
With a safety measure of 2 this gives us a torque
load of:

Total load inertia at the gearhead shaft J is calculated
as follows:
J = Jt + Jr = 31.62 · 10-5 (kg·m2) = 31.62 (g·cm2)
These calculations lead to information on which
stepper motor to select for this concept.
For this project, based on the above calculated
requirements the Nema17 stepper-motor is chosen.
It can hold a torque of 5 (kg·cm) and an inertia of 68
(g·cm2).
Concept Optimization
The calculations showed that the concept is technically possible. It is however still possible to optimize
the construction. Figure 34 shows the final concept.
Two parts of the frame have been removed to save
material. This makes the entire system more compact, slightly lighter (about 0.5 kg) and lowers the
cost. The previous calculations are still applicable.

TL = 2 · 0.115 = 0.23 (Nm)
= 23 (Ncm) = 2.3 (kg·cm)
Calculating the Load Inertia Moment J (kg·m2)
Inertia of belt and load:
Jt = mt ((π · DR)/2π)2
= 5.3 ((π · 0.015)/2π)2 = 29.81 · 10-5 (kg·m2)
Inertia of roller:
Jr = (1/8) · mR · DR2
= (1/8) · 1 · 0.0152 = 2.81 · 10-5 (kg·m2)
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[Figure 35 [34]: DINED's normal distribution curve for the average length between elbow and grip for 20-30 year olds.]
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APPENDIX TWELVE
ERGONOMICS
There are two dimensions of the concept that can
have significant impact on the ergonomics of the
user:
- weight
- width between handles
In these calculations data from DINED [34] 2004 was
used for both men and women between 20-30 years.
Weight
Considering the weight of the camera and lens being
4 (kg) the system will add weight to that.
According to occupational health and safety measures the Revised NIOSH [35] lifting equation is
handled:
LC x HM x VM x DM x AM x FM x CM = RWL
where LC is the load constant (23 kg) and other
factors in the equation are:
HM, the Horizontal Multiplier factor
VM, the Vertical Multiplier factor
DM, the Distance Multiplier factor
FM, the Frequency Multiplier factor
AM, the Asymmetric Multiplier factor
CM, the Coupling Multiplier factor
RWL, the Recommended Weight Limit
HM
Horizontal Multiplier (HM): Horizontal distance (H,
in cm) from the midpoint between the ankles to the
hands while holding the object.
Here is chosen for 30 cm between ankles and hands
as DINED 2004 gives a mean of 343 mm for the elbow grip which corresponds to HM. 30 cm translates
HM to a value of 0.83 (given in their data-sheet).

VM
Vertical Multiplier (VM): The vertical distance (V, in
cm) of the hands from the ground at the start of the
lift.
The handles are positioned in the middle of the
vertical actuators (20 cm). When the system is positioned on the ground this corresponds to a VM 0.87
as the hands will than be around 20-30 (cm) from
the ground.
DM
Distance Multiplier (DM): The vertical distance (D,
in cm) that the load travels.
This is around a meter from lifting the device from
ground to carry area. According to the table 1 (m)
corresponds to 0.87.
AM
Asymmetric Multiplier (AM): The twisting angle (A)
of the body while lifting, measured in degrees.
This is 90o from if bending over, instead of kneeling
first. This is the least ergonomic way of lifting it, but
it will take out the most extreme limits which for
safety margins is good.
90o corresponds to 0.71.
FM
Frequency Multiplier (FM): The frequency (F) of lifts
and the duration of lifting (in minutes or seconds)
over a work-shift.
60 minutes is the smallest duration option. It is highly unlikely that a filmmaker would shoot one take of
60 minutes (long take).
But without any other option that was chosen with
the longest duration option between lifts (5 minutes)
to compensate this.
These values correspond to 1.00.
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[figure 36: Above: preferable work zone [35] - Below: DINED's normal distribution curve for the average breadth over the
elbows and grip for 20-30 year olds.]
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CM
Coupling Multiplier (CM): The quality of grasp (or
coupling, C) classified as good, fair or poor and
depends on the body position (either standing or
stooping).
Standing and good handles corresponds to 1.00.
Putting all above values in the equation gives a recommended weight limit of 11.70 (kg).
This would mean the system should not be more
than 11.7 - 4.0 (camera+lens) =
7.7 (kg)
Width between handles
Figure 36 shows the preferred work zone when
standing. This is ergonomically speaking the best
area to hold the device of the product in.
According to DINED 2004 the distance between the
elbows has a mean of 464 mm. This means that the
handles should be placed within 0-464 mm.
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APPENDIX THIRTEEN
FINAL PRODUCT
OPTIMIZATION
All axis have been minimized in length based on the
maximum measured displacement (30 mm). This
means that each carriage needs to be able to travel
30 mm both ways. To prevent them from colliding
against the ends of each axis each rail consists of end
stops. These end stops shut down the system when
triggered (figure 37).
Furthermore it is essential to mention that the 200
(mm) length is based on the fact that the smallest
used lens has a length of about 50 (mm) and an
angle of view of about 46o. This limits the distance
between point C and the end of the lens as beyond
this point would make the actuator visible on the
camera's visual (figure 37). Such 50 mm lens limits the camera from being 64 (mm) from point C
which is just enough to be able to make the both way
30 mm travel. This product is designed for 50-300
(mm) lenses but if it is desired to use smaller lenses
such as a 24 mm lens a shift in the quick release plate
could be done. The quick release plate consists of two
parts, one is fixed on the system while the other part
is fixed on the bottom of the camera. The camera
part easily slides into its counterpart making it easy
to fasten and release the camera onto the system.
These quick release plates are also used on other
equipments such as a tripod (figure 38).
Some quick release plates contain a rail on which
the camera can slide forwards and backwards. This
would be a solution when using lenses such as a 24
mm lens. These different types of quick release plates
are typical additional products that could be offered
separately.
The Z-dolly axis on which the camera is placed
requires some calculations. As the camera moves a
maximum of 30 mm in both ways on this axis the
weight distribution changes critically compared to
the other axis. Figure 37 illustrates this in which Fcam
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is the weight of the camera moving on the axis CH.
As point i is fixed the question is where on CH this
point should be. C is the maximum point at which
the camera can come. The weight of the aluminum
frame is negligible compared to the mentioned forces and will therefor not be taken in account in these
calculations.
The maximum momental force will occur when Fcam
approaches point C, as the arm to point i will then be
increase. Without a moving counterweight the momental force Mi in point i will always be above zero,
but a counterweight adds at least 4 (kg) to the entire
system. Such solution is therefor not desired.
The goal is to minimize the momental forces on CH.
Additionally, the nema17 stepper motor in point H
has a significant weight of 0.3 (kg) which lowers the
momental force. But the question remains, where on
CH should point i be?
The following equation describing momental force in
point i should be minimized:

ΣMi = Fcam · dci - Fhy · dih = 0
= 40 · dci - 3 · (200 - dci) = 0
dci = 600 / 43 = 13.95 (mm)
This tells us that the point of 'rest' in which the
momtal force on critical point i is 0, is when the
camera is 13.95 (mm) from point i. Any displacement outside this point will result in an increasing
moment in point i.
As mentioned earlier, it is possible to use counter
weights to keep this momental force zero, but it is
not desired to make the system heavier (appendix
12).
It is therefor decided that the mentioned distance of

46o

Fcam
H

i

Fhy

Fiy

C

Fcam = 40 (N)

Y

Fhy = 3 (N)
Fi
Z

dci
dch

= 43 (N)

dch = 200 (mm)
dci

=?

[figure 37: Above: Final concept with 50 mm with angle view of 46o - Below: Forces working on the Z-dolly actuator.]
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[figure 38: Left [40] and right [39]: quick release plate for easier and faster camera installment.]

13.95 (mm) is the neutral point from which the camera can make its 30 (mm) travel. Ideally the camera
should be kept at this point as much as possible. To
achieve that the app can be used. The app serves as
interface to choose shot types, but can also function
as balancer. Figure 39 shows a conceptual balance
display that could be used. It shows the Y and X axis
with the white dot as the camera's position - and the
Z-axis below with the white dot as the camera's position. The upper circle illustrates the area in which
both Y and X can travel - outside the circle would
shut the system off via one of the endstops. The
below line works the same; here the z-axis is showed
in which the middle vertical line is the neutral line.
Whenever the system is used and motion occurs the
white dots will leave the neutral line, to which the
user can react and keep it within the region. This
part of the app therefor has two goals: two prevent
the endstops from shutting down and to keep the
momental force to a minimal.
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[figure 39: Waltz app - Left: shot selection - Right: balance function.]
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APPENDIX FOURTEEN
DEVELOPMENT &
SALESPLAN
This chapter discusses a strategy for the Waltz from
development to launch to ultimate success.
Let's start at the latter: achieving ultimate success.
To achieve such point three approaches will be used
that are in its essence closely related: the Golden
Circle, the Law of Difusion of Innovation and the
Minimal Viable Product.
The Law of Diffusion of Innovation[54] (figure 40)
describes how an idea gets spread through the influence of 4 segments. This model suggests that a successful adoption-process of a product starts with just
a small group of visionary and imaginative pioneers:
the Innovators.
As the Golden Circle[20] (Simon Sinek) describes the
WHY as the center and start of adoption argumentation the Innovators think exactly alike: these are the
people that believe in your WHY. In fact, they care
less about HOW and WHAT you sell. They feel they
are part of a new movement, rebelling against the
mainstream majority.
After the Innovators come the Early Adopters. This
second segment, fairly larger than the first, have
followed this new idea from start but need a confirmation of its quality. As soon as it shows promising
through the first 2.5% they are ready to follow. They
trust the Innovators as experts on new and perhaps
radical unconventional ideas.
If the idea has a successful ride through the first 16%
it approaches the so-called tipping point. This is the
most important point of the entire adoption process.
Reaching the tipping point leads to the majority to
follow.
Finally there is always a percentage that does not
follow, which is the remaining 16% of Slackers.
But the main interesting point is how to reach the
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tipping point, which starts with the innovators.
These innovators believe in the ultimate why. An
important aspect here is that their desired product,
does not have to be perfect. In fact, they rather want
a raw beta product than a ready to go product. Reason for this is that they want to feel part of this new
movement and ideally contribute to that. A fully polished product does not allow any freedom for such
contribution. Examples of this are beta software and
kickstarter projects. These all offer the innovators
to contribute, whether that is financially, generating
new ideas or simply by being the first ones to say "yes
this is cool".
Such unpolished product is called a Minimal Viable
Product (MVP) popularized by Eric Ries in the Lean
Startup[32]. The main goal of an MVP however, is
not necessarily seducing the innovators. Instead it is
meant as a prevention of wasting resources through
product features that turn out to be unnecessary. An
MVP offers only the minimal needed features, and
adds features only if the users desire it. This saves
time, resources and ultimately costs.
For this project it is interesting to look into the possibilities of offering an MVP and getting the innovators' attention.
So the main questions are: who are the innovators
here? And: what would be the Waltz's MVP?
MVP
The MVP of the Waltz would simply have the following features:
- 3 Translational axes stabilization
- Ability to lock/unlock axes

early adopters
13.5%

early majority
34%

innovators
2.5%

late majority
34%
slackers
16%

Fig. 40: Law of difusion of innovation [54]

Innovators
These are typically those participating in open source
communities for similar so-called 'poor-man's'
support equipment like dollies and steadicams. They
use online DIY articles and forums to build there
own equipment, and share their modifications. This
results in open source products that evolve organically with the help of any participant of the community. Apart from improvements on the product
itself, differentiation occurs as well - alternative and
sometimes entirely new products emerge, suitable
for different situations.
Now why would such open source platform be interesting for the Waltz - what is the value proposition?
The company has two incentives, between which
a balance should be achieved. The first is a moral incentive: the desire to simply help independent
filmmakers. This matches with the concept of open
source platforms. The second however, is more
business focused: making a maximum profit. This,
incontrary to the first incentive does not entirely
match with open source, as open source more or less
means: sharing for free.
Before we look into a comprise let's see what both
extremes would mean separately.
The first would mean putting the design online for
free so that anyone can build the product themselves.
A pro here is showing company good will and zero
costs thus no financial risk - a con is no profit at all.
The second would mean offering the product with a
maximum profit margin. This means calculating the
costs of manufacturing, storage, promotion, transport and any other related costs - and then multiplying this with a maximum acceptable mark-up.
A pro here is profit - a con here is financial risks. The
latter could lead to premium prices typically result-

ing to a similar path of major studios, as discussed
throughout this project. This is not necessarily a bad
thing though, as it would still possibly make profit.
But both extremes are not desired - so how do we
compromise these two incentives? One way would
be offering the product at a minimal price that is
interesting enough for independent filmmakers
to purchase. This would not, however, lower any
financial risk. In fact, it would probably increase it.
Instead it is interesting to look into the possibilities
of lowering costs.
To lower costs, they first need to be identified. A
detailed cost list cannot yet be defined due to the
limited time scope of this project. It is however expected that the major starting costs will be research
and development costs. An MVP offers the ideal
solution to lowering those costs. By offering an MVP
of the Waltz to the innovators, collaborated research
and development could be achieved. A successful
example is what is often done with software, where
companies release beta versions along with a developer kits to help improve it.
Online platforms have shown that there is a large
community of filmmakers out there, that are able to
help in developing the Waltz.
It is therefor suggested to offer the Waltz MVP
limited at first, to such filmmaker-developers within
the Netherlands and Belgium to test the product
and help in development. Film-school students can
also play a big role here as they are eager to experiment with new concepts. The company can offer
them a developer's kit that contains the software
and hardware as seperate components to assembly
themselves. Let's say this kit will be sold with a minimal mark-up of 1.5-2.0. The company then includes
them in a subscribed developers team. This also
forms the first step to creating the desired commu-
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Total Market
Worldwide

Total Market
Worldwide

Addressable Market

Addressable Market
Europe

Target Market
NETHERLANDS
BELGIUM
UNITED KINGDOM
SPAIN
FRANCE
ITALY

Target Market
NETHERLANDS
BELGIUM
UNITED KINGDOM
(students + filmmakers)

2016

Total Market
Worldwide
independent filmmakers

2016+

Addressable Market
European
independent filmmakers
Target Market
NETHERLANDS
BELGIUM

2015

Total Market
Worldwide

Addressable Market
Addressable Market
Target Market
NETHERLANDS
BELGIUM
UNITED KINGDOM
SPAIN
FRANCE
ITALY
SWITZERLAND
DENMARK
FINLAND
SWEDEN

2018

2017

[fFgure 41: Target Market estimation - option of what development and sales path the company could go into with the Waltz.]
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nity. The following year non-students can join and
the United Kingdom could be involved as well after
which in the years after could expand to worldwide
- especially with such growing community. When
such community is built up and the tipping point is
in reach a fully assemblied product can be offered as
well, with a higher mark-up of 3.5-5. The separate
components will also still be available but one must
be invited/subscribe to the developer's community
in which they can share their modifications or ideas.
This provides input for the company for new ideas
for either the Waltz or even new additional products. This is particularly interesting with an app as
interface for the control of the system. As everyone
has a smart phone nowadays this is very accessible.
Particularly for 3rd party app developers that have
increased exceedingly in the last couple of years.
This is an organic way of developing a product while
keeping costs at a minimum. Additional features will
only be added if this is really desired. Furthermore,
the involvement of the community in the development creates a sense of ownership which increases
the love for the product. Finally it combines the two
incentives of good will and making profit.
Figure 41 shows how such process could go with a
targetmarket of developers and film-school students
as main focus - an addressable market as filmmakers
in general, that are willing to buy the product - and
the total market as total amount of filmmakers. The
specific magnitudes of these scopes will have to be
determined to plan accordingly.
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APPENDIX FIFTEEN
PARTS LIST
Parts list
4 x Nema17 Stepper-motor
1 x Printrboard Rev D kit
1 x IMU Grove Seeedstudio kit
3 x Smooth Idler Pulley Kit
1 x Cable Ties (10 Pack) (Length: 11")
1 x Cable Ties (10 Pack) (Length: 4")
2 x OpenRail - Black Anodized (Length: 1000mm, Screw Length: 8mm)
4 x Aluminum Spacers (Size: 1/8")
6 x Aluminum Spacers (Size: 1-1/2")
12 x Eccentric Spacers
8 x OpenBuilds Dual V Wheel Kit - Delrin
2 x Low Profile Screws M5 (Length: 8mm/25 Pcs)
2 x Tee Nuts (25 Pack)
2 x 5mm * 8mm Flexible Coupling
2 x Idler Pulley Plate
3 x Motor Mount Plate
4 x Threaded Rod Plate
2 x V-Slot Gantry Plate
1 x Build Plate
3 x V-Slot Door Handle
2 x Black V-Slot 20 x 40mm (Length: 1000mm)
8 x Belt Crimp Clamp
12 x M3 Cap Head Screws (Length: 45mm)
8 x 90 degree Angle Corner Connector (V-Slot)
3 x Three Way Cube Corner Connector (V-Slot)
8 x End Cap (V-Slot)
8 x GT2 (2mm) Timing Belt
6 x Lock Collar (I.D.: 8mm)
3 x GT2 (2mm) Aluminum Timing Pulley - 30
8 x OpenBuilds Solid V Wheel Kit
2 x 688Z Ball Bearing - 8x16x5
2 x V-Slot ACME Nut Plate
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APPENDIX SIXTEEN
IMU
TRAJECTORIES
This chapter discusses the fact that the IMU used in
the prototype lacks to deliver the desired quality.
Problem Description
The hypothesis of deriving positional information
from Inertial Measuring Unit data in the form of
gyroscopic and accelerometer data is valid. It is
however prone to an order of magnitude of errors
that can only be solved with a highly calibrated and
fault tolerant setup. The exposure of these errors
is inherently bound to time as errors build up and
accumulate over time - this is called 'drift' [78]. When
performing a double integration to derive positional
data over time one compounds the error factor built
in to the initial acceleration data. [70],[73]
One positive aspect about the system described in
this project is that positional data is required in very
short time frames as a shot has an average duration
of 2 seconds (with long takes as exception). Furthermore, the travel is assumed to variate instead of long
constant distances. As shown in the previous passages the scope of movement is limited to a domain of
30 (mm) on each translational axis. Given that these
movements occur within an order of magnitude lower than minutes and the compensation in translation
needs to occur in a sub frame-rate time-space the
error drift is minimal. [78]
In fact, hobbyists [58],[59],[60],[61] have demonstrated
with the use of model adhering data, filters and other
error reduction algorithms that one is able to achieve
a highly accurate translation indication of periods
of time longer than described above. Given the fact
that this is using low cost commercial IMU's, a lot of
potential remains to achieve the intended goal. The
road to market for the system is currently limited
however by two factors: time and budget.
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Time
Even with commercial grade IMU's a combination
of filter algorithms and model fitted data can result
in accurate compensation of translation over short
periods of time. All of this becomes less relevant
with an improvement in accuracy of IMU's due to
the advance of technology. Given the fact that the V2
Rocket used only mechanical gyroscopes (3 of the 9
available degrees of inertial freedom the system currently uses) in 1944 to achieve accurate translation
information gives an indication of progress.
Budget
The current commercial grade of hardware introduces a non-calibrated highly incorrect dataset leading
to drift and measurement errors. The reason is that
accurate IMU's require advanced often closed technologies that have undergone very intensive calibration and testing. This technology is used in ICBMs
(Inter Continental Ballistic Missiles) and therefore
has to adhere to a degree of accuracy in order to
remain ethical in usage. Disregarding the irony, commercial grade IMU's can cause a horizontal unaided
(not compensated by other sensor's and algorithms)
displacement error over one hour of around 8000
km whereas a tactical grade IMU's without advanced
compensation techniques achieves a standalone
error of 1 km. The United States Defence Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA)[62] currently
publicly admits to having a system capable of 0.01
parts per million angular gain over/hour error in a
setup smaller than 10 cubic millimeters. Together
with their MINT (Micro Inertial Navigation Technology) this means 1 meter of error over 10 hours of
operation in a cubic centimeter using only 5mW of
power. Given the fact that in 1994 only 3% of classrooms in the USA had internet and now over 92%

have access as well as the other countless examples
of advances in technology indicate a promise that
such technology will become commercially available
[71]
. Having said that, purely based on speculation
the author assumes there will be regulation in place
preventing the home construction of long distance
accurately guided projectiles that become possible
when this happens.[68]
These two points beckon a business decision where
to invest effort. Such a decision should be based on
the available options to fit a path given a constraint.
Below is an outline of possible trajectories.
Possible Trajectories
The completion of accurate (below video frame rate)
6-axial stabilisation can not be achieved with current
off-the-shelf technologies and algorithms within the
scope of this project. A set of possible trajectories
exist which can be explored to achieve a marketable
product. Some require heavy investment in R&D
and others increase the unit cost price drastically.
Others are hypothetical as they require technology
not readily available for civilian usage.
Below describes three possible trajectories:
(1) Commercial IMU technology levels the accuracy of current tactical grade technology
This would render all other efforts below useless but
would potentially come at a higher cost. Novatel,
one of the larger players in this market claimed in
2013 to release a tactical grade commercial IMU that
would provide enough stability to the current system
[80],[81]
. Disregarding the fact that this solution is too
large for the application in this context it shows the
movement in this space. The problem with this tra-

jectory is that it is in its definition a trajectory with
a heavy impact on budget and unit price as these
systems range in the 5 figures.
(2) Situational Awareness
This is an entirely different approach where the
system is not made aware of it's own inertia but
made aware of it's context. Several paths exist within
this space that could provide highly accurate data to
determine translation. These range ascending in time
effort and budget.
- The simplest solution is to use markers in a surrounding and a smaller vision system on the setup to
determine relative position. This requires the modification of the environment of the shot (not always
desired or possible). This is the same technology the
Nintendo Wii uses but in reverse. Several resources
exist to implement this with little effort. [61],[75]
- A more complex solution but just as feasible is to
use a good feature tracking algorithm that identifies and tracks good features in it's environment to
then infer translation from movement/optical flow.
Embedded systems like the RasperryPi are currently
capable enough to facilitate this together with open
source vision algorithms as contained in the likes of
OpenCV[76] and LibCCV[77].
- Another solution which would also provide a lot
of new opportunities in the filmmaking/cgi space
is the usage of LiDAR [74] (Light Detection and
Ranging) which builds a point cloud of the immediate environment in 3D and thus maps the entire
environment around it in real time. Not only would
this provide enough information to determine the
position of the system within the environment but it
would also as a by product provide a 3D map of the
filming environment that can be used later in post
processing or shot evaluation amongst others.
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(3) Algorithmic Filtering & Modelling
This requires a large time effort and a skill set extending beyond the scope of a masters in Industrial
Design. Partnering however with a physicist, computer scientist and electronic engineer an embedded
solution could be built incorporating model and filter algorithms on a hardware level to provide a faster
than normal calibrated & compensated inertial data
set which could be used to accurately model translation of the system. A quick search shows many hobbyists actually achieving astounding results in this
space. A more technical and substantiated approach
could render a solution that is commercially viable.
The movement paradigm of the system is inherently
limited and can thus be modelled. Inertial data could
be fitted further with extra sensory input to provide
a system dynamically calibrated enough to work. The
work required for this approach warrants another
thesis or PhD for that matter. Nevertheless initial
experimentation with Kalman Filters (noise reduction algorithm for sensory data) provided promising
results. [63],[66],[67],[73]
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